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/',bstract

A wide variety of "jeological evidence supports the contention that the

Troodos massif, Cyprus is a frar;ment of Mesozoic sea-floor crealed at a

constructive plate margin. Here, th~ metamorphism and geochemistry of

the dyke/pillow lava sequence at the top of the igT'eous succession are

shown to be compatjble with this proposal.

The greater part 01 the sequence is basaltic and is divided by a meta-

morphic discontinuity near the top which ~ometimes coincides with an

unconformi ty. This boundary separates two groups of lavas and their

related dykes. Each unit has a characteristic metamorphic petrology.

Me t aba saIts f rcra the lower di vision, here termed t[leAxis Sequenc e, are

comparable to those dredged from oceanic spreading axes, whereas the

overlying rocks, the Upper Pillow Lavas, differ, and represent matenal

erupted after the earlier metamorphic event. Thi~ group was subsequently

metamorphosed in an environment with a lower t he rrnaI gradien t and its

effects are not displayed by the Axis Sequence.

Oxygen and strontium isotope data strongly suggest that the basaltic

rocks of the Troodos massif have interacted with large volumes of sea-

water during the metamorphic events. A model for sub-sea-floor meta-

Inorphism at or near the Troodos spreading axes is erected.

Most of the major elements are labile during metamorphic proce~ses. It

is only certain trace elements, notably Ti, Zr, Y, C~ and the rare earths

which are unaffected by hydrothermal alteration and, as such, provide a

clue to the compositions of the Troodos magmas. Even so, geochemical

studies alone are incapable of defining the tectonic environment in

which the Trooclos massif was generated, but coupled with other geological

evidence, a pe t rogenet Lc model has been formulated in which the whole

massif is seen to have developed at a decelerating spreading axis,

probably in a marginal sea, back-arc environment.
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION

The Troodos massif is an ophiolite complex of mafic and ultramafic rocks.

It is now widely accepted that such complexes represent oceanic litho-

sphere formed mainly at spreading axes and obducted during the collision

of oceanic and continental plates (Dewey and Bird 1970, Dewey and Bird

1971, Moores and Vine 1971). It follows therefore, that the processes

taking place at constructive margins may be elucidated by the study of

ophioli te complexes. The suggestion th,atthe Troodos massif is a fragment

of oceanic lithosphere was originally proposed by Gass and Masson-Smith

(1963) and d~veloped by Gass (1968).
-, " .. "_.

The stratigraphic sequence of the massif ranges downwards from deep-sea

sediments and pillow lavas, through a sheeted dyke complex into layered

basic and ultrabasic rocks and finally tectonised peridotite. This

coincides with the ocean floor sequence deduced from a consideration of

constructive ma~gin processes (Oxburgh and Turcotte 1968, Cann 1970a).

Due to the good exposure of all formations in an essentially undeformed

state, seemingly rare among ophiolites, much attention has been focussed

on the Troodos massif in recent years to further investigate the ocean-

floor model and evaluate how closely rocks from the massif resemble their

equivalents from present-day oceanic ridges (Moores and Vine 1971,

Greenbaum 1972a, Khan et al. 1972, Robertson and Hudson 1973, Gass and

Smewing 1973, Menzies and Allen 1974, Pearce 1975, Smewing, Simonian

and Gass (in press».

1.1 Aims of this work

The aim of this project is two-fold:

1. To investigate the style and extent of metamorphism on the Troodos

massif.
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2. To elucidate its tectonic environment of formation.

If the massif is a fragment of ocean floor, then metabasalts similar to

those dredged during the past decade from active spreading ridges

(Melson and van Andel 1966, Melson, Thompson and van Andel 1968, Cann

1969, Miyashiro, Shido and Ewing 1971) should occur. A realistic

comparison is made possible by the absence oL,orogenic deformation and

accompanying reeional metamorphism on Troodos, unlike many Alpine

ophiolite complexes where any metamorphism taking place prior to obduction

is obscured by a later tectonic overprint (Spooner and Fyfe 1973).

',',';The proce:ss'whereby f resh 'basaltic rock ; "forme d at an oc'ean i c coris t ruc t i.vev- ......

margin, receives a metamorphic imprint has been termed ocean-floor meta-

morphism (Miyashiro 1972), and is characterised by the development of

metabasalts generally devoid of the pervasive foliation shown by their

orogenic counterparts. Oceanic metabasalts that do show this fabric

appear to come from shear zones where plastic flow has brought about

parallel orientation of the secondary minerals (Melson and van Andel 1966).

Ocean floor metamorphism is thought to take place beneath the median

valley of the ridge axis (Miyashiro 1972) where the heat flow is suffic-

iently high to form amphiboli tes at the base of a 5 km basaltic crust;

greenschist and zeolite facies rocks occur at higher levels.

The process envisaged is that new oceanic lithosphere is continually

created, and metamorphosed, respectively at and near, a spreading axis.

Thus, the bulk of the basaltic crust must be altered to varying degrees

and the respective metamorphic zones to lie horizontally one upon the

other (Miyashiro 1972). That a similar situation exists for Troodos is

perhaps one of the most compelling arguments for invoking. an ocean-

floor origin for the massif. Also the.observation that unmetamorphosed,~ .

Upper Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary deep-sea sediments rest conformably

on the metabasalts of the massif indicates that metamorphism took place
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in an oceanic environment prior to uplift.

1.2 Regional setting, major geological features and geomorphology

of Cyprus

Cyprus lies in the north-east corner of the Mediterranean, 70 km south of

Turkey and 100 km west of Syria. The island has maximwn dimensions of

220 km east-west and 100 km north-south with an areal extent of 9,150

sq. km.

The Troodos massif forms the hilly southern part of the island and

extends as a WNW-ESE arcuate mountainous region from near Polis in the
",: '~.:":' .'" ;:.: '.... .' . "; . ,'.. : ;. ,: ,',,' ,'" .~ ,..' .... , .". : .. . : ..

west to Pano Lefkara in the east and from near Limasso1 in the south to

Xeros in the north (Fig~re 1). It is about 90 km in length with a maximum

width of 30 km and the highest point, Mt.·Olympus has an elevation of

1951 m. The rocks of the massif continue under the flanking younger

sediments and crop out away from the principal mass as the Trou1li,

Petrophani and Akamas inliers (Figure 1).

Geologically, Cyprus is divisible into five structurally and topo-

graphically distinct units (Figure 1). From north to south these are:

1. The Kyrenia Range which runs parallel to the full length of the

northern coast of Cyprus and consists·main1y of upthrust masses of

Mesozoic Limestones and rises to a height of 1000 m. Structurally

related to this range are the folded Miocene Flysch deposits of the

Kythrea Formation that flank the mountain range to north and south.

~. The Mesaoria Plain is floored by near horizontal Pliocene, Pleistocene

and Recent sediments which rest with marked unconformity on the

foided flysch deposits to the north and overstep onto,

3. Gently dipping calcareous sediments of Upper Cretaceous to Miocene
age which dip away from the Troodos massif on the north side.
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4. The Troodos massif. A three-fold, roughly annular structure is

apparent within the main outcrop (Gass 1960a) resulting from a doming

of the massif about a central plutonic core of mafic and ultramafic

rocks which occupy the highest ground around Mt. Olympus (Fig. 2).

This plutonic area is flanked by rocks of the Sheeted Intrusive

Complex, an intense dyke swarm of hard, altered basaltic dykes.

Basalt pillow lavas are exposed at the peripher~ Palaeontological

evidence (Allen 1967, Mantis 1971~ has shown that the massif is of

campanian (Upper Cretaceous) age. Metasomatic alteration has

rendered many of the Troodos rocks difficult to date radiometrically,

.\ •.. v: . ...: .... howeve n. the .d a.t e s .ob t a.i.ned. -.do .ckust e r around .8.S,.m• .y •. ,(yinc. et ·a·1.i..e•." ...• .,..

1973).

5. To the south of the massif gently folded calcareous sediments of

Upper Cretaceous to Miocene age are exposed (Gass 1960a), whereas

further to the west, rocks of the massif are overlain partly by

the autochthonous Kannaviou formation of Upper Cretaceous grey-

wackes and partLy by the allochthonous Mamonia formation containing

Triassic sandstones and limestones with pillow lavas and serpentinites

(Lapierre 1972).

Apart from some small, probably allochthonous inliers of schistose rocks

in western Cyprus, no sialic rocks are to be found on the island.

The broad structural pattern of Cyprus is relatively simple. The Troodos

massif has acted as a rigid block against which the·Kyrenia range has

been thrust southwards by strong compressional earth movements. Peripheral

to the massif, calcareous sediments, mainly of Eocene to Miocene age have

been protected from this compression whereas contemporaneous strata in the

Kyrenia range are extensively deformed. Und formed Pliocene sediments...,
overlie the Miocene flysch indicating that the latest compressional move-

ment in Cyprus was during the Lower and Middle Miocene.



-------------------------------------

'.'~ -

Figure 2. Geology of the Troodos massif. Taken from a map

prepared by L.M.Bear in 1963 for the Geological Survey of

Cyprus.

...
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The topography of Cyprus is closely related to the underlying geology.

Within the central core of plutonic rocks an area of subdued topography

capping the dome-like form of Mt. Olympus is a relic of an Upper Miocene

(Pontain) erosion surface (de Vaumas 1960). Elsewhere, the plutonic

rocks and the hard resistant dykes of the Sheeted Intrusive Complex have

been deeply incised to form 'V' shaped valleys. A terraine of low

hummocky hills at an elevation of about four hundred metres is typical'

of pillow lava country, planation of this region having taken place

during the late Pleistocene (Gass 1960b).

Although exposure of all formations is generally good due to a poor soil
........ :~.....••;••.• ,' .•••••••• ".::.: .; . I· ~ .:.~••• :. .•.• <; ;-. t,,\ .t,/ .. ~.,. .•• ~ . .' ~. ':"'; J'~ =":'. : ~'!.: <> ;.. .:~.:.~. ;',' .., ':.:: :...• ~ ~

development, fLesh samples may only be obtained from road cuttings and

r i,ver valleys.

1.3 Previous work

This section is restricted to the geological work done on the Troodos

massif in the past two decades which has seen the development of a basic

geological understanding and more recently an analogy with ocean floor

rocks.

1.3.1
:::>

The work of the Cyprus Geological Survey

In 1952 the Cyprus Geological Survey was established and regional mapping

on a scale 1:5000 initiated. The results of these surveys have been

published in annual reports and a series of memoirs tvhi.chcontain geolog-

ical maps on a scale of 1:31,680 and cover the whole massif apart from the

rugged terraine in the west. The original sUlvey geologists, working in

close liaison,succeeded in subdividing the massif into realistic units

and elucidating a petrogenetic model. The results of their work are

summarized below:
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The following major lithological units were identified:-

Serpentinite

Post-Upper Pillow Lava Intrusives

Troodos Pillow Lava Series

Troodos Plutonic Complex

Troodos Sheeted Intrusive Compl~~

(after Gass and Masson-Smith 1963)

1. The Sheeted Intrusive Complex forms the country rock into which the

plutonic rocks have been emplaced and upon which the pillow lavas

.", :. £:. :""" :'n'a\':e':'De~n"dxt'ruacid "Thi:s'"compIex ' f'orms-.the bulk ofi.the -ma.ssif.i'. .~, >,

and consists of a swarm of altered basic dykes with a dominant north-

south trend (Wilson 1959, Carr and Bear 1960, Bear 1960). These

intrusives dip at high angles, predominantly to the east and form

over 90% of the exposure, imparting a marked sh~eted appearance to

the unit. On :he presence of extrusive material between the dykes,

a sub-division was erected into the Diabase at the base of tne

complex with rare screens of supposed sub-aerially extruded lava

and the overlying Basal Group containing pillowed flows as host rock

(Wilson 1959; Bear 1960).

2. The Troodos Plutonic Complex has a domal structure centred on Mt.

OLympus and the rock types show a decreasing basicity away from the

central core of harzburgites and dunites through peridotites and

olivine gabbros to uralite gabbros and trondhjemites exposed at the

periphery (Wilson 1959). Foliated and banded adcumulate rocks are

common especially in the more mafic and ultramafic members. Similar

rocks outcrop in the Limassol Forest in a more deformed state
(Pantazis 1967).

3. As the name implies, pillow lavas form most of the Troodos Pillow

Lava Series, although occasional massive flows do occur. Wilson (in
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Ingham 1955) was the first to divide the Series into upper and

lower divisions. The lavas of the upper division are markedly

undersaturated with respect to silica and contain abundant olivine,

especially towards the top of the sequence. This contrasts with

the; oversaturated character of lavas from the lower group, which do

not con t a.in oLdvdne , This, coupled with the varying abundance of

dykes, low in the upper and high in the lower division, were the

main criteria on which the Upper Pillow Lava/Lower Pillow Lava

boundary was drawn. The boundary between the two lava formations is

demonstrably unconformable in places (Wilson 1959, Gass 1960b, Bear

~;"'".:.....,'":','1"9(0)<;'·where:i;l.s·, 'voleani(dty.:'appcfa'x s: -to- have' bee n-icontLnuousc:e l~~l¥h~re. ..,,' ;''':'

(Gass 1960b).

4. Noritic plugs and dykes designated as belonging to the Post-Upper

Pillow Lava Series cut the Pillow Lava Series and are petrologically

distinct from it (Bear 1960).

5. A serpentinite body has been intruded as a diapir into the central

core of ultramafic rocks on Mt. Olympus, and this rock type is

abundant in the Limassol Forest. From his work in the Akamas

peninsula, Gass (1960a) demonstrated that the serpentinite had been

emplaced into all members of the Troodos igneous suite.

Economically the massif is important for massive cupriferous sulphide

deposits which occur within the Pillow Lava Series and the top of the

Sheeted Intrusive Complex. Of lesser economic importance are th

chromite deposits wi thin the ultrabasic rocks of Mt. Olympus and the

chrysotile asbestos in the serpentinite. ~fanganiferous sediments occur

in dep resc i ...s on the Upper Pillow Lava surface and in places are inter-

bedded between flows. These deposits,_ locally known as umber have been

worked as pigments.
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The massif has been raised to its present position by a series of tectonic

movements dating from the middle Miocene. The zone of maximum uplift is

geographically and seemingly genetically associated with the intrusion of

the serpentinite diapir into the plutonic rocks now exposed around Mt.

Olympus (Gass and Masson-Smith 1963)0 Erosion accompanying this updoming

was most intense where elevation was the greatest. This has resulted in

the exposure of the plutonic rocks at the centre of the massif and the

pillow lavas at the periphery, where the flows are now seen to dip at
o 0angles of 15 -20 away from the plutonic core. Factual evidence of

differential uplift is given by de Vaumas .(1960) who identified the

elevated some 3000 metres since Cret aceous times whereas elsewhere on the

island an uplift of 500 metres was deduced. Raised beaches around Cyprus

indicate that uplift continues (Gass 1960b).

Following the emergence of the Tr.oodos land-mass during the late Miocene,

the deposition of detrital marls, derived from the Upper Cretaceous and

Lower Tertiary chalks overlying the igneous rocks, took place in the

Pliocene sea which occupied the present area of the Mesaoria. Extensive

denudation of the igneous complex, as it was progressively uplifted, is

marked by the widespread development of Pleistocene to Recent fanglomerates

around the massif.

The origin of the Sheeced Instrusive Complex was one of the main problems

in the interpretation of the genesis of the massif. Most survey geologists

favoured an intrusive origin to the unit, thereby rejecting the hypothesis

of Bishopp (1952) that these rocks are tightly folded lava flows. However,

the idea of near 100% dilation of host rock material, implicit to an

intrusive origin was clearly difficult to accept. Carr and Bear (1960)
",considered that the dykes of the Sheeted Intrusive Complex were emplaced

into sub-aerial flows overlain by pillow lavas, representing the host
•material to the Diabase and Basal Group respectively. These flows were
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supposed to overlie a basement of sialic schistose rocks. Numerous

tension cracks were produced in th~s host unit by the intrusion of

basaltic magma at depth, allowing easy access of magma along north-south

fractures, a direction controlled by structures in the basement. The

,Lower Pillow Lavas were thought to be the .ext rusiv equivalent of this

activity. The magma chamber feeding the dykes subsequently intruded into

the Sheeted Intrusive Complex and diff erenti.at'e d at depth to become the

Troodos Plutonic Complex.

Wilson (1959) extended this idea by proposing that the Basal Group pillows

were erupted during the same cycle that produced the overlying Lower Pillow
:.: :.' ~ ~~.. I, •.~.~ w~:, ;:; ":'" ,::~,. ",;' :,',:".; .': \" :,. ,,:' .. ~ .. ~ ,'J> ':I~;-:....: .....~.,~.. :.:;:\:l:.:.::·, v. : ":,,,,~,~·t.:;. -::~ .•:.fj'.r;··.··:·.·.:.·,···I'.. :.-:~.:·.,:. .,> ,.: ..... t:..···:.

Lavas. He pointed out that 'dykes in the Lower Pillow Lavas are cont1nuous

with those in the Basal Group and probably extend into the Diabase. Thus,

he envisaged a continuous process akin to present-day models of ocean-

floor development in which dykes and flows are genetically related.

During late-stage crystallization of the plutonic rocks, aqueous solutions

were released which affected the overburden, proaucing a seconda.r.y

assemblage (Wilson 1959). As part of the models described by Carr and

Bear (1960) and Wilson (1959) and summarized above, the Lower Pillow

Lavas were thought to lie at the upper limit of a zone of low-grade

metamorphism which increases in intensity towards the Plutonic Complex.

However, Gass (1960b) and Gass and Masson-Smith (1963) put forward

different views. They suggested that the whole of the PdLlow Lava Series

post-dated this major magmatic event and was genetically unrelated to the

underlying formations. This proposal was based on the identification of

a marked unconformity between the Sheeted Intrusive Complex and the

Pillow Lava Series and the se ming absence in the pillow lavas of rocks

of the Plutonic Complex.
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The alteration of the Sheeted Intrusive Complex is well documented in

each memoir. The following scheme is adapted from Gass (1960b).

feldspar ----~

Albite

. ~calcite(Saussuritization)
.Epidote

Clinozoisite

Plagioclase

(andesine-labradorite)

(low-grade metamorphism)

albite

+ additional silica (silicification)----~> quartz

Although the widespread secondary minerals of the Pillow Lava Series

were described, onLy chalcedony was considered to have formed during the

metamorphic episode. The presence or absence of the other miner.a1s,

which include celadonite, various zeolites, calcite and quartz, was often

used to distinguish between the upper and lower groups, supplementing

the primary criteria already mentioned.

All workers were agreed that the parent magma of the Upper Pillow Lavas

was of a more basic type than the Lower Pillow Lavas.

A summary of the Survey's work was presented by Gass and Masson-Smith

(1963), in which they considered that the Trood s massif represents a

volcanic pile formed in an oceanic environment at a time when the

continents of Africa and Buras.Lawere more widely separated than they are

today. 'thissuggestion came before the concept of sea-floor spreading

and was the precursor to the present a~d generally accepted view that the

Troodos massif was generated at a constructional plate margin. Evidence

for the formation of the massif in an area where sialic crust was absent
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has been presented, but not commented upon, by Gaskell, Hill and Swallow

(1958) whose seismic work located an oceanic layer at shallow depth

beneath Famagusta Bay which they correlated with a sea-ward extension of

the Sheeted Intrusive Complex. Gass and Masson-Smith also discussed the

uplift of the massif in the light of a detailed gravity survey and showed

the whole of Cyprus to be underlain by a thick slab of high density

material which they suggested was a detached part of the upper mantle and

related to the ultramafic rocks of the Plutonic Complex. This slice of

oceanic crust was, they postulated, underthrust by sialic rocks of the

African shield.

1.3.2 An ocean floor analogue

The ocean floor model was further developed by Gass (1968) when he

proposed that the massif had formed at an east-west Tethyan ocean rise.

To account for the nOfth-s~uth trend of the dyke swarm he suggested that
othe Eastern Mediterranean block had been rotated through 90 •

Further advances were made by Moores and Vine (1971) who interpreted field

and petrochemical data from the stand-point of currently accepted views
:>on sea-floor spreading and deduced that the massif fitted the concept of

generation at a m.id-Tethyan spreading axis. Plate tectonic theory also

accounted for the strongly tensional environment in which the Sheeted

Intrusive Complex had formed. These authors suggested that the Upper

Pillow Lavas represented activity after the main crustal formation.

Since these suggestions much attention has been focussed on Cyprus and

the ocean-floor model tested from a variety of geological stand-points.

This work is summarized below.
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1.3.2.1 Geophysical data

Recent geophysical work has been concentrated on remanent magnetism and

seismic studies. Moores and Vine (1971) reported the results of a

palaeomagnetic traverse taken east-west across the massif. A prime

objective of this study was to locate any avenues of normally and reversely

magnetized basalts as identified within present day ocean basins and

generated by sea-floor spreading (Vine and Matthews 1963). However, no

such reversals were found? an observation which Moores and Vine attributed

to a period of consistently normal polarity during the Upper Cretaceous.

After this disappoint~ent an 'on-land' seismic survey was carried out.: '; .~~~... ; :.~ '.~,! . : .~:. ··..1 •• ·t .'" ,t,::. " .....\: : -;:'~.~;.."~~.:"".', ....:,...•~'~ =: :."...: .' '.' .', ·;7' t".· ':,.' ~~..:', .:: i: ..,)....} .:'.~".'.:;", .. ,....: ...~:.# :", • .' .: ,., :", : ••••••• :: ... :':;.

Initial results (Mat thews et a1 1971) were not encouraging. Anomalously

low seismic velocities were =ecorded for each formation; none were as

high as oceanic layer 3 velocities. These values were attributed to the

opening of fractures during the uplift of the massif.

Further work by Khan et al. (1972) showed a surface low velocity refractor

of 5.28 km/sec unde~lain by a higher velocity refractor of 6.6 km/sec.

These data were correlated with layer 2 and 3 and in agreement with Moores

and Vine €>l971) they put the boundary between the two at the Basal Group/

Diabase contact.

Poster (1973) overcame the difficulties experienced when 'taking measure-

ments in the field by recording the compressional wave velocities at

various pressures for nineteen samples from the massif. These laboratory

data showed that the Layer 2/Layer 3 boundary should occur at the Sheeted

Intrusive Complex/plutonic Complex contact as previously suggested by

Gass (1968).

In summary, recent geophysic al work has shown the resemblance of the

Troodos massif to 'oceanic crust formed at a spreading axis but there is

still disagreement on the position of the Layer 2/Layer 3 boundary with

respect to the mappable units.
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1.3.2.2 Petrological data

The petrology and field relationships of the mafic and ultramafic plutonic

rocks have been considered by Greenbaum (1972a and b) to represent steady

state cumulate crystallization in a single chamber that is feeding basaltic

magma to overlying dykes and flows at an oceanic spreading axis. The

harzburgite, or enstatite olivinite of Wilson (1959) exposed around Mt.

Olympus was shown to possess a tectonic fabric and to underlie an

essentially undeformed adc.umulate sequence. The harzburgite was supposed

to represent the depleted mantle from which the basaltic magma had been

derived and became the base of the lithospheric plate as it moved away

from the spreading axis.
. .

o' .. '. ! ',''''':..:',":',.:t:. 0: • ': ~"".' ~.~ •• ; ,.~ .•: ••• ~' • ~~.: ... ,~ t , '. ~:: '::'" ~

The petrological similarities of Troodos and ocean floor rocks have also

been noted by Moores and Vine (1971) and Menzies and Allen (1974). These

authors favoured volcanic eruptions from multiple magma chambers under-

lying the ridge axis. From the extreme depletion of the residual mantle

rocksin.the basaltophilic elements, Menzies and Allen (1974) considered

that the Troodos massif was generated at a well-established spreading axis.

1.3.2.3 Geochemical data

Geochemical work has been hampered by the metamorphic imprint which has

remobilised most of the major elements in the igneous rocks of the massif.

Nevertheless, some trace elements notably Ti, Zr, Y and the rare earths

are stab.e to low temperature alteration up to the greenschist facies

(Cann 1970, Hart 1971). The abundances of Ti, zr and Y in the Troodos

metabasalts have been presented by Pearce (1975) and, by comparison with

the abundances of these elements in present-day volcanics, the Lower

Pillow Lavas were though to have formed at a spreading axis whereas the

Upper Pillow Lavas were generated in a young island arc. Kay and

Senechal (in press) pointed out that the similar light rare earth element

depletion of both groups relative to chondrites precluded an unequivocal
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characterisation.

1.3.2.4 Sedimentological data

The iron- and manganese-rich mudstones everlying the igneous rocks are

considered by Robertson and Hudson (1975) to be comparable with those

forming over present-day spreading axes.

1.3.2.5 Metamorphic data

From a study of the metamorphic petrology of the dyke/pillow lava success-

ion Gass and Smewing (1973) located a boundary separating two groups of

metabasalts with co~trast~ng sec~ndary mineralogies. This metamorphic

discontinui ty is close to and often coincides with the boundary between

the Upper and Lower Pillow Lavas. The rocks below the discontinuity were

termed the Axis Sequence as they were considered to have been generated

and metamorphosed at a near spreading axis, whereas the overlying Upper

Pillow Lavas were erupted on the flanks of the ridge and were metamorphosed

in a cooler environment.

1.3. 3 Summary

Thus, the weight of geological evidence would suggest that the Troodos

massif is a slice of oceanic crust formed, in part at least, at a spread-

ing axis.

However, this view is not universally accepted. Miyashiro (1973) argued

for an island-arc origin for the whole massif, pointing out that about

one third of the major element analyses from the massif f'oLl.ow a calc-

alkaline trend. Moores and Vine (1971) pointed out the absence of

olivine in the Lower Pillow Lavas, a mineral very common in present~day

spr~ading axis volcanics (Shido ~ ~,197l).

.
It is with this element of uncertainty regarding the origin of the massif
in mind that the present research work has been undertaken and an attempt

made to reconcile the wealth of geological data available into a real'stic

model.
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1.4 Scope of the present work

Field work cormnenced during the winter of 1971 when an area of 300 km2

along the north flank of the massif was investigated (Map 1). The object

was to study the distribution of metamorphic facies through the uppermost

members of the Troodos igneous massif, a task facilitated by the cross-

strike profiles provided by the numerous radiating road sections and

river valleys. The work was of a reconnaissance nature, so only those

boundaries within and adjacent to sections are accurate.

The choice of this and subsequent mapping areas was governed by their

", :"ease 'of ac cess :'and<expo aur e '0'£ all' formations -Lrr .an essentially, undeformed: ",

state. It was important that the index minerals of the various meta-

morphic zones that could be identified macroscopically in the metabasalts

should be sufficiently well developed to permit their areal distribution

to be mapped.

The area covered in Map 1,is located on the northern flank of the mountain

chain that runs parallel to the WNW-ESE elongation of the massif east of

Mt. Olympus. Elevations within the igneous rocks vary from l500m within

the mountain chain along the southern border of the map to 300m along the

igneous/sedimentary contact. The overall dip of the sequence of 150_200

to north is apparent in the west where successively deeper levels of the

massif are exposed further south. However, in the east, this attitude is

no longer apparent and the outcrop pattern is one of lavas dipping

irregularly at low angles. Extensive areas of the Upper Pillow Lavas are

exposed here, probably with no great thickness.

More detailed mapping has been carried out in 5 areas totalling 72 km2:_

The Western Troodos area (Map 2) is located on the western slopes of Mt.

Olympus and varies in elevation from 1400m in the north-east corner of the

map to 700m south 9f Kamminaria. Generally, higher stratigraphic levels

are exposed at lower topographic levels, an observation accounted for by
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the overall westward dip of all formations across the area.

The Kannavia Valley area (Map 3) is located to the north of the mountain

chain running east from Mt. Olympus. Elevations vary from l300m along

the southern border to 600m in the valley bottom at the north-east

extremity of the map. The markedly V-shaped valley has deeply incised

the Sheeted Intrusive Complex and exposed the underlying trondhjemites
and gabbros.

The Eastern Tillyria area (Map 4) is located on the SW shores of Morphou

Bay varying in elevation from 300m in the south to sea-level. Mesa-type
l1:flis'''a·~··~.'damman' ''Whei'e'': Ko'ro~i~··iimes·tones:c'aljpi~gs""pi:6'h~ct :the''u:ride~:':':'-;":'.....,.:_",,-

lying softer pillow lavas.

The Karyotis Valley area (Map 5) is situated 3 km south-west of the

C.M.C. Skouriotissa Pyrites mine. The relief is subdued although heights

of 500m are reached in the south.

The Mosphiloti area (Map 6) is situated 3 km east of the Nicosia-Limassol

highway, 25 km south of Nicosia. In a region of low relief (200m), the

Mosphiloti range of hills, composed of quartz-feldspar porphyry bodies

intruded into rocks of the Sheeted Intrusive Complex form a distinct

feature and rise to a height of 400m within the mapped area. Younger,

horizontal flows of the Upper Pillow Lavas are exposed flanking these

hills (Plate 1).

Rock samples have been collected from every major formation within the

six mapped areas and also during reconnaissance surveys that cover the

greater part of the massif.

Field work in map areas 2-6 has been carried out using 1:5000 plans
produced by the Cyprus Lands and Surveys Department, Nicosia, and sub-

sequently reduced to 1:10,000. Within map area 1, original work on a

scale of 1:31,680 has been reduced to 1:63,360.
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The rocks collected have been studied petrographically and chemically

using the facilities of the Department of Earth Sciences, Open University,

the Department of Earth Sciences, Leeds University, the Department of

Geology and Mineralogy, Oxford University and A.W.R.E. (Aldermaston).

Further details of sample preparation, analytical and optical methods

appear in the Ap endix at the end of this volume.

1.5 Nomenclature and Classification

It is intended to introduce a modification to the previous sub-division

of the Troodos massif.

"!,' , : .:.,:"':'''' •.:,' "~. 'ot·;' ••••••• } .~: ,:\:', ,::\"':' .;.~.' •. ~ .; •• ~:·,·.~:.,P.~:;..': ~s .. '>··.. e • t ', 'f,' .;",,;1 -::,..:.,., :.. -r t- ;.:- .. ; •. '{ •.•. :. "~:.'

A boundary oj real petrogenetic significa~c~'has been found within the

Pillow Lava series. This boundary separates two groups of pillow lavas

each intruded by varying abundances of feeder dykes, and is readily

identifiable where lavas of contrasting metamorphic petrology come into

contact (Gass and Smewing 1973). In many places this boundary is marked

by an unconformity which represents a time break when metamorphism,

mineralisation and sub-marine erosion of the underlying rocks 'took place

prior to the eruption and subsequent metamorphism of lavas from the

upper.division. Elsewhere, volcanicity appears to have been continuous,

but the same contrast in metamorphic petrology and the confinement of

mineralised rocks to below the discontinuity is still apparent.

In places th boundary coincides with the Upper f'illow Lava/Lower Pillow

Lava contact as mapped by Wilson (1959), Carr and Bear (1960), Bear (1960)

and Gass (1960b), on criteria mentioned in Section 1.3. More frequently

however, a proportion of those rocks mapped as Lower Pillow Lava are

found to lie stratigraphically above the metamorphic boundar.y resulting

in a greater thickness and areal extent for this upper division. To

avoid unnecessary complications of the nomenclature, the terrn 'Upper Pillow

Lavas' is retained for this upper division, but it will be appreciated

that this unit is more extensive than that described under the same name
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by previous authors.

The rocks underlying the disconformity consist of the Sheeted Intrusive

Complex and the rem2inder of the Lower Pillow Lavas as mapped by Wilson

(1959), Carr and Bear (1960), Bear (1960) and Gass (1960b). A rapid

increase in dyke ab ndance into the Sheeted Intrusive Complex has

previously been used to define the boundary of this unit with the over-

lying Lower Pillow Lavas (Bear 1960, Gass 1960b, Gass and Masson-Smith

1963). However, the author's field work has suggested that this phenomenon

is sporadically developed and that the boundary between the two form-

" .: .., .at Lons )1as.no .p.etr~g~ne~~y,!?ignificance. .Similarly, no sub-aerial
" '" .. " ... ~:',.,.:'.~.: .. ~.-:y: "~ .". '~"'~'''''''' . .'rt'.,:y.· ...... ,.'J.· .••~•. ~.:. >1''-':\{''':::::''1''!·''{:': .."!,~.:.. ;: .. t->.••.•

volcanic flows as host rock to the Diabase, have been found; instead

pillow lava host rock gradually increases from zen' in the Diabase, to

up to 30% near the top of the Rasa1 Group" and into the Lower Pillow

Lavas where the volume of pillowed flows exceeds that of the intrusives.

The term 'Axis Sequence' was erected for this formation underlying the

metamorphic discontinuity and overlying rocks of the Plutonic Complex

(Gass and Smewing 1973). It is considered to represent a comagmatic unit

of dyked intrusives feeding overlying pillowed flows that was metamorphosed,

mineralised and partly eroded prior to the eruption and subsequent zeolite

facies metamorphism of the Upper Pillow Lavas.

The only boundaries within the Axis Sequence are those separating rocks

of contrasting n.etamorphi.cpetrology, the most important of which divides

the zeolite facies at the top from the und,erlying greenschist facies.

This boundary is marked by an increased hardness of the greenschist facies

rocks. It commonly occurs about the level where the extrusive/intrusive

ratio is unity aridoften coincides with the Lower Pillow Lava/Sheeted

Intrusive Complex contact of the previous classification. This observ-

ation is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 where the two classifications

are depected in cioss-section and plan.
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PREVIOUS SUBDIVISION
THE PRESENT STUDY

Figure 3. Cross-sections of the Troodos massif under the

previous and present classifications. Sub-divisions of the

Plutonic Complex by Greenbaum (1972a). Ccimparison with

oceanic crust (C nn 1970a) on far right.
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Figure 4. Comparis?n of previous classification with that adopted
in the present study in the area covered in Map 1. Previous
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boundaries, and the greater extent of the UPL in the present
classification.
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106 Definitions

Certain descriptive terms are used 1n the following chapters with

precise meanings:-

PRIMARY MAGMA: as defined by O'Hara (1975), that body of magma just

prior to its removal from source. In this way, high pressure fraction-

ation may have taken place within the source regions of primary magmas.

PARENT MAGMA: that body of magma which has departed Prom its source and'

may have undergone fractionation during ascent.

describing a rock which contains respectively ereater and less than 95%

of the minerals which cLysta1lized directly from the parent magma*. The

terms 'modified' and 'unmodified' are used more generally to describe the

departure in chemical ~omposition of a rock or ~luid from its original

state.

*Cann (1971) defined a fresh basalt on chemical grounds as one with

,
the Troodos rocks, Fe203/Fe203 + FeO ratios are dependent upon the facies

of metamorphism (Section 402) and some of the freshest rocks on the•

petrog~aphic definition adopted, the Upper Pillow Lava glasses, contain up
to 2'~70 H20+ ~
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CHAPTER TWO: FIELD RELATIONSHIPS

In this chapter field relationships of those units introduced 1n section

1.5. will be considered in detail.

2.1. The Upper Pillow Lavas

This group is discontinuously exposed in ground of moderate relief at the

periphery of the massif and is bounded below ay the Axis Sequence and

above by the Upper Cretaceous-Lower Tertiary sedimentary succession

(Robertson and Hudson 1974).

Although the thickness and hence width of outcrop varies considerably
:-:",_, •• ;:'~:': ••• '!""~ .......•••• 4· -: '~: :.' ~'.. j ~'":,.'" ':.' ..:.s:, ~.:.. :.~: ~~"..,:,,:'.~_"""":""~':.".,." ~'.' ..•".•.,' • ." '. - ~ ."'_'..." ···t·:····~·· .:.-.;...~.". ·.'··:·J»:···:···· ..·~·1'···;···:...·::..·:~:..··..~...~··.:..across the massif, a thickness' of lOOm. exposed over' a widtn o'f'2kl'li."may

be taken as average. South-east of Kambia village (Map 1), the Upper

Pillow Lavas are absent and Campanian umbers and radiolarites'overlap

onto the Axis Sequence. Elsewhere the outcrop may be as wide as Skm.

(north-east of Lythrodhondha~ Map 1). Here, the outcrop pattern is one

of lavas dipping irregularly at low angle~, thus an estimate of the

thickness is difficult. Gass and Masson-Smith (1963) estimated the

maximum thickness of the Upper Pillow Lavas of the previous sub-division

as 200m. The incorporation of part of the Lower Pillow Lavas into the

classification adopted here would probably double this valll~.

Pillow lavas make up about 80% of the exposure. The remainder, in order

of decr asing abundance~ are dykes, massive flows, sills, breccias,

hyaloclastites and rare intercalations of muddy ferromanganoan sedi-

ments. Subsequent low grade hydrous metamorphism produced clays within

the igneous rocks arid this is reflected in their characteristic light

blue/grey colour. Although exposure is good, and individual dykes and

pillows can be readilY. distinguished, the surface is crumbly making

specimen collection difficult.

The pillows are circular in cross-sections parallel to the flow but

elliptical in any other, with long to short axis ratios of about 3:2.

Although long axes vary in length from lOcm. to 8m., a value of !-lm.
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is us ual, The flows generally dip at low angles (10-150) away from the

massif. Carbonates, zeolites and fine-grained brown ferromanganoan

sediments occur between individual pillows. A high vesicularity of up

to 10% is apparent in the lavas and a general relationship of increasing

abundance and decreasing size of vesicles towards the edge is common.

Vesicles and veins within pillow lavas are usually lined by montmoril-

lonite and infilled with calcite or a variety of zeolites. Radial

jOinting at the centres ~nd coocentric jointing towards the~dge of

each pillow is common, as is columnar jointing in massive flows.

the strike of the dyke swarm in the Axis Sequence, and commonly group

together to form discrete eruption zones (Plate 2). This phenomenon is

seen in Map 4 where tongues of pillow lavas spilling over a basement of

Axis Sequence volcanics diverge from one such eruptive centre lkm. north

of Varisha. Feeder dykes are more resistant to erosion than the pillow

lavas and produce small elongate hills (see Plate 2). Massive

flows often produce subdued mesa-type topography and provide a pro-

tective capping to the underlying pillowed flows.

The Upper Pillow Lavas are primarily basaltic, but ultrabasic types do

occur. A combination of varying types and abundances of phenocryst

minerals, and the proportion of glassy to holocrystalline basalts,

accounts for their great heterogeneity. Phenocrysts, in order of de-

creasing ab ndance are olivine, usually pseudomorphed by carbonate and

iron oxide, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and plagioclase feldspar; pheno _

cryst phases are especially abundant towards the top of the sequence.

A four-fold classification of the Upper Pillow Lavas, based primarily

on macroscopically identifiable phenocryst assemblages, is given in

table 1, and described in detail below. The distribution of the

various types is shown 1°nFO 519. •



Plate 2. ~rer Pillow Lava country north-east of Analiondhas.
Miocer calks in middle dis tan e an Kyrenia range in

bark0 )UIQ. The grou ing of dykes in the Upper Pillow Lavas

forms elongate il s (Scm. in from left hand margin) and

massive [ ows p ovide protective cappings above the less

resistant pil10 ~avas (to left of upper wing str t).
(photograph by Prof. I.G. Gass).



Phenocrysts State of pillow alteration
Edge Centre

~. Picrite basalt 30-60%
and ultrabasic olivine
rocks (1%)

Fresh Fresh

z. Olivine 0-30%
basalt (40%) olivine

~"""":{":,.: ... ::.•. :>.} ..';.; .. <." ,'.' .J"':.,,, ;,',,: .:.' . ~nd_: ',.: ./b W~.~.hC?uJ.:hya~.o.7,-Al te ed '.''.:,r : ••••. A.;L.tDrf?d.'.':.,':.... ..."'_'.' pyroxene,'·pil·itic··1.ini " . '-., . . '"

2....Wi th hyalo-
pilitic rim Fresh Altered

3. Aphyric
basaLt (55%) None Altered Altered

4-. Fine-grained
basal lava
(4%)

,olivine
(trace) Altered Altered

Table 1. Sub-division of the Upper Pillow Lavas (abundances

in brackets).
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Figure 5. Cross-s ction of the Upper Pillow Lavas compiled
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I. Picrite basalt and ultrabasic rocks

These rocks have been described by Gass (1958), Gass (1960a) and Se rle

and Vokes (1969). They occur as dykes, sills, bosses and more rarely

as pillow lavas (Gass 1958). Olivine phenocrysts 1lp to Scm. long com-

prise up to 60% of the rock, the remainder consisting of a black, glassy

matrix.

2. Olivine basalts.

Generally restricted to the top of the Upper Pillow Lavas this group

may extend to the base where the succession is thin (Fig. 5).

;':,':.,:. ~.;'~;.. :" -v.. ,,:",; •• ~ •. ".:,".~"':"''Y ..;-'...:.,:'\ .......~:..... ,:., :'~;~'''::l'~'':"'.;l ..."'...... /' .." •. ~:" ......::..:J,.~...... ,:; .. ; .v ". " ,.•••~.:';:, ...~; '. ; ....:: .••.".' •• :: .•. "::"':

Oi'ivine varies from !mffi. to lcm. in length whereas pyroxene, both ortho-

and clino-,is usually l-2mm. long, often in glomeroporphyritic clusters.

The centres of the pillows are invariably altered to the characteristic

light blue/grey colour of the Upper Pillow Lava metabasaltso -Olivine

phenocrysts are pseudomorphed by iron oxide and carbonate, whereas

pyroxene generally remains fresh. Vesicles and veins are infilled with

zeolites and carbonate.

The edges of the pillows however are of two distinct types, depending on

the presence or absence of a fresh black glassy margin surrounding the

altered interiors. This margin is similar to the matrix of the ultra-

basic rocks described above and varies in width from l-15cm. Micro-

scopic examination reveals its hyalopilitic texture with augite micro-

lites set i~ a basaltic glass.

Lavas containing this hya10pilitic zone have been referred to as lim-

burgites by Gass (1960a) and Bear (1960) and are conspicuous in the

field due to the greater resistance to erosion of the fresh rim. At the

extreme edges of these pillows a zone «lem.) of fresh sideromelane is

often preserved. Where the hyalopilitic zone is absent the margin of

the pillow is altered and is distinguishable from the centre only by a

gradual decrpase in grain size of the primary ground-mass minerals



towards the edge. Outside the pillow, dark green argillized fragments

of the sideromelane border that have spauled from the edge are suspen-

ded in an interpillow matrix of carbonate, sediment and zeolite (Plate 3).

These two contrasting pillow margin morphologies are depicted in Plate 4.

3. Aphyric Basalts

This group is very widespread where the sequence is thick, as it is to

the north-west of Mathiatis (Map 1 and Fig. 5). Fresh margins are never
, .

Widespread within the pillows of this group is an intricate network of

;...·::...i:<1a'tlt'·'gi-ey':'zCln~'s'wh"i'ch: 'betiue.{:·-th·e· ~oi1it"'stii:-f aces· of: t~e'~·pillows:'.(Plat e- 5) '~'.":,:_:,;.;,:

In the field, these zones appear to be a fine-grained equivalent of the

light blue/grey pillow centre, however microscopic study has revealed

that no decrease in grain size occurs in these zones. Moreover, the

bounda.ry between the wo zones is sharp making it unlikely that they

have been generated by the entry of sea-water into a semi-crystalline

pillow soon after eruption causing chilling of the interior along finite

lines of access as suggested by Gass (1960a). No plausible explanation

of this ph£nomenon has been found.

4. Fine-grained basal lavas

This group is discontinuously exposed along the base of the succession

(Fig. 5) from Mitsero in the west to Psevdhas in the east (Map 1).·

Pillows are generally well formed and some contain small chocolate brown

pseudomorphs after olivine. The lavas are finer-grained than elsewhere

in the succession and shatter when struck with the hammer. No longer

apparent is the light blue/grey colour of typical U~per Pillow Lava vol-

canics. Instead, the lavas are black or brown, a colour more character-

istic of the underlying Axis Sequence volcanics.

The group is separated from the overlying remainder of the Upper Pillow

Lavas by a marked volcanic hiatus and from thi underlying Axis Sequence

by the metamorphic discontinuity described in Section 1.5. The volcan~c



Plate 3. Pillow lavas(UPL) near Kato Moni with elongate

fragments f arglllized basaltic glass that have pauled

fro'n the pillow margin during eruption, now suspended in

a carber te/sediment/zeolite matrix.



Plate 4. Pillow margins in UPL with (left) and without

(right) a black, hyalop·]itic margin. Pillow edges towards

top of photograph. Incipient variolitic cr stal ization

in the hyalopilitic layer is marked by a brown mo tling.

Migration of i on oxide in the peripheral layers of the

right-hand specimen accounts for the grey "bleached",

and the pink, hematitic horizons.



Plate 5. Aphyric basalts in Upper Pillow Lavas near

milepost 20, Nicosia-Limassol highway. Notice the radial

and mottled distribution of dark grey zones(see text) and

calcite veins throughout. (photograph by Prof. I.G. Gass).
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hiatus is frequently marked by a horizon up to !m. thick of mangani-

ferous sediments (e.g. in the Pedeios Gorge). The presence of this

break in volcanicity and the sharp colour contrast between the two

units has led Bear (1960) to propose that this boundary separates the

Upper and Lower Pillow Lavas. However, as these rocks show typical

Upper Pillow Lava metamorphism across this boundary, it would appear

to be of little 'structural significance.

, ,

A group of rocks, termed the Post Upper pillow Lava Intrusives 'oy ,

Bear (1960), occur sporadically throughout, usually near the top of

, t,h,e,sequence , The se nor LtLcji.ntrusLons , charact erLsed by the p'res~nce "
t. :.1': ; I'. '.'::.' .' .• ..,.' ' •. ~.. '" : .~. t"j" .:.... • "".,..~""..\.....: • -,"., ~." • " r: :-.'-,',".':.''.....'..~....'",'_'.I· .' .. \. • 1,0; .... ': : :;.~ '/ !::,-.: .:: ,'"':: .::~:'. ~'~., ,'" :.. , ",: .' l' ."" • " it:.!

of orthopyroxene,were considered by Bear to post-date the volcanic

pile because (i) no extrusive equivalents could be found and (ii) in

many places the coarse-grained core of the intrusion cropped out close

to the overlying sediments. However the present work has shown that

extrusive equivalents do occur, that the metamorphism of the surroun-

ding volcanics is continuous with the intrusives, and that these bodies

nowhere intrude the overlying sediments. These intrusive rocks are

here considered to be contemporaneous with others in the Upper Pillow

,Lavas.

Towards the top of the sequence brecciated pillowed flol\lsoccur. In

places these breccias come into sharp contact with the pillowed flows

above and below. Elsewhere the boundary is gradational. The breccias

typically consist of rounded to sUb-angular pillow fragments in a crys-

talline carbonate matrix. The fragments vary in size from Imm. to

blocks 2m. wide composed of several pillows. The glassy margins of the

pillows have undergone the greatest comminution. Graded bedding is

only rarely observed. Breccias of this type are best developed in a

linear zone from Ayios Mamas in the west to Anglesidhes in {he east

(Fig. 2) and may originate either by in situ brecciation of older for-

mat ions by phreatic activity towards the close of Upper Pillow Lava
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volcanicity (Robertson pers. ~.) or by the disruption of pillow

lavas during seismic activity (Simonian pers. ~.).

2.2. The Axis Sequence

The Axis Sequence is exposed in terraine of moderate to rugged r.elief

surrounding the central mountain mass of plutonic rocks. It is a meta-

basaltic series composed of pillow lavas intruded by genetically re-

lated feeder dykes. Pillow lavas occur exclusively towards the top of

t'h~sequence. 'Witll'depth'the ~roporti6n"oi 'd~k'e's'graliha:llY·Lnc reases"

until below a level approximately half-way down, the sequence is made

. up of a dyke swarm.whe~e pillow ~avas are absent. The occurrence of
I$-~.\.,~ ': .. ~:- ••.• ~.:::.~.,,:} :' ..:.- '.~.'.: .'.: ', .',:; .• ,.:.~.;.'r..:; ~ ,:.: .. ;~,:.'-.;.~.~!'-~'.:::<.~".• ;;: .. :,!':*,'t':' "':'<"':-"~"';.:·..:'''i~ 4~. "~.> ·1'·1\ : .. ,: ;-.• :;~,,; ..~: ' .~.~.\.: i,..

hydrous metamorphic minerals throughout, both in veins and in the ma-

trices of the rocks themselves would indicate that, as in the Upper

PilJ~w Lavas, metamorphism of the Axis Sequence has been effected by

the interaction of fresh basaltic rocks with hyd:-othermal fluids. Both

zeolite and greenschist facies assemblages are represented.

Although it is difficult to assess accurately due to the lack of dip

criteria, the Axis Sequence is probably 3-5km. thick. In areal extent

it is the most widespread unit occupying 75% of the massif and is over-

lain by the Upper.Pillow Lavas and intruded, at its base, by the gabbros

and trondhjemites of the Plutonic Complex (see Figure 3). Of these

boundaries it is that between the Axis Sequence and the Upper Pillow Lavas

that requires detailed examination for the present work arrives at

different conclusions from all previous studies.

Previous workers (e.g. Gass and Masson-Smith, 1963) placed a boundary

within the Pillow Lava Series on criteria such as the presence or absence

of olivine and the dyke intensity (see Section 1.3). However, at an early

stage of the author's field work, it became apparent that many of these

criteria overlap and a unique boundary could not be defined. It was only

after a detailed study of the secondary mineralogy of the Pillow Lava
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§eries that it became apparent that a boundary between two formations,

here termed the Upper Pillow Lavas and the Axis Sequence, could be

defined as a sharp break in metamorphic petrology. Both the Upper Pillow

Lavas and the upper part of the Axis Sequence are in a zeolite facies of

metamorphism but the boundary between the two is marked by the restriction

of the zeolites natrolite, gmeli nit e and phillipsite to the Upper P'i Llow

Lavas and the zeolites mordenite and laumontite to the Axis Sequencl!.

Furthermore, sulphide mineralisation and the silica mineral chalced ny
' •• '. . .:." .:..' ., • ~:" :. J .-~- : .-.--. - "

are also restricted to the Axis Sequence. This relationship is well

illustrated in the Kamara River (Plate 6) where analcime/natrolite -

mineralised, mordenit e - bearing lavas of the Axis Sequence. This

identified the break as having major significance and not being, as a

superficial examination might suggest, a.mere break between two eruptive

uni ts.

Once the zeolites charact.erizing the two formations were recognized, th e-

boundary became readily identifiable in all areas of the massif, from the

Akamas peninsula in the west to the Trou11i inlier in the east. That the

boundary is areally continuous rather than a sporadic phenomenon only

locally exposed has been confirmed by tracing the boundary throughout the

three areas mapped in detail where pillow lavas are exposed (Maps 4, 5

and 6).

In most areas, the metamorphic discontinuity passes between two conformable

lava flows. However, in the east and south-east of the massif, erosion

of the Axis Sequence prior to the eruption of the Upper Pillow Lavas is

apparent as the Upper Pillow Lavas rest directly on cut-off dykes of the

Axis Sequence. This is seen lkm south of Troulli village where gme1ini te

bearing Upper ~~11ow Lavas rest directly on sulphide mineralised dykes of

the Axis Sequence. In the Mosphiloti area (Plate I and Map 6), the

resistance to erosion of the dyke swarm rocks has led to their exposure
as 'islands' within a 'sea' of horizontal Upper Pillow Lava flows.



Plate 6. The discontinuity between the Upper Pillow Lavas

and the Axis Sequence in the Kamara River, lkm. west of

Malounda. Height of cliff about 20m. Notice the abundance

of the blue-green mineral, celadonite on joint planes and

the huge, radially-jointed pillow, 8m. in width, above the

disconformity.
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It must be emphasized that the boundary has been erected solely on meta-
morphic criteria and wherever the top of the Axis Sequence has not been
removed by erosion, primary features such as lava petrochemistry and morph-
ology, and dyke intensity and orientation do not alter across the meta-
morphic discontinuity.

Where the volcanic pile has not been eroded from the top of the Axis

Sequence, certain volcanological affinities can be seen with the over-

lying Upper Pillow Lavas. The lavas are predomi.nant ly pillowed, hyalo-

clastites occur and the dyke density is low9 rarely exceeding 20% in
" . '0, : •

. Ithe'top SOOm. of thi Axi$ Sequ~nce.

more abundant than in the Upper Pillow Lavas, and whereas in the latter

.,',"gr,oup·,f eeder p'ykes .tend ,to'.occur toge t her 9. the. individual Axis Seque nee
. ",; "-: ->: '.~:" "1': ~.: ':' ••..• ~: .~I:t •• ;.' ....«s :..... ~.. ~..~..::.~:.t.; ~~.J.='. ·':~"-;"""';."r:·' =:': :";"}"~"':":.'.~~< .. ):::~~:'!"~_':"'~::"<~'.~';-" ..~

dykes are more evenly spaced (Plate 7). These dykes intrude the lavas

with marked sinuosity (Plate 8). The pillows are of similar dimensions

to those of the Upper Pillow Lavas9 are equally amygdaloidal9 but are

more commonly rimmed by black sideromelane and the pillow interstices

are devoid of abundant carbonate, zeolite and sediment (Plates 6 & 8).

Hyalopilitic margins are rare and confined to the uppermost Sam. of the

Sequence. A ropy pahoehoe surface to one pillow lava has been found

near Malounda (Map 1) (Plate 9). The lavas and dykes are generally

friable and grey-brown in colour due to the development of ferruginous

smectite minerals during zeolite facies metamorphism. However, most of

the joint surfaces of intrusives and massive flows are covered by the

blue-green mineral,celadonite (Plate 6). Lenticular, black flinty ribs

within lavas and dykes are common and are due to the introduction of

secondary silica into the volcanic pile. These ribs occur in a hap-

hazard form with respect to the structure of lavas and dykes and stand

out i'rom the more friable,unsilicifid grey-brown metabasalt. The

strange phenomenon of a rock changing colour from bluey-grey to black

within a few seconds of exposure to sunlight has been found in some

massive flows; this is due to the presence of chlorophaeite (Campbell

& Lunn 1925), an amorphous low-grade alteration mineral after basaltic

glass.



Plate 7. The upper Axis Sequence exposed in the Peristerona

River. Notice the regular strike of dykes and their higher

abundance than in the Upper Pillow Lavas (Plate 2).

(photograph by Prof. I.G. Gass).



Plate 8. Dyke/pillow lava relationships in the upper Axis

Sequence in the Akaki River, 3km. WSW of Klirou. (photo-

graph by Prof. I.G. Gass).

Plate 9. A ropy pahoehoe surface to a pillow lava in the

Axis Sequence near Malounda.
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Descending the Axis Sequence, dykes :iradually increase ir'number and

become ~nss sinuous. Continuous exposure of the lavas occurs over

narrower intervals and eventually only a fpl'!screeris appear between the

dykes. Pillow lava hr~c~i~~ U~come more abundant in the host rock and

iT'd 1V iJual pill ows are no longer rimmed by fresh sidercme Lan e, Instead

the edges have been altered to clay or chlori~e.

About this level, a colour change in the metabasvlts from grey-brown to
. " , ,.' ... , '.' . . ... " .. ' .. ., °0 ••

blue-grey is due to the appearance of chlorite and actinolite for the

ferruginous smectite and marks the boundary between the zeolite facies

lateral interval, typically 50-100m. The dykes become indurated due to

the incoming ,-·f quartz, ar-d dev e'Lop a blocky jointing. Their uniform

orientation il~arts a sheeted appearance to the dyke swarm (Plate 10).

Multip.le intrusion of dyke into dyke is wides~read, each successive in-

trusive chilling against the host rock. In this way strips of once com-

plete early dykes may be separated by later intrusives (Plate II). The

intrusives of the dyke swarm are generally less than 2m. wide and almost

invariably strike north-south, a direction continuolls in feeder dykes

throughout the higher levels of the Axis Sequence and into the Upper

Pillow Lavas (Map 4). The dykes are exposed over a cross strike width

of at least 90km. Following the generation of the dyke swarm and its

metamorphism to a greenschist facies assemblage, olivine phyric feeder

dykes to the Upper Pillow Lavas have been intruded and subsequently

metamorphosed to a zeolite facies assemblage. These later dykes arc

conspicuous due to their brown friable texture and the occasional pre-

sence of pseudomorphs after olivine and are generally concorliant with

the dyke swarm (Plate 12).

Near Vosphiloti, quartz-feldspar porphyries, up to lkm. wide, have

been intruded contemporaneously with dyke injection. Their vesi-

cularity and the occurrence of flow structures indicate tllcir high-



Plate 10. Sheeted intrusives in the dyke swarm near

Kannavia. Compare with sinuous dykes at higher levels

of the Axis Sequence in Plate 8.



Plate 11. Disseminated fragments of early dykes(white) at

the base of the Axis Sequence on the Nicosia-Troodos

highway near Kakopetria. Hammer at centre of photograph

for scale.



Plate 12. Upper Pillow Lava feeder dyke In the Axis

Sequence. Onouphrios River, 4km. south-west of Kappedhes.



level em0lacemc~t.

Quartz-epidote-pyrites veins are abundant in the greerschist faci~s and

in places the blue/grey rnet aba saLts have' been bleached to a wh i t is.l. rock

composed of quartz .ind epidote. These rocks, referred to as quartz

granulites by Wilso,1 (1959)~ occur in vertical zones which grade later-

ally into the normal blue-grey type (Plates 13 & 14). About 20% of the

greenschist facies has been affected in this way. They also OCCllr il'

.' . the. wall .rocks par.allel to .~he.q~at:tz-epidote-pyri t e veins suggest ing
• I ••• •• ' ••••

that their origin might be related to zones of higher permeability and

consequently greater reaction with the hydrothermal fluids.
~ : 'OJ •• ', ', ": •• '

"',:,,'.,:. .' .::. !". :~:".,. ',:

Sulphide mineralisation in the form of pyrites and chalcopyrites is

widespread within the metabasalts of the Axis Se quer.ce, Apart from the

sulphide bearing veins described above massive deposits of these minera~

occur on the Axis Sequence surface and replacing some gr,:::cilschistfacies

rocks at depth. Disseminated mineralisation is apparent t owa rds the

top of the greenschist facies. Field evidence strongly suggests that

mineralisation took place after meta~orphism. The mineralisation pro-

cess and its relation to the metamorphism of the Axis Sequence will be
.»

documented in later chapters.

Within the lowermost 100m. of the Axis Sequence, the greenschist facies

rocks have been metamorphosed by the intrusion of the gabbros and trondh-

jemites to dense? black hornfelsed metadolerites - an impacted set of

rocks in which individual dykes are difficult to distinguish.

2.3. The Trondhjemitcs and high-level gabbros of the Troodos Pluto~ic

Complex.

Trondhjemite is the general term used here for the 1eucocratic c1ino-

pyroxene-hornblende-epidote-plagioclase feldspar-quartz rocks of the

Troodos Plutonic Complex. The dyke swarm at the base of the Axis Se-

quence forms the' country rock into which the trondhjcmites and high-

level gabbros have been repeatedly emplaced. During this phase of



Plate 13. "Bleached" zones in the dyke swarm at Kannavia.

Plate 14. Partly "bleached" dykes at milepost 40, Lefka-

Prodhromos road.
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pluton emplacement, basaltic dykes, ger.eraj j y paralj eI to ::h03(,in the

Axis Sequence, have been intermittently intruled into the 't:rondh-

jemites and gabbros. The dyke Ln t ens i c y var ie s, gcne ral Ly decreasing

the young~r the plutonic rock. Where the intensity is high, a J"C-

semblance to the dyke swarm of the Axis Se~ufnce is apparent. Gencr-

ally, the plutonic rocks had cooled sufficiclltly to produce chi] led

margins in the dykes, but in places within the trondhjpmites (e.g. Pala-

eomy Los , Map 2)" it, is,ev iden t. fr.QI!I_t}1e,prod uct Lon ?f hybr ~d :ro~~s, t~a,t" ','

the dyk~s were intruded into a hot, semi-solid body. The dykes have

invariably been metamorphosed to a greenschist facies assemblage. The

'r'~~~~'t~d";1u't~'~'e~p1~~~~~~t';(lyk'~"intrti'~101, :p'ro~~~~"'b;rieathHi~',j\;:is; __'... ::....

Sequence is illustrated in Fig. 6.

At anyone locality where the boundary betwe en the Axis Sequence and

the Plutonic Complex is exposed, up to three ages of trondhjemite in-

trusion with respect to the age of the gabbros can be seen. Allen

(pers. comm.) has shown that the high-level gabbros intrude the Axi~

Sequence in discrete intrusions 3-4 km. wide. Both the trondhjemites

and the gabbros are commonly defined by contact metamorphic aureoles

in the adjacent country rock. These aureoles have been recognized in

Axis Sequence and trondhjemite host rocks but not in the gabbros as

these, being more deep-seated, were probably too hot.

The three trondhjemites form distinct petrological and structural

types and will be considered individually:

1. The pre-gabbro trondhjemite.

This is the most extensive of the three types described. It occurs

as discontinuous bodies up to 300mo thick between the Axis Sequence

and the high-level gabbros and forms a Toughly annular outcrop around

the mafic and ultramafic plutonic rocks of the Mto Olympus area and

the Limassol Forest. The contacts with the Axis Seque nee above and the

high-level gabbros below are dominantly sub-fior izon t aj , Two d is t inrti v:
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mineralogical types occur, one with clinopyroxene or hornblende, ~lrJ

the other with epidote as the do~inant mafic phases. Plagioclase feld-

spar and quartz are common to both types. Widespread disseminated sul-

phide mineralisation imparts a rllsty-brown colour to the weathered sur-

face. During contact metamorphism a red-brown garnet has sporadically

developed in veills at the contact of these trondhjemites with later in-

trusives. The rock is well jointed in a direction sub-parallel to the

north-south trend of the dyke swarm.
• '.. ••••••• • ". t. ~. •

Basaltic dykes within the trondh-
• ,°.0 •• ' ' •• _ '. :;

• '0"

jemite follow this direction (Maps 2 & 3). The intensity of dyking

is variable; extensive areas contain no dykes (Map 3) but in places

:-....~.:.,:"\'h'e' :t·~~6ri({hjim.1te·:;i.s;·~p'~Esent·'6nlY"as"'r'a:i-~'scieens··between t'he .aIter ed .....

intrusives (Plate IS). Diabase xenoliths are common and at one place

on the Palekhori-Agros road (Map 1) the fragments are fine-grained and

vesicular suggesting an extrusive origin.

2. The syn-gabbro trondhjemite.

A discontinuous layer of ·trondhjemite rarely more than 3-4m. thick

occurs at the top of the high-level gabbros. It is an in situ dit-

ferentiate of the gabbros and in places the two rock types alternate

in bands 2m. thick over a height of 30m. (Station 48, Map 2). The

rock is mineralogically similar to the pre-gabbro trondhjemite, but

the epidote-bearing variety is absent.

3. The post-gabbro trondhjemite.

This rock is well exposed in a 2kmo wide body near Spilia (Map 3)

and a few smaller occurrences near Palaeomylos (Map 2). At these

localities it intrudes Axis Sequence rocks, gabbros and earlier trondh-

jemites, these rocks occurring as abundant xenoliths near the margins.

In contrast to the pre-gabbro trondhjemite, contacts with country

rock are invariably sub-vertical. Roth Ilornblende and epidote bearing

types occur. Later basaltic dykes form less than 1% of the exposure

and intrude the host rock discordantly.



Plate 15. Pre-gabbro trondhjemite intruded by basaltic

dykes, now in the greenschist facies. Palekhori-Kalokhorio

road, 2km. north-west of Zoopiyi.
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The high-level gabbros are continuously exposed beneath th. dyke swarm

of the Axis Sequence and the .pre-cgabbr o trondhjemite (Fig" 6). They

are about 500m. thick and form an annular outcrop up to 3km. wide about

Mt. Olympus~ and extend to the cast as far as PalekhorL They also occur

in the Limassol Forest. With dcpth, these gabbros give W?y to cumulate

gabbros. The fresh high-level gabbro is a coarse-grained, dark green

aggregate of plagioclase feldspar, pyroxenc, hornblende, uralite and

:.·.·lTlagnetitein wh Lch, no. igneouslami.n.a.~io.nis. appar en t , !n the uppe,r-... -. :... . .. ' ,.
most 20-30m. magnetite becomes abundant making up 20% of the rock.

Throughout the exposur.e roughly spheroidal patches of trondhjemite up

in situ differentiates of the gabbr cs and are invariably bordered by a

pegmatitic facies with large crystals of plagioclase feldspar and horn-

blendeo Epidote is a rare mineral in the high-level gabbros restricted

to veins and the trondhjemite patches. Sulphide mineralisation is

generally absent, but deposits of nickeliferous pyrrhotite occur in the

Limasso1 Forest (Pantazis 1967). Dyked apophyses of gabbros extending

into the overlying rocks and xenoliths of the country rock confirm the

intrusive character of the high-level gabbros. Basaltic dykes follow

the main joint direction which is sub-parallel to the dyke swarm. The

dyke intensity is generally lower than in the overlying pre-gabbro

t rondh j erni te s, but in the Kannavia Valley area (Map 3) this relation-

ship is reversed. Thi& apparent anomaly is due to dykes following con-

tinuous joint planes in the gabbros which~ although sub-parallel to

those in the pre-gabbro trondhjemite, terminate abruptly at the contact.



Plate 16. Trondhjemite/gabbro pegmatite "sweat" in high-

level gabbro. Loose block.



CHAPTER THREE: PRHIr'\I{Y AND METAMORPHIC PETROLOGY

In this chapter the mineralogies of the Upper Pillow Lavas and Axis

Sequence will be considered in detail. [t was noted in the previous

chapter that these rocks have undergone metamorphism by interaction

with hydrothermal fluids. This event can clearly be seen in thin

section as thei~ primary mineralogies and textures llave been replaced

in varying proportions by secondary minerals. As the extent of secon-

dary mineral development depends on the mineralogy and texture of the

fresh rocks, both the p~imary and the metamorphic petrology will be

discussed together for each formation •
. . ',"

A compilation of the primary and metamorphic mineralogies of those for-

mat ions discussed here is shown in Fig. 7. Although schematic, thIs

diagram does illustrate the increasing proportion of metamorphic to

primary minerals with depth in the Upper Pillow Lavas and Axis Sequence

and the fresher character of the plutonic rocks. In table 2, the dis-

tribution of metamorphic 'paragene ses throughout the Upper Pillow Lavas

and Axis Sequence is shown. Detailed mineralogical descriptions of all

secondary minerals appear in appendix 3. The petrology of each for-
.>

mation will now be considered in detail.

3.1. The Upper Pillow Lavas

3.1.1. Zeolite mineralogy

The widespread development of zeolites, and the ubiquitous alteration of

plagioclase to smectites rather than the higher temperature mineral

albite show that the Upper Pillow Lavas have all been metamorphosed wi-

thin the zeolite facies. Seven different zeolites are readily distin-

guishable macroscopically and have been identified by X-ray diffraction

(Table 2). Of these, analcime, chabazite, heulandite and stilbite also

occur in Axis Sequence volcanics; the others, gmelinite, natrolite and

phillipsite occur onl y in the Upper Pillow Lavas. Zeolites are evenly

distributed throughout the succession and occur. either singly or in



Figure 7. SChenatic petrographic cross-section of the

Troodos massif. Ol-olivine, Opx-orthopyroxene,

Cpx-clinopyroxene, Plag-plagioclase f'~ldspar (albit.ized

where flecked), TM-titanomagnetite, S-sphcne, Act-

actinolite, ChI-chlorite, Qtz-quartz, Ca-calcite,

Cy-chalcedony, Sm-smectite, Hbld-hornblende, Ep-

epidote, Cz-clinozoisite, Py-pyrites (disseminated),

Z-zeolite, Chr-chrome spinel.
(a) The trondhjemitcs and lower Axis Sequence have

locally been converted to quartz-epidote rocks where

metamorphism has been intense.

(b) Hornblende and clinopyroxene are mutually exclusive

in the trondhjemites. Andradite garnet may develop

locally at contacts with gabbros.
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Table 2. Metamorphic pa.rageneses in the Upper P'i.Ll.ow Lavas

and Axis Sequence. Chabazite occurs at two localities in UPL

3.ndone in AS.
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groups of up to three species, the various associations grading into

each other over short horizontal and vertical distances ~ith no ap-

parent stratigraphic control.

3.1.2. Petrography

The uniform development of zeolites is in direct contrast to the vari-

ation in primary m i.neraLog y and pillow morphology throughout the suc-

c e s s i o n ,

In the previous chapter, four field groups were recognized:-

1) Picrite basalt and ultrabasic rocks (30-60% olivine phenocrysts).

2) Olivir.~ tasalt (0-30% olivine + pyroxene).

3) Aphyric basalt (none).

4) Fine-grained basal lavas (trace of olivine).

Microscopic study has shown that pillows from each of these groups con-

tain up to four distinct ground mass textural types each with a charac-

teristic susceptibility to alteration. These are, from edge to centre,

and representing increasing crystallinity, vitrophyric, hyalopi!itic,

variolitic and intersertal. Thus, although the Upper Pillow Lavas have

all been metamorphosed within the zeolite facies, a combination of dif-

ferent phenocryst assemblages and pillow zones with varying suscepti-

bilities to metamorphism accounts for the heterogeneity of the suc-

cession. The petrography of the Upper Pillow Lavas is shown in terms

of these two variables in Table 3 and depicted in Plates 17 to 24.

Brief descriptions of the various ground-mass textural types will now

be given.

1. Vitrophyric (Plate 17). Field group 2a.

Generally less than lcm. in width, the vitrophyric layer shows devitri-

fication around phenocrysts and microlitesin the glass generally in-

creasing away from the pillow edge (Plate 17).
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Plate 17. Specimen 111941. nc i pi orrt devitrification of

be sa.ltic ql.ass around m i croprienocry st s of clinopyroxene
and pLaqi ocLase in the vi 'trophy rLc zone , Extent of

devitrification increasing 1.0 right, away from pillow
edge. (Plane polarized lighi 36x).

Plate 18. Specimen 6aXT. Olivine and orthopyroxene, the
latter with clinopyroxene rims, in a hyalopilitic ground-
mass of clinopyroxene microlites and basaltic glass.
(Crossed nicals S7x).



Plate 19. Specimen 6aXT. Herring-bone pattern of voids
in clinopyroxene microlites. (Electron microprobe
photograph 770x).



Plate 20. Specimen 28D. Scopulitic growths of clino-
pyroxene microlites. (Crossed nicols 36x).

Plate 21. Specimen 111943. Variolitic texture.(Plane
polarized light 144x).



Plate 22. Specimen lL. Spherule of variolitic cryst-
allization in a hyalopilitic matrix. (Plane polarized
light 36x).

Plate 23. Specimen 235XT. Intersertal texture. (Crossed
nicols S7x).
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Table 3. Petrography of the Upper Pillow Lavas. Stars

indicate the occurrence of the various ground-mass types in

the four field groups. Mineralogical symbols a~ in Figure 7.
(a) The compositions of olivine and orthopyroxene phenocrysts

in specimen 6aXT have been determined <is F087 and Ensta7(m(>an

of two anaLysos ] respectively by electron m i croprob« .cn.i lys i s ,
(analyst: T_D.W. Padfield)



2. H)'alo~litic C)'latcs J)'-20...:.~?2). _Fielel groups 1 & 2a

This type is character ized by the abundance of cLi nopy roxen e microli t es

in a glassy base showing only incipient alteration (Plate 18). Only

in the picritic types is plagioclase feldspar found. A herring-bone

pattern of voids is apparent in individual clinopyroxene microlites

(Plate 19) and thcfe crystals are often arranged in scopulitic aggre-

gates (Plate 20). These textures have resulted from the supercooling

of basal tic magmas to which highly ma gne sian Li qu ids such as those

forming fiel?- groups 1 & 2 are particularly susceptible (Simonian, pers,.

£2!!!!!!.. )
-. .' ... ;, " .. ..'

3. Variolitic tcxtu_r_e__~(P__1_a_t_e~s__2_1_-_2_2_)_.F_l_'l_:_ld__~g_r_o_u.~?_s__2_a_l~2_b~,~3__&~4

Characterized by radiating aggregates (variolcs) up to lmm. wide of

plagioclase feldspar microlites alternating with a light brown smectite

alteration product after interstitial glass (Plat~ 21), this type occurs

inside the peripheral vitrophyric and hyalopiliti~ zones. Proceeding

towards the centre of a pillow lava the initiation of variolitic crys-

tallization can be seen in either of these zones. Where the hyalo-

pilitic zone is absent the devitrification products of the vitrophyric

zone grade with increasing crystallinity into a variolitic texture.

Where the hyalopilitic zone is present, spherules of incipient vario-

litic crystallization up to 3mm wide occur within it (Plate 22). The

plagioclase feldspar microlites have crystallized out of the glassy base

of the hyalopilitic matrix which has been altered to a zeolite and a

yellow-green sme ct it e in concentr ic zones about the spherules. The cli-

nopyroxene microlites are continuous across these spherules.

4. Intersertal type (Plate 23)0 Field groups 2az 2hz 30 4.

This, the most crystalline type, is widespread at the centres of pillow

lavas. Laths of plagioclase feldspar up to ~mm. long and granulDr clino-

pyroxene and titanomagnetite enclose amoeboid patches partially filled

with a smectite mineral (Plate 23). These patches are colour zoned
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from a dark brown opaq ue me sos t asi s on the border to a \vell-crystalline,

flak~clay mineral ranging in colour from light brown to yellow-green

with a moderate birefringence, at t he centre. These alteration pro-

ducts also occur in the upper levels of the Axi~ Sequence and X-ray

diffraction analysis reveals them both to be smectites, the presence

of goethite in the former probably accounting for its opacity. Plagio-

clasefeldspar, usually singly-twinned, has included a layer of volcanic

glass along the twin plane which has since been altered to a smectite.

The variolitic textural type often occurs with the intersertal type,

surrounding vesicles where faster cooling took place. The greater al-

ter'~t:h:;n"'6f't hcs e two: fexturai' types over the ba saltic-rgLas s beating': ." -"",

types, vitrophyric and hyalopilitic, would suggest that metamorphism

took place by grain boundary transport of aqueous fluid.

3.2. The Axis Seguence.

In contrast to the textural and mineralogical heterogeneity of the Upper

Pillow Lavas, the Axis Sequence is very uniform and is dominated by

metabasalts with microphenocrysts of clinopyroxene and/or plagioclase

in a variolitic or intersertal matrix. In this respect their primary

characteristics are akin to the aphyr ic basalts of the Upper Pillow

Lavas. Towards the top of the succession, olivine may occur as pheno-

crysts.

Metamorphic minerals are abundant in vesicles, vein~, pillow inter-

stices and the matrices of the rocks themselves. Two facies of meta-

morphism are represented: (i) the zeolite facies near the top of the

sequence where lavas are more abundant than dykes and (ii) the green-

schist facies below, where lavas occur only as screens between dykes.

Although this metamorphism/rock abundance relationship generally applies,

heavily "dyked" exposures do occur in the zeolite facies and conver~ely

pillow lavas with few dykes have been metamorphosed to the greenschist

facies. So, the extrusive/intrusive ratio in no way governs the position
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of t he me t amcr ph i c bo ur-dary be twee n the two fac ies 0

3.2.1. The 2eolite facies.

3.2.1.1. Zeolite minenlo[;l.'

The zeolite facies of the Axis Sequence .is about lkm. thick and is dis-

tinguished from that of the Upper Pillow Lavas by the occurrenc~ of mor-

denite, laumontite and chalcedony (Table 2). It is divided into two

on the presence of the two zeolite assemblages which are, in strati-

graphical order:

1) Heulandite-mordenite.

2) Laumontite.
\ .'~. s . ..,",:.' :~, ,.', ',' ", •. 1' ,..•.• -, ;,.. .;: .'

The boupdary between these two sub-facies is invariably sharp and ap-

parentI y sub-horizontal. However, the laumont ite sub-facies if only

sporadically developed between the heulandite-mordenite sub-facies and

the greenschist facies. Other zeolites in the Axis Sequence, ~tilbiter

analcime and chabazite are restricted to theheulandite-morden~te sub-

facies.

3.2.1.2. Petrography.

Under the microscope, the matrices of the Axis Sequence zeolite facies

metabasalts, be they variolitic or intersertal, show partly altered

clinopyroxene and plagioclase, and unaltered titanomagnetite, in a fer-

ruginous smectite base, The mineralogical changes occurring during meta-

morphism are shown in Table 4 where comparisons with the greenschist

facies are made. The smectite shows a similar colour zonation as in the

Upper Pillow Lavas (see Plate 24) and imparts a brown-grey colour to the

metabasalts. In places, chalcedony has formed. Where this happened,

further hydrothermal alteration was precluded.

3.2.2. The greenschist facies~

The incoming of the greenschist facies is marked by five mineralogical

changes which can be clearly seen under the microscope:

1) The smectite mineral takes on a much clearer appearance due to the

loss of goethite and is eventually replaced by chlorite which occcrs in



Plate 24. Specimen 25691. Smectite with brown opaque zone
at edge of vesicle and yellow-green, moderately birefringent
zone at centre. (Crossed nicols 144x).

Plate 25. Specimen 271XT. Quartz embayed by albite.
Corroded plagioclase relics. (Crossed nicols 184x).
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Iight green flakes up to ;,mm. long.

2) 'I'Lt anomagne t i t e is r immcd by sphene.

3) Plagioclase feldspar (labradorite - An60) is rimmed by a less calcic

plagioclase, typically in the andesine range (An 0 ) and is subse-.3 -50
quently sericitized.

4) Secondary quartz is formed and may interact with the plagioclase

feldspar to form albite, back-veining the quartz (Plate 25).

5) Disappearance of zeolites •
..' .'; .- '.'" '. . .. '.' '..'. .;.,....~.;

•.•.•. '" " •. : ~,. ~, .:.' ~ . i ~ "" .~.,:.' : .•'.~.• : ! ~":'

Of the zeolites occurring above this metamorphic boundary, only lau-

montite occurs within the greenschist facies where it is confine~ to the

uppermost 100m. This w('uld imply that the temperature of the zeolite/

greenschist facies boundary was near the upper stability limit of lau-

montite, probably arounj 2000C. (Liou 1970).

After the mineralogical changes listed above, quartz, epidote and pyrites

followed by calcite and clinozoisite crystallized in varying abundances

and proportions towards the top of the greenschist facies (Fig. 7),

non-selectively replacing primary and earlier secondary minerals (see

Table 4) (Plate 26). The transition from the zeolite to greenschist

facies is shown in terms of the appearance and disappearance of secon-

dary phases in Table 5.

With depth,actillolite becomes an essential mineral in the greenschist

f.acies (Plate 27) and relict clinopyroxene disappears (Fig. 7).

As noted in the previous chapter the metabasalts have locally been con-

verted to quartz-epidote granular rocks where metamorphism has been

more intense. Under the microscope, these rocks show the ~on-selective

replacement of all primary and earlier secondary minerals excepting

sphene by quartz and epidote. Their low mafic content relative to both



Plate 26. Specimen 250XT. Quartz replacing matrix of a
greenschist facies metabasalt. (Crossed nicols 36x).

Plate 27. Specimen 31AA. Actinolite bearing greenschist
faci0s metabasalt. (Crossed nicols 57x).
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Table 4. Mineralogical changes during Axis Sequence

metamorphism.

(a) borders of sulphide bearing veins

(b) ~in~ralised areas at top of greenschist facies

Quartz
Epidote, ..( a..) ,~. , Py ri.t; Ec' 5:

+Laumontite
'- Ca1cit c (b)
~ Clinozoisi te
\Quartz

Epidote (c)
+Chloritc

(c) residual leachates in areas of intense metamorphism

Dashed lines indicate presence of relict primary phases.
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the primary basalt and the chlorite-actinolite me t abasalt s , and their

occurrence in the \\Iall-rocks parallel to sulphide bearing vcir.s suggest

that these rocks may represent the residGes after leaching of iron and

other ba"e metals to form the ore-bearing fluids. This contention is

supported by their depletion in Fe, Cu, Ni and Zn relative to the pri-

mary basalt and chLo ri t c-u.ct ino Ld t e metabasalt (sections 4.2. and 8.2.1).

and as such provides a link between metamorphism and mineralisation in

the Axis Sequence. This proposal will be re-examined in later chapters.

3.2.3. The contact metanorphic rocks •

.,. .·Tbe -hor nfelsed metado.lerites at the base of the dyke swarm appear fresher
'~ ••<.. 'j'" '_ •• ~••• '.' .,',' ,,"" .,':: "". :",', ,,j.' .,._ ." ',' :".;. ,~ ••• " •• : ••••••. ;... •••• ••.• :t·-

H
" •• ',.' ':',' .;.:

than the overlying greenschist facies rocks and are characterized by

the presence of green hornblende and relict clinopyroxene and the ab-

sence of feldspar sericitization and chlorite (see Fig. 7 and Plate 28).

Hornblende has formed from actinolite, quartz and sodic plagioclase and

as the occurrence of sodic plagioclase and hornblende in the same rock

represents a non-equilibrium metamorphic assemblage, it is proposed that

hornblende formed during contact metamorphism of an actinolite-quartz-

sadie plagioclase-relict clinopyroxene-relict titanomagnetite greenschist

facies assemblage. That greenschist facies metamorphism of these rocks

took place in water-deficient conditions with respect to the overlying

metabasa1ts in this facies is indicated by i) the presence of relict

clinopyroxene and ii) the lack of sphene mantling t1tanomagnetite.

The dyke swarm rocks in direct contact with the plutonic intrusives are

now in a pyroxene hornfels facies of metamorphism, shown in Plate 29,

where a granular mosaic of clinopyroxene, plagioclase feldspar and tita-

nomagnetite is apparent.

3.3. Conditions and environments of Troodos metamorphism.

3.3.1. Two discrete metamorphic episodes.

Al t hough both the Upper Pillow Lavas and the top of t he Axis Sequence



Plate 28. Specimen 34XT. Hornblende in a hornfelsed
metadolerite. (Crossed nicols l44x).

Plate 290 Granular mosaic of plagioclase feldspar, clino-
pyroxene and titanomagnetite in pyroxene hornfels at the
base of the Axis Sequence. (Crossed nicols l44x).
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have been metamorphosed within the zco li t e facies, there is st rorig

m ineral.ogi cal evidence that the mc t a-uor phi.sm of the Upper Pillow Lav r s

was subsequent, and not related to that of the Axis Sequence. This

evidence is detailed below:

1) Contrasting zeolite m ine ra.log ies occur. The Upper Pillow Lavas

are characterized by the zeolites gme Li n i t e, natrolitt. and ph iLl Lps i te

which are all silica-poor relative to the characteristic zeolite of the

upper Axis Sequence; mor den i te CCoombs r et ·al.1959). This would indicate

that the Metamorphic waters were morp silica rich in th2 Axis Sequence

....'" and !his is supported by the rest rLc t ion of chalcedony to below the meta-
·_.··-,·.:··r ..,"'.,'•... "',": "0'; . ;.» ~~ • ~" .?~:: ' ; ' ;:;.:7. .:, '4·•••. ':~ ;: .,.:' .•..•. '.... '., • . -s>:'<' ." ::. ~ " . .to, •••••

morphic discontinuity.

2) The close association of metamorphism and mineralisation in the Axis

Sequence has already been shown from the occurt'ence of residual leachate

quartz-epidote rocks in the greenschist facies,(Section 3.2.2.). As

mineralisation is restricted to the Axis Sequence, this metamorphism/

mineralisation cycle must have terminated prior to the eruption of the

Upper Pillow Lavas.

Thus, metamorphism of the Upper Pillow Lavas and Axis Sequence are not

related. Instead, the Axis Sequence was metamorphosed, mineralised and,

from the occurrence of a partial unconformity between the two formations,

partly eroded prior to the eruption and bubsequcnt metamorphism of the

Upper Pillow Lavas.

It is the object of the following three sectjons to elucidate the P-T

conditions and geothermal gradients of metamorphism for both the Upper

Pillow Lavas and the Axis Sequence and attempt to suggest tectonic en-

vironments where such conditions may have prevailed.

3.3.2. Conditions of lippt-'rPillow Lava metamorphism.

Some estimations ·on the P-T conditions of Upper Pillow Lava mc t amor ph ism

can be ascertained from published data on active geothermal springs
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and from hydruthermal experiments on zcoli1e stabllitieso Of tIle zeo-

lites occurring in the Upper Pillow Lavas, hyd rot herma L data for anal-

cime, stilbitc and heulandit~ exist. The occurrence of primary anal-

cime in silica undersaturated lavas implies that this mineral is stable

to magmatic t2mperatures in a quartz-free environment. Stilbite and

heuland i.t e have more restricted stability fields. Heulandite is stable

to 2000C (Ni ts co 1968), whereas stilbite breaks down to laumor-tite,

quartz and water at l400C. at PH 0 of lkb. (Liou 1971). The absence of
. 2

laumontite indicates that me t amor ph isrn took place below 'this"tempe~atui:e •

Furthermore, as the Upper Pillow Lavas are nowhere greater than lkm.

~.! .\~ .•••.:Jpi,ck~,.!h~:p~e.s.?,u~c...aJ .~P~..~~s.e-,w:<l:s..pr<?1;>a.~~.y:1ever .greater than O.lkb.,
. . ., ,... '. "~."", : ~'. ','" ",'~':": ... ;. ~.""'" .... ~'''.'' ~.".:.::.. ;' ,.:-.~'..' ,?,~·i.·'i"'.~,.

and the reactant aqueous fluid would have contained soluble chlorides

and carbonates. Both these factors would reduce the upper temperature

stability limit of stilbite (Liou 1971), probably to less than IOaoC.

Coombs et al.1959 have recorded stilbite forming at 730C at Boulder

and Hunters hot springs, Montana, and it is suggested here that this

would be a realistic temperature for Upper Pillow Lava zeolite f orrnat icn ,

The absence of any higher temperature phases at the base of the suc-

cession, even where it is up to lkm. thick, would imply that the g~o-

thermal gradient of Upper Pillow Lava metamorphism was never greater

than 730C/km. or about two and a half times the crustal average.

3.3.3. Conditions of Axis Seguence metamorphism.

In the Axis Sequence, unlike the Upper Pillow Lavas, there is a con-

tinuous gradation of higher temperature metamorphic assemblages with

depth, enabling a geothermal gradient of metamorphism to be calculated.

Two temperature-defined metamorphic boundaries occur separating the

heulanditc/mordenite sub-facies from the laumontite sub-facies and the

zeolite facies from the greenschist facies. Furthermore, the tCMpera-

ture at which actinolite will form in the greenschist facies can be de-

termined.
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The temperature of the .reoli t e sub-cfac ies bour-dary can be deduced f rom

stilbite-laumontite equilibria used in Section 3.3.2. Stilbite, a fair-

ly common zeolite in the heuLa rid i.Lec mo rdeni t o s ubc f acie s is not i;resert

in the laumontite sub-Tuc ies, This would put the boundary at about 1000 C

(L'iou 1971).

For the zeolite-greenschist facies boundary, the disappearance of lo.u-

montite within the uppermost 100m. of the greenschist facies can be

used. This· would imp~y that the incoming chlorite wbich·d~fines the

boundary took place at a temperature ncar the upper stability limit of

laumonti t e , probably around 200°C. (Liou 1970). At Reykjanes and Hve ra«-

. -." . ':. " .'; '0' ;".~. ...••. ~:. _ • '. :. ":~" \1:' ',' ' ..". ..';.: " •.~.. ';. " .•.. - ,,'~'. .~'~.

(Sigvaldason 1962)

The absence of actinolite at the top of the greenschist facies is sig-

nificant as temperature measurements in active geothermal fields sug-

gest that it should form at higher temperatures than t~e smectitc-

chlorite transition. The unique finding of actinolite at 3200C. in the

Salton Sea geothermal system (Keith et al 1968) whhrp~s no actinolite has

yet been foulld in Icelandic geothermal systems where temperatures up to

300oe. occur, suggests a temperature greater than 3200C. for actinolite

bearing assemblages.

Fairly accurate assessments of the depths within the Axis Sequence at

which these mincralo~ical changes occur can be deduced from field stu-

dies. ThcEe are shown below:

1) Heulandite/mordenite - laumontite (lOOOe) SOOm*below AS surface

2) Zeolite facies - greenschist facies(2000C)1000m below AS surface

3) Incoming of actinolite (3200e) 1500m below AS surface

* The laumontite sub-facies is very variable in tl'ickness and may be ah-

sent in places (Section 3.2.1). Thus considerable error must be atta-

ched to this figure and should not be t aken as general [or the sequence

as a whole.
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As th~ surface was probatly mctumorphoscd at temperatures between DoC

and 500C. the geothermal gradient during Axis Sequence metamorphism

3.3.4. Env1.ronments of Troodos metamorphism

The high geothermal gradient of Axis Sequence metamurphism may occur

sporadically in continental geothermal systems (Muffler & White 1969:

Browne & Ellis 1970) and beneath oceanic islands (1\lt1ccke et al.1974)
': .. but ian on Iy be ~nif()rmly ma intained along ocdan i c spreadi ng axes.

Thus the m~tamorphic data is compatible with the exjsting geological, gm-

" ',_ : ~...
physic~l and sedimentological.eviden~e that this part, at least, of the
'!""~'''"':'':'''':''.'' .•~'''.'.>:.."~ .,',,'::':" .:> : iI" •• =:> :', ".:.''':.I·.';.~ , ,': ._.: ' ...•... ,' ':,;.: :.: :.: f : ':'~.' .,....
Troodos massif was generated at a spreading axis. This is further sup-

ported by the petrographic similarities of metabasalts from the Axis

Sequence and those from active oceanic spreading axes (Melson & van

Andel 1966, Miyashiro, Shido & Ewing 1971).

Campanian-Maastrichtian calcareous sedimerts overlying the Upper Pillow

Lavas are unmetamorphosed and the narrow time In t ervaI between the dl~-

position of these rocks on the igneous rocks of the massif (Mantis 1971,

Vine et al 1973, Robertson & Hudson 1975) would suggest that the meta-

morphism of both the Upper Pillow Lavas and the Axis Sequence took place

during a short time in the Upper Cretaceous. Thus the close temporal

association of these two episodes and the lower geothermal gradient of

Upper Pillow Lava metamorphism wou ld suggest tho]t erupt ion and metamor-

phism of the Upper Pillow Lavas took place on the flanks of a spreading

axis after the generation, metamorphism, mineralisation and partial

erosion of the Axis Sequence but prior to the deposition of calcareous

sediments on the igneous rocks of the oceanic crust as it spread away

from the axis. This is the basic tenet upon which a dynamic, chemi~al

model for the metamorphism of oceanic crust at or near a spreading axis

will be later developed.
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3.4 Corroarison of the petroLogy of__.the Troodos massif wi th rocks from

active spre.~~dingaxes

Superficially there arc many petrological similarities between oceanic rocks

and the Troodos massif. Zeolite and greenschist facies mctabasaLtics,

acidic rocks, gabbros and even qua.rt z-vcp i.dot.eresidual lcachates have been

dredged f rom oceanic ridges (Quon and Ehlers 1963, Miyashiro, Shido and

Ewing 1970, 1971). However it is in the primary mineralogies of the

.me t abasad ts that some striking dissimilarities appea.rv.

Shido, Miyashiro and Ewing (1971) have proposed that tasaLts from oceanic

• • (_+Olivine ~ oli.vi.ne+ plag. ~ pl.ag, + cpx + Tm olivine).

Plag. . . 1 (_+oLdvLne + p ago ~ plag.+ cpx + Tm olivine).

That most of these basalts contain phenocrvsts of olivine and/or plagioclase

feldspar alone would suggest that si gn.ifdcant fractionation has not taken

place.

However, parts of the Troodos volcanic pile have undergone considerahle

fractionation as evident from their more evolved phenocryst assemblages.

Greenbaum (1972a) has shown that the paragenetic sequence of the primary

Troodos magmas was L) chromite, ii) olivine and chromite, iii) olivine and

clinopyroxcue, iv) olivinc, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene and v) clino-

pyroxene, orthopyroxene and plagioclase feldspar. It has been noted

earlier that basalts from the Axis Sequence and base of the Upper Pillow

Lavas are petrographically similar and mostly clinopyroxene-plagioclase

microphyric, whereas those at the top of the Upper Pillow Lavas show a

wider variety of phenocryst assemblages, dominated by olivine. This would

imply that the olivine-free lavas have undergone the total removal of this

mineral prior to eruption whereas the olivine phyric types have been less

modified. Thus a fractionat ion reverse is apparent with the least

fractionated types occurring at the top ef the succession.
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3.5. Conclusion~o

Although there are significant di f f erences in the primary m ineraLog ics

of the Trobdos lavas and those from present-day oceanic spreading axes,

the metamorphic data can only be explained if the whole Troodos massif

were generated at or near a spreading axis •

....

.' .•. ':..-:':'' ,.. , ~·.'r :__:-....:..." ::. " A', . ~~
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Geochemistry.

In the following four chapters the chemical analyses of 120 rocks from

the Troodos massif will be presented and discussed. Samnlcs come from

the Upper Pill11w Lavas, the Axis Sequence~ the trondhjemi.tcs and the

gabbros, but most of the following d i scussi on concerns the first two

only. Their localities, field and petrographic descriptions, and chemi-

cal analyses appear in appendices I & 2. Other analyses are taken from

Pearce (1975) and Kay arid Senechal. (in press)..' .,
. ! ....'. . :.

Full details of the anal}tical techniques are recorded in appendix 4.

chapters.
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CHAPTER FOUR MAJOR EtEMENT GJ~()CHHUSTRY

4.1 Objectives of the present study

1. To determine the compositions of the Troodos parent magmas.

2. To elucidate the chemical changes taking place during metamorphism.

4.2 Analytical data

Forty rocks have been analysed for major elements. Their distribution

through the sub-divisions of the massif is shown below:
•• • • t • .' • • . ~•

The Upper Pillow Lavas 7

The Axis Sequence (zeolite facies) 11

....."i",> .:'·:·'·~',L'~.:/ .:.' ··'r,t.·;: " ""h' e'.,,'l!'~'1'S·' ,,< "'e'-que'nee- '( g" tee'nsc'''11'~"":','[···""c1·es·:I ·.··1·5;~. J"\A 0 ....01.,: aa J ,;.' ::.·~·~'·'"",;",:,·.,·t:'·"!'"" '.,~ .. ,

The Trondhjemi tes and Gabbros 7

Three Upper Pillow Lava analyses from Gass (1960a) are also quoted.

Only five of these rocks can be considered f resh on the drf i.n Lt Lon adopted

here (Section 1.6). These are one hya Lop Ll Lt L« and three vdt ro-phy ri c

margins of pillow lavas .in the Upper Pillow Lavas (specimens 6aXT, 111941,

22PK and 242AL respectively) and one dolerite from a dyke at the base of

the dyke swarm (specimen 23AA). The composition of these fresh rocks are

all quartz normative tholeiites.

The remainder have· all been metamorphosed to varying extents and in this

respect their major element compositions may be expected to depart from

those of the original rocks as in metabasalts from Lhe oceanic crust (Cann

1969, Hart 1971, Matthews 1971, Miyashiro, Shido and Ewing 1971 and Hart

1973). Miyashiro et al. have shown that the oxidation state of iron is a

particularly sensitive indicator of this type of metamorphism, and in

Figure 8 the Fc203/Fe203 + FeD ratio of the fresh basalis and zeolite and

greenschist facies metabasalts are shown. Each group is individually

characterised implying that the original composition of ,the rocks have been

considerably modified by metamorphism. The magnitude of chemical change

during this eV~l1t can be seen from the shift in oxidation state of the
fresh vitophyric pillow margins when compared with their altered Ln t e;iors

r_l_t-...i..a ..J ; 00&'"'_- 2hA~P
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two parts of tho' same pillow can he as:..urncd chcm i caLLy Idcn t leal \\'I1("n

fresh (Cann 1969). The direction and n.agnitude of chemical cll:lng('sd u-

ring Troodos m~tamorphism are shown in Table 6 where comparisons with

o t he;. altered and me t arno.rphosed basalts are presented. The major eLemc n t

trenrts are discussed below.

Apart from the large increase in oxidation state of iron within the zoo-

lite facies, the metabasalts also contain higher K20 and slightly lower

Si'02 than ·i:-heiiunm~ta'~;rpli'os;d'cou~ter~arts. Matthews (1971) anc

Thompson (1973) found similar results in altered basalts petrographi-

.." caLly akin to the, Tr oodos samples,.(T'!-ble6) .... _ . .' _ " ", •... , __
•.: : ..•• :.~: ';;,'4.;.;..~.: ': _ I'.·:~·~.·:-,,.~;.·'·.'.1 ..". .. ' ·r:·I.·:··.·;~;' ~"""' . .-.~;.~r:.··· -r. :.:.-:" ~~.••..'." _.' ..•...•...... , ..';.) .r»: '.~I:;··'·.··.··,.l.:

It is within the greenschist facies that the most profound metamorphic

effects are encountered. The metabasalts are mostly typical spilites

with higher Na20 and lower CaO than fresh oceanic basalt (Cann 1969).

The quartz-epidotE residual leachates however, arc exceptions in tlleir

extremely low Na20 and relatively high Caa. These rocks are closely as-

sociated with the normal greenschist facies rocks in the field being pro-

ducts of more intensive metamorphism (Section 2.20). Petrographic data

suggests that they have passed through the normal greenschist facies

stage prior to the development of quartz and epidote, but this may not be

invariably so. The metamorphic reactions involved are shown below:

Basalt ~ normal greenschist facies metabasalt ~ residual leac-
ha t e

Plago quartz, chlorite qualtz,epidote

Cpx •. actinolite, sodic plag.

All these types are represented in the analyses if it is assured that

the fresh dolerite specimen 23AA, is the closest aprroximation to the

primary composition of ~nc dyke swarm. Thus it should be possible to

trace the ch~Nical changes occurring during greenschist facies mctamor-

pliism of the Troodos Axis Sequence. Furthermore, as this facies is C]uan-

titatively the more significant of the two in the Axis Sequence (Fig.3),

and the metamorphic changes the more profound, the elemental gain:=;and



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Si02 ++ ++ +
Ti02 n.c. n.c. n.c. 11.C. + +
Al203 + noc. +
Fe203 ++ + + ++ ++
FeO n.c.
FeO* n.c. + n.c. +
MgO + +..' ..' .. ., 'CaO -i- .." .. ." ++ ' "-- - --
Na20 n.co ++ n.c. + ++
K20 ++ ++ ++ ++

."~.J'•..." ,,1?29:5"'~ ;;' ~~S,·. ~.- ....... ;~: n ..c-:.,.~.{'.':-:~.....n.~.;.~.,.,-:.,~~:~-. ..n,.c;".,', ~~.-,'; '. + '!. '" : ~.J -, ," :, - ", .... ,.. t

H2O ++ ++ n.c. ++ ++ ++

Table 6. Major element trends during alteration ..

*AII iron calculated as F{~O 0

(a) Basalt

(b) Basalt

Metabasalt ~n zeolite facies

Metabasalt in greenschist facies

(c) Metabasalt Quartz-epidote residual
leachate in greenschist facies

(d) Basalt Sea-floor weathered basalt
(Matthews 1971)

(e) Basalt Sea-floor weathered basalt
(Thompson 1973)

(f) Basalt Orthospilite in greenschist facies
(Cann 1969)

++ Large decrease or increase

+
Small decrease or increase

+ Significant but variable change

n.e. No change



losses of th~ whole Axis Sequence are approximated by this study.

In Fig. 9, S1X oxides or oxide ratios have been plotted against Si02.

There is a systematic increase in the SiOZ content \\ith advancing al-

teration, a progression brought about either by the introduction of

silica or by selective removal of other oxides as in the residual lea-

chates. The two metamorphic types arc distinct from the fresh basalt

and occupy ~eparate fields on these variation diagrams, further sup-. . .. .
°0 0·.··... \·'0 ".

porting the contention that it is the physicochemical conditions of

metamorphism rather than the composition of the fresh rock which con-

;..,:-.1;ro\b,. the:;~ajo.r.eLemen.t.. ge9pn~m.i$Jt y•.....:nJ,e .tende ncy ..of ..an· .pxi<iG.,t.o:,,;., _ .

deplete linearly w{th increasing silica is apparent from MgO and A120J.

However in the other plots the stability of a particular phase in which

a given oxide is abundant, e.g. CaO in epidote in ~caction D, will iG-

terrupt this smooth depletion.

The steady increase in the oxidation state of iron is apparent and is

due to the higher f02 of the reactant fluid with advancing metamorp~ism.

The hypothesis proposed earlier that the residual leachates are the source

rocks for the ore-forming solutions is seen where total iron calcu-

lated in the ferrous state (FeO'dccreases during reaction D. CaO de-

creases through A but increases through B. The decrease is due to the

formation of chlorite end the replacement of primary plagioclase felds-

par by quartz. The anount of silica metasomatism and the proportion of

the calcium-bearing mafic ~ineral actinolite to the calcium-free mafic

mineral chlorite controls the extent of calcium depletion. The increase

of this element during geothermal metamorphism is due to its fixation

in epidote.

Apart from one specimen wi t h abundant chlorite, r.:gO is depleted througl1-

out, as is Al203. Na20 shows a linear increase with advancing back-

ground metamorphism due to the albitization of plagioclase feldspar, but
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during geothermal metamorphism this oxide 15 severely depleted.

4.3. Conclusions.

1. Four analyses of unmetamorphoscd hasalts from the Upper Pillow Lavas

and the base of the Axis Sequence are all normative quartz tholeiites

wit h 10111 a1k a lis 0

2. The compositions of the metabasalts are controlled by the physio-

chemical conditions of metamorphism; primary geochemical variations

';~e·j{~·i~nget ~~~~}e~·t,
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CHAPTER FIVE TRACE ELEMENT GEOClIEMISTR'.' AND A PETROGENETIC MODEL POR

TIm TROOPOS MASSIF

5.1 Objcc t Lves of the present stL~

It is now wid~ly accepted that the abundances of certain trace elements,

notably 'I'I , Zr , Hf, Y and Cr arc stahle to 10';; grade hydrothermal meta-

morphism (Cann 1970b, Hart 1971). Thus, such elements are useful in

'looking t~rough the mcta~orphic ve~l! to elucid~te the .compQsitions.of
!.. . • '.'.. ' ..;........ . ·0. .• ..•. :.'0 . '.: 0..· ,', .... 0/., .' :' • '0

basalti c magmas 0

Pearce and Cann (1973) maintain that basalt genesis is restricted to four
I. ,',lo." i- .t,. ,~ " • ',,,, :.,~ .> ': :...• " f '.. ..~ «, :.'.:.1\' ":';J --!' : ":' " : '., ..• ' ~: ",:', ~ ',' ',,:, .c: I', '." ''''t'

tectonic env.ironmen ts (Tab l,e7) and that eruptivcs from each of these

have different abundanc cs of Ti, Zr and Y (Figures 10 and 11). It was the

objective of this study to apply this geochemical fingerprinting technique

to Troodos and see if it was compatible with the proposal from metamorphic

data that the whole sequence was formed at or near a spreading axis.

5.2 Analytical data

117 rock specimens have been used and are distributed throughout the

massif as shown below:

Upper Pillow Lavas Lava flows 31

Dykes 6

Axis Sequence (zeolite facies) Lava flows 34

Dykes 9

Axis Sequence (greenschist facies) Lava flows 3

Dykes 20

Trondhjemites and gabbros and basaltic dykes within them 14

All these rocks have been analysed for Rb, Sr, Ti, Y and Zr and 35 for

some or all of the base metals Co, Cl',Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn. Nine rocks

have been analysed for Hf, Se, Ta and Th. Fifteen analyses of lavas [or



Tectonic environment Basalt type

1.) Spreading axis Low potassium, olivine
tholeiite

2) Young island arc ..Low potassium tholeiite

3) Mature island arc Calc alkali basalt and
shoshonite

4) Mid-plate Tholeiite and alkali basalt

Table 7. Tectonic environments of basalt genesis.
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Figure 10. Discrimination diigram using Ti and Zr (from

Pearce a~d Cann 1973)0 Spreading axis basalts plot in

fields Band C, and islHnd arc tholeiites in fields A and B.

Ti/l00

V.3
Figure 11. Discrimination diagram using Ti, Zr, and Y(from

Pearce and Cann 1973). Spreading axis basalts plot in

field X, and island arc tholeiites in fields X and Y.
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Cr , Nb , Rh, :;r, Ti, Y and Zr from Pearce (1975) have been used to

supplement the author's own analyses. Ten au: from the Upper Pillow

Lavas (Ul.;.U9,PS) and five from the Axis Sequence.

5.2.1 Discussion

5.2.1.1 A spreading aX1S origin for Troodos

In Figure 12 the Ti-Zr abundances in lavas from the Upper Pillow Lavas

and zeolite facies of the Axis Sequence are plotted, with the fields of
. . . ..°..°. oo .• ,':.~... 00 •• ,.. •• • • .0 • ' ••

spreading axis and island arc thoLe Li,tes, defined by Pearce and Cann

(1973). All but one of the points are restricted to these two fields but

...}..;,,~?t,h·~tg~-:y.p.r.~r.~~t.~?~:.:l:~va$.:~!1d..AJ;'~.~:.St:ql;l.~n~f!.9ccur..~P.e,~.cb,•.....:q~.~s/.i,l11.'
unequivocal characterization of the Troodos .lava.scannot be made on this

data alone.

Nevertheless, Figure 12 does show that the Axis Sequence volcanics extend

to higher Ti-Zr abundances than the Upper Pilldw Lavas. This is a

consequence of their systematic decrease in lavas at progressively higher

stratigraphical levels. The trend is shown in Table 8 where both the

Upper Pillow Lavas and zeolite facies of the Axis Sequence have been

divided into two stratigraphic groups and samples allotted accordingly.

Where the Upper Pillow Lavas rest conformably on the Axis Sequence, there

is no break in the upward Ti-Zr decrease at the contact as shown by the

petrochemical similari ty of lavas above and below the contact in Table 9.

Therefore, this boundary is not related to the petrochemistry of the

lavas and appears to have been set up in a volcanic sequence essentially

continuous throughout the Axis Sequence, across the metamorphic discont-

inuity and into the Upper Pillow Lavas. The only exception is where the

two groups are separated by an unconformity representing a time-gap when

erosion of the underlying Axis Sequence took place (Gass and Smewing 1973).

The continuity would suggest that the entire volcanic succession was

produced in the same tectonic environment which on Ti-Zr abundances was
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Mean Ti Standa rd Standard Er!'ors
Group ( in ppm) Range deviation of means

.. '. ~... .'. ' , , , •..!"'. . .' .,. , . . .. .. , . ,, . .'

HUPL (19) 3070 1620 - 5100 850 190

LUPL (22) 3670 1470 - 7320 1380 290

IlA'S"'''( 19): .. "4'440"" . ' . "'1s60<:':"'894cr'J''';'' 1931"1''";'. :ya. . :l.~.:'" ",. ··..'·450"··:·'···

LAS (19) 6500 2460 - 9600 2250 520

. ~...

...,: :

Mean Zr StJ:1dard .s ranca rd errors
Group (in ppm) Range deviation of means

HIJPC(19) 31 14-53 10 ~4 2.4

LUPL(22 ) 33 13-60 12.8 2.7

HAS (19) 41 5-99 22.8 5.2

LAS (19) 67 15-118 28.2 6.5

Table 8. Ti/Zr abundances placed into stratigraphical groups:
HUPL-High Upper pillow Lavas, LUPL-Low Upper Pillow Lavas,
HAS-High Axis Sequence, LAS-Low Axis Sequence, (zeolite facies
only). Number of samples in brackets.
Note: Th~ wide ranges and considerable group overlap are the
manifestations of an imperfect trend.



.._
Microphenocryst

Local i t y Sample No. Group assemblage Ti Zr Y er

231XT UPL Cpx , 01 1620 16 7
VOW'li 233XT UPL 01 2280 22 16

235XT AS Cpx 1860 23 10

Mitsero 28IAL UPL Cpx 4200 44 21 12U
~82A!-, AS. , ,~la,g " ,4020 ",,39 ~8 11()''. ' ',' •

Akaki River 244AL UPL Cpx, p1ag 4200 42 19 310

243AL AS Cpx 4560 43 20 380
..

• : -,' :.-:": : ~. I v . , ,I' '" ':'., ';.r I .,. :: • ..... '.,.: ', :'~'.".~
, '_'" .(' <. t-: '" .~. ":~.'. "' .. '• .;. '.':'~f.!,'"'/,'~' ~': ;. :" .:~.ft.. '. ,_:: ..'/~ " " -~ ..;

25655 UPL Cpx, p1ag 3960 34 18
25656 UPL Cpx 3780 41 17
25657 UPL P1ag, cpx 5160 49 23

Riv(r 234AL UPL Cpx 3780 31 16Karnara
24?..AL UPL 01, cpx 3720 34 18
233AL AS Aphyric 4980 35 18
235AL AS 01, cpx, p1ag 5280 42 20
25659 AS Cpx, 01, p1ag 3720 46 22

Yalias River 185aD UPL 01, cpx 2760 24 17
.» 186D AS Cpx, plag 3240 25 15

Table 9. Geochemical and petrogra~hic features of basalts near

the metamorphic discontinuity.
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either a young island arc or a spreading axis. Metamorphic ('vidence
favours the latter (Section 3.3.4). Moreover as .i t is difficult to

visualize the 100 per cent dyke complex of the Axis Sequence forming in

any environment other than the tensional stress field at a spreading

axis, this alone is the preferred envi ronmen t , Indeed it is on the

presence of such a dyke swarm that many other ophiolites have been

assigned to spreading axis activity (Reinhardt 1069, Davies 1971,

Gastesi 1~73, Varne and Ruba,nach 1973, Strong 1l)74)o.. . On Troodos it is
1 .' ~ ..

, r , '. . '. .'. "

evident that the E-W extensional stress field was continuously maintained

throughout the eruption of the Axis Sequence and Upper Pillow Lavas for

it is suggested, are products of spreading axis processes. This proposal

is the basic tenet within which their geochemical and petrograrhic

characteristics and the way illwhich thcy differ from basalts uf present-

day spreading axeS are here consideredo

5.2.102 Fractionation or mantle source control?

Of the stable trace elements considered here, Schilling (1973) and Chazen

and Vogel (1974) have shown the incompatible behaviour of Ti during

partial melting and high-level fractionation, and from the uniform

Ti : Zr Y : Hf ratio of 3000 : 30 : 15 : 1 in the Troodos volcanics,

Zr, Y and Hf must behave similarly. Cr is a useful fractionation index

as it is concentrated in chrome spinel, one of the first minerals to

crystallize from basaltic mClgmao In this section, the magmatic processes

influencing the ranges of these elements will. be consideredo

Just as the olivine free lavas from parts of the Upper Pillow Lavas are

petrographically similar to those in the Axis Sequence, their geochemical

similarity is manifested by the extensive area of Ti-Zr overlap of the

two groups in Pigure 12. In fact, there is considerably less overlap

between the oliv:inefree and olivine phyric groups described in Section

3.40 This is illustrated more emphatically in Figure 13, where Ti and er
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abundance's are pl.ot t ed, Mlcreas there is an ovcrlap be t w.en Upper

Pillow Lava and Axis Se qucnce rocks, the o Lixine phyric f Jows have

charactel-istically Lowe i Ti and hi gher Cr than the olivine free lavas.

The tract'element geochemistry of these two petrochemical groups has been

normalised to mean oc ean floor, low potassium alivine tholeiite, the

typical eruptive of spreading axis activity (Figures 14 and 15). In

Figure I ..! the .i.ncorcp at LbLc clements Ti, Zr, Y and Hf are generally less

"

than ocean floor tholeii te, and the v:ideranges of values is a ref'LectLon
. • "0' .:':: ..' v ••••.•••• 0. • •• ' •• ". " : .:. .• • s , ;.: •. ,••• 'f

o
, • • , ;. ~

of their abundances decreasing vertically. These elements are even more

depleted in the olivine phyric lavas and show narrower ranges. The lesser

';(,,~':'·ff.a:ctionation ,of.this' f'eries,is: manifested .'b,.,highe:r·Cr vaLues,.

Clearly the variations in incompatible element abundances can partly be

explaiued by the increase of these elements during fractionation, the

more fractionated olivine free lavas contain hiGher abundances (Figures

14 and 15). However to explain the whole Ti range of l560-9600ppm by

crystal fractionation alone would require the removal of 80% Ti-poor

phases prior to eruption. This process appears unlikely as following 80'70

crystal fractionation in the Troodos Plutonic Complex, the differentiated

liquids were of trondhjemitic and ferrogabbroic composition. No extrusive

equivalents of these differentiated liquids have been incorpor~ted into

the analytical data. Furthermore, within each petrochemical group it is

unlikely that high-level fractionation has been the only controlling

process as the Ti ranges are 1560-5280 and 2280-9600 ppm for the olivine

phyric and"olivine free groups respectively. However, on this trace

element data alone, it is not possible to say whether the two groups are

simply related by high-level fractionation, but their characteristic REE

profiles, presented in the next chapter, show that the compositions of the

primary magmas were fundamentally different.

Thus the uniform upward depletion of the incompatible clements in the

Troodos volcanic pile over ranges too large to be accountcct for by

variable h~gh-lcvel fractionation Imuld indicate that the primary
_compo si t ions of successive !'1;\r:ma ba tchcs were becoming progressive'.
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depleted in these clements with lime.

This concept can be linked to the spreading DXJ.S environment 1n which

the Troodos massif is here considered to have :;·ormf~d.

Evidence from the depleted mantle exposed on Troodos suggests that

plagioclase lherzolite lias the parent from which the overlying basaltic

titanium is contained in hydrous phases such af.pargasitc and phlogopite,

and the remainder in clinopyroxene (Paul, pers. comm.). The hyorous phases
:1.:; '7" "; ..~ 'z :,' JI , ••..•• :.' _ .: ;'.~ ~\. '_.-.;' •. i, ~ ":. -, "t." ;" ',_: .:" ',_ ." :,' ':',. ',. '~.' ·,1,' :.~' . t•• ·~.':·. ,'4

" "ar'e' assumed to meLt at'relatively low temperatures followed suc cessIve Ly

by plagioclase feldspar, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and olivine. Thus

Ti enrichment of early, low percentage, partial melts would occur and

with increasing partial melting the abundance of this element in the

liquid phase would be diluted by the increasing contribution made by

melting the low Ti phases.

constructive margin processes arc continuous, involving upward movement

of asthenospheric aluminous peridotite into a plagioclase lherzolite
.>

stability zone beneath a spreading axis where partial melting takes place

in the zone of fusion delineated by Oxburgh and Turcotte (Oxburgh and

Turcotte 1968). Here, a lherzolite/basalt liquid mush is formed and the

melt fraction increases as the mush rises (Cann 1967). Eventually,

basaltic liquid which will have a relatively high incompatible element

content due to the incorporation of the early melt fraction, will coalesce,

segregate, and, it is suggested, form magma cells beneath the ridge axis

(Figure 16).

Any liquid not removed to the cells will rc-rn a.in within the depleted

lherzolite (Menzies and Allen 1974) \';hichsu long as it remains within

the zone of high heat flow, will continue to undergo partial melting and

extraction processes as it spreads laterally away from the constructive



.' "1' ··W ••.••.. ! . f. , " .... :. ', ». . .•: ."

Figure 1.6. Spreadi.nq axis processes du ri.nq the formation of

the Troodos massif. Zone of p~rtial melting from Oxburgh and

ridge axis, the absolute widths of the ?ones of. fractionatin.

".-:,..'::"'.',.T-lirbotte'.(1·968)-;'·f.ig1).r:e:s·.indicate tempe·r:j:tt.ure6?...e~c~e~;i.n.g.)..;t.h"

olivine tholeiite fusion temperatures by 100 C, 200 C, etc,

Although shown to terminate at finite distances from the

basaltic liquids beneath the ridge and of plume injection

cannot be evaluated on available data.
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margin.

The studies by Solomon (1973) of the differential at t cnnuat Lon of SlW:H

waves from earthquakes along the mjd-atla!1tic ridgc show that a zone of

partially mol tcn peridot itc, at t eruperatures exceeding its anhyd rous

solidus, extends for at least 50 km on either side of the ridgc. TIle

Ti value of allY magmas formed in t hi s off-axis environment will be Lower

than those found immediately beneath the axis as the relatively Ti-rich
',,'..''H~l.l,id's''rcmai11lfig'in:,tfie Iherz6'l:He ire 'mi'xect'\1I'ith' Ti:-POOt:liquids ::','

produced by further partial fusion. Away fran the axis this latter SOl;[Ce

, would eventually predominate. Such a process might well explain thc
~·,·:.:,i,!"•. ~'"",-,:~·",···~'l""':' ....... ;,~" "'.-:-.:~ ..::: .!4 \ •.... ,,~"~ ••: '~1'····,""t" ~;-•. ~" '... " . :!," ','4 r., : '4~""" "

• f .' :"'J, ~ :.' '•.

"gap" in the broad spectrum of Ti-Zr abundances of the Troodos voJcanics

(Figure 12)0

In this model the volcanic sequence iE seen as representing crupt~ons

from numerous magma cells, all temporally and ?patial1y related to a

spreading axis, in which basaltic liquids become progressively deplctcd

in the incompatible elements with increasing distan..:efrom the axis.

Evidence that some off-axis basalts 'are depleted in the large ion 1itho-

phile e.lemen ts comes from the south-west Pacific where intraplate volcanics

have light rare earth depleted patterns (Schilling and Bonatti, 1975).

On Troodos it is evident that later magmas have intruded an earlier

sequence as i) the younger plutons con t ain xenoliths derived from the Axis

Sequence and older plutonic rocks and ii) contact metamorphic aureoles

in the Axis Sequence and trondhjemites are apparent about younger plutons

(Section 2.3). Furthermore the arcuate pattern of cumulate wehrlite

xenoH ths in an otherwise homogeneous gabbro body (Allen, pers. comm.)

suggests that these blocks have been brought up from underlying cumulates

and that significant liquid mixing has not taken place. This, in turn,

implies that these magmas retain their primary geochemical identity and

that away from the axis, basaltic magmas rise into the crystal cumulate/

liquid mush [arming in the magma cells underlying the ridge axis. TId s
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model, .invo Lv.in; intrusion and ext . u s i on [rom nUIl1C'[OUSd i s c i « t e magrn.i

cells closely related to a spreading axis, is comp.i r ab Lc to t ha t pre .-c n t cd

by Moores and Vine (1071). Doth models imply that extension 0f oceanic

,;rust t ook place over a broad zone. This contention is f u rt.hr-r supported

by the occurrence 01 zeoli t e facies feeder dykes to the Upper PillO\T Lavas

w.i thin largely g r ee ns c h i s t facies t e r r a i.ne s , The lower mc t an« r ph i c grade

of these later dykes is due to their intrusion away from the l.j,dgc cr e s t

and s u bs equcrrt mc t amor ph i sm . under. Cj. .. lql_v~r ggotflermal gradient,
.... • "" •••••• :" ...... .,'.: ',:. '. • " .: • • '. ..,' •• 0.' • • ••• ",

5.3 Conclusions

.•. 1.. ,c. The .T'r oodc a ..mass ..i£ .ha s . be en. fo-rmed. d,n one . tcc tqnic.i env.i r onmc nt - t he .
~ , .',.~ . .' .' , '. .... . .r.

extensional stress field operative at a spreading axis.

2. Although variable fractionation is apparent within the volcanic pile,

the trac.e element gcochemistry is largely controlled by the compositions

of the primary magmas.

.»
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CHAPTER SIX RARE EARTH ELEMENT GEOCHEIlISTRY

6.1 Introduction

The d i st ri.bu t i.o n of the rare earth elements (REI), lanthanum CZ == 57) to

lutetium (Z= 71), has received much attention over the past decade

following the advent of mass spectrographic and neutron ac t i va t i on tech-

niques capable of determining their rather low « SOppm) abundances.

: ..:rq~.REE.··£,onn'a ··g.rp.up'rd tho a Lmcat ...id~n t i ca.L.c hemi.cal, p.r{)P~r:tic~, .but. .' . . . ~ . '.

detectable variations do occur between individual elements and these

provide a useful aid to petrogenesis. This behaviour is due to the
....... ":~ "',,-,,. ";"", _, ," .. " ; .. :,. ,":.CA' ' .. ,' '.:" ' .. :'. ,:',: , .,..~' . ",,; : :::', ' ::./ ,.:. :'~ '~~: r .decieasing ionic size w1th 1ncreas~ng atom1c number~ the lanthan1de :", '.'

contraction. The low potential for hydrolysis of the REE (Colton and

Wilkinson 1966) renders them inert to hydrothermal alteration within the

zeolite and greenschist facies as noted by Hart (1971) and Herrmann et ~]':'.

(1974)•

REE are usually studied 'by normalising to carbonaceus chondrites (Frey

et al. 1968) and plotting these relative enrichment factors against a scale

of the REE otomic numbers. This gives a smooth rather than a zig-7:.tg

pattern.

In mantle/basalt liquid systems the REE are all incompatible to varying

degrees and the major controls on their abundances are the composition

and mineralogy of the source material, the nature and degree of partial

melting and the extent of fractionation of the liquid subsequent to

segregation from the source rocks (Schilling 1971, O'Nions and Clarke

1972, Price and Taylor 1973, Frey and Green 1974). The behaviour of a

rare earth clement in a basaltic liquid during partial melting and

crystal fractionation is governed by the partition coel'ficients of that

element bet wccn the melt and the various mineral phases involved. At

constant temperature and pressure, the partition of a trace element, z,

between Liquid and solid phases is given by the Berthelot-Ncrnst homo-



geneous cquiLibri.umdistribution law (Schi1ling 1966):

= ,8 e,8( z )
K~(Z)

~
KL(z) = R - CR(z) etc.

CL(~) CL(L:)

where CL(z) is the concentration of the trace element, z, in the melt

(L) and KL(:;)is its partition coefficient between phases 0<. , (:? ,'6 etc.

and the melt (Schilling 1971). The partition coefficients between

individual REE and various rock forming minerals have been evaluated f rom

phenocry.st/I1atrixpairs in basic rocks (e.g. ·Schnetzle·rand Phi1poHs· .

1970). Al thougl: the values are variable and subject to many errors they

have been widely used in deducing original controls of REB distributions
.........~ ~ : ~.. , .. 0,:. -", " .. ;' ,.,' .....

in basalts (Schilling 1971, Kay and Gast 1973, Frey wId Green 1974).
.; .,' :'. ." .;. ' ..•' ..... " '~:.'',':: ." ,.. ~ . :. ':.0 •'r, ~"," .~.'<, 1 '.' • :1: r ro' :: •

Consistently, there is a regular concentration increase of the light REE,

La - Sm in basalts with increasing alkalinity. Basalts from mid-plaLe

volcanism and mature island ar~s are generally more alkalic than those

from oceanic spreading axes and Lmma.t ure island arcs arid are charact eri zed

by enrLchincn t in the light REE relative to chondritic profiles whereas the

latter two environments are characterized by light REB depleted patterns

as shown in figure 17.

6.2 Objectives of the present studl

The aim was to interpret the REE data in the light of the petrogenetic

model developed in the previous chapter.

6.3 Terminology

RE.E Rare earth elements

REEt
LREE

Total rare earth elements

Light rare earth element (La-Sm)

HREE Heavy rare earth elements

Enrichment factor relative to carbonaceous chondrite meteorites

(Frey et al.1968) of a rare earth element, M.
Sum of the nine rare earth clements analysed, individually
normalised to carbonaceous rl.ond ri t e me teor.ites,
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6.4 Analytical data

Nine met abasaIt s fr0111the Upper P'iLl.ow Lavas and zeolite facies of the

Axis Sequence have been analysed for Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gi, Tb, Tm, Yb and

Lu by instrumental neutron activation analysis. Four samples arc from

the olivine phyric group (Specimens 6aXT, 111943, 22PK and 2421\1.1) and

five from the olivine free group (Specimens 25614, ~~OOXT, 3lAL, 2'13/\L

and 244AL). Their chondrite normalised f)rofiles arc shown in Pigurc 18

and compared with the range of oceanic spreading axis volcanics (Schi.Ll i nr;

l.971)~ Also shown 'ape three REE·pr<?f'He~3·taken'f·romKay and t SenechaL

(in press). One is from the olivine phyric group (Specimen l03A) and two

from the olivine free group (Specimens 32P and CYI6).
',. .... ': " 1;.' ~ T • • " ~ ", •

Discussion-----6.4.1

The LREE depletion of all the samples is compatible with their proposed

spreading axis origin. As the fresh basalts (Specimens 22PK, 242AL I and

6aXT) are no more :"REEdepleted than the altered basalts, it is concluded

that enrichment of the LREE during aLterarLon, common for other La rge

cations, e.g. K and Rb, has not occurred. The straight line correlation
between REEt ef and Ti (Figure 19) provides further support for this
contention.

The wide range of REE
t

is directly comparable with the ranges noted for

Ti, Zr and Y in the previous chapter (see Figure 19). There, the

difficulty of explaining their abundances by crystal fractionation aloHe

was noted. This argument applies equally to the REE and further sub-

stantiatiori is provided by the inability of crystal fractionation to

explain the variation in profile shape through the REE range in Figure 18

as shown in the following sect Lon,

6.4.1.1 Variation in profile shape - fractionation or mantle source control?

Above a certain threshold level (curve (A) in Figure 18) the REE profiles

are approximately parallel wi th LREE depletion and flat or slightly

negative slopes from Sm to Lu. All the olivine free basalts plot above

the threshoJ.d level and these patterns arc similar to the buLk of REE
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Figure 19. Chondrite normalised REE profiles of the Troodos

volcanics. Olivine free types shOWI] by solid lines, oliv~nc

phyric types by dashed lines. The dotted line represents the

thresho16 level (explanation in text). The flecked area

represe~ts the range of present-day spreading axis volcanics

(from Schilling (1971)). Errors increase with decreasing

abunclancps but are generally expected to be less than 5% for

Eu, Tb and Vb, less than 10% for Ce, Nd, Sm, Gd, and Lu, and

less than 20% for Tm.
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profiles of occan-floor basalts (Schilling 1(71). Below this thr('~,h().1d

level however, thc profiles of t~e less fractionated olivine phyri(

basalts show a progressively increasing positive s Lop, from Slll to I.u w.it.h

decreasing REEt. Similar patterns have also been recorded from prcscnt-

day oceanic environment (0'Nions pers, ~., Frey, Bryan and Thompson

1974) but their rplation to the more typical ocean floor basalt profile

has not been estaLlished •

• 'A par ame'ter , .. [ls.,m+ ,EYbU+. 'Lrb:]- ,,', ' " " ' ,nas 'been'used'to qliarrHfy'thi:!change:':'\-'.
f,1 + + u ef

in slope and represents the extent to which the intcrmedi ate REE,

samarium, europiun and terbium have been fractionated with respect to the
.~:'~:~':'-i'II·.· :.~"'~'::':.' ~"""~'; .'~.' ." ..~ ~I·.~·· ..: :'~. :- i::" .'", .• _ '.. ',- ~ :..•..•. !'I.\', : •. '.; ;.-,

HREE, thulium, ytterbium and lutetium. The values of this parameter for

the Troodos volcanics are shown in'Table 10, and the result of crystal

fractionation discussed below.

Schilling (1971) has studied the effects of removing olivine, orthopyroxene,

clinopyroxene and plagioc.lase feldspar from a basaltic liquid. In order

to convert a below-threshold profile to an above-threshold profile, a

mineral or combination of minerals that will cause an increase in

~
sm + Eu + Tb~ during fractionation is required. Only orthopyroxene
Tm + Yb + Lu fc·

causes an increase, olivine and plagioclase have no effect and chimo-

pyroxene causes a decrease (see

required increases in [~:: ~

Figure 20). However, to bring about the

+ TLb~ for 0.71, 0.75 and 0080 for
+ u fe-

specimens 6aXT, 22PK and 111943 respectively, to one or above for the

normal oceanic pattern, at least 50-70% of the melt would have to

crystallize orthopyroxene and for specimen 103A, with ~m ,
Eu , Tt']as Tm + Yb + Lu ef= 0.55 even morc. Clearly this is not an acceptable process and it is

concluded that the REB profile shapes are characteristic of the basaltic

liquids prior to their removal from the mantle source regions. An

important corollary to this conclusion, as noted by Schi.Lling (1971) and

apparent in figure 20 is that extensive pre-eruption fractionation can

take place without any significant change in profile shape, only aff cc t ine



243AL

2'44Ai'
CY16

32P

..~':: : . ',:;;'.. < 25614··. ~.<'" '.';"" ",,:.,:..~:.e. ' ; ..:••.. , , :.; ;:. ,.1. •. :L6~..

Threshold

'.... r :. ,.

Table 10.

Sample nUl11ber [Srn+Ell +TI >.l
p.'m +YI>+LllJ er

103A
6aXT

22PK

111943
242AL1

Olivine phy r i.c o.s.')

0.71
0.75
O.BO

1. (H

1.11
'·]_·:f8 . ·0,'

1.03
1.07

Olivine free
'... ' t •.. ':'. .,' .

3lAL

200XT ..
1.06

0.98

rSm+Eu+Tbl of the Troodos' samples.
trm+Yb+LuJ e£

REE
t

',. "0:" '" .....

<to "
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dashed line represent the original melt which upon 0.1,0.3,0.5,

0.7 and 0.9 of fractional crystallization would give a resjdual

melt with a pattern represented by the dotted-dashed line.

Curves above the dotted-dashed line represent the residual

melts after 0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7 and 0.9 fractional crystallization

of a composition corresponding to the dotted-daShed line.

Da ta f roni Schilling (1971).
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REEt• Thus the family of para.LlcL curves above the till (;;:;h01<1 vaLuc

could be generated by up to ':)0'70 olivine dominated crystal fractionation

from a primary liquid with a RUE abundance similar to that of the tln-c~;h·-

hold value.

6.4.1.2 Mantle melting in increments

This section ic concerned with the processes controllin~ varying REE

abundances in basaltic liquids at source.
, .• 1'•• 0° 4 ~: ~ ••, ',A< ,: •. ; •• '~",." ,'" ,,' ." '~ •• , •••• : ·!.~"~I • ",:t '0·,." 1:' p' .: :, ••

. .. ... _.,'. "0 • '. ,', .....

Gast (1968) showed that alkaline basaltsand tholeitic iia.sa.lt s could be

derived from the same mantle source on their trace element abundances.
I.;:;. -, .; .. :~. ,.: ..; •.• ::~::,~•• ' .:'f' ;-:.:..,.~~~'.:.~,;~'~}"·4'~"~;'''''''''"~;:,::,~,,, ..:.: .. ;;J.<:.':' •. I,.. ~.:..... ~.::..,,,.~ ........ 1'.\....•• ,'.' •.•• ". ":' .. :;'" .;..~ ...: I', ":.,~'

The model involved the removal of the incompatible elements K, Rb, U,

Th etc. du1'ingthe first (alkaline basalt) melting stage thereby leaving

the residue relatively depleted in these elements. Subsequent melts

would reflect this depletion and be less enriched in the incompatible

elements.

This concept is inherent to the petrogenetic model developed in the

previous chapter and it therefore seemed worthwhile examining the REE

data in the same way.

Evidence from the residual mantle rocks of Troodos suggests that the

basaltic liquids were derived from plagioclase lherzolite with a mineral-

ogy of 6770 olivine, 10% diopside, 15% enstatite and 8% plagioclase*

(Menzies and Allen 1974). Furthermore, by analogy w i t h Othrys, melting

took place, entirely within a plagioclase lherzolite stability field

"'Therock actually contains 2% spinel, but its composition has been re-

calculated on a spinel-free basis as the partition coefficients faT this

mineral are not well documented. As this mineral is relatively scarce

the overall result should not be greatly affected.
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obetween 1100-] 250 C and O~~SKb, The parti tion cuef.ficient s c.f the !~J:l;

between a mantle with this mod aI mincnlogy and basaltic liquid inc'·ci1:.;C

with increasing atomic number Cs ee Table 11) - i.e. they become Ie::;;,;

incompatible. This trend is broken only by eu rop.i.umdue to its r eLa ti vcLy

high affinity for plagioclase. Thus, with increasing melting the r eLn tivo

concentration of the HREE to th,~LREE in the mantle should increase and

providing the early, relatively LREE enriched liquids are removed (c.f.

Gast's alkaline magmas), subs cquen t liquids will show a g rcat er r eLati ve·.·1:·,····..: :.:.. ,."..: : ~ " :: :.:.:~ ~ .; ·">. :.J •. :: ;· ,. .. :; .• ·~.:: -, ~-, -: :.:.P ~.•. ~._ :" ) • .; ..

depletion in the LlUJE than the HREE. Qualitatively then, it is possible

to predict the generation of REB profiles with increasingly positive
.:_.:':'::"'Slope's'~··..TJi.i·s··p·roposal·:is··h<'1i~di~{:uS~ed···qtlant·i'ta:tiVcly.":.,".',r , ' .: •• ,;.,'. ',",

The REE profiles below the threshold level in Figure 18 correspond to

primary magmas whereas those above are more likely to have been generated,

by high-level, olivine-dominated crystal fractionation of a primary magma

with a REE composition close to the threshold level. This level therefore,

corresponds to the most REB enriched primary magma of the Troodos samples

and as such is likely to have bee!1generated by the partial melting of

the Troodos mantle in its most pLimitive state.

Curve A in Figure 21 is the REB profile of the threshold level. The REE

profile of its mantle source varies with the degree of partial melting

that this liquid represents and the order in which individual mantle

minerals melt. This calculation has been performed for each REB for 6,

12 and 24% partial melting of plagioclase lherzolite assuming that the

four phase~ ente£ the melt in the ratio of plagioclase : clinopyroxene

orthopyroxene : olivine of 8 : 4 2 1. The equation used was given

by O'Nions and Clarke (1972):

1=
m + Ko(/ (z) (M 0(. -

L / L P
m lA) +



Olivine Ortho- Clinc- Plagioslase Plagiocla.se
py r o xorie pyr c.xerie Lhor z o Lf. t o

Srn
Eu

0.0091
0.010
0.011
0.010

0.032Ce

Nd 0.050
0.073
0.080

0.57
0.59

0.16
0.11
0.091

00046
0.062
0.082
0.111
0.092

...0••997 , ,,'
• • ' ... • .. ·"0

. "...... : ....
', ••• I

0.52
Gd 0.012 0.12 0.61 0.070

, ,;. 'l:'P. " ," " O.•,Q~? ...~ .·0;. 16:,..'....." Q ,~,6).l"· .'.. ' " ...Q ..,9Q1·
o • .. • • .".', •• " .,' '. • •

TIn 0.020 0.36 0.59 0.072
t.: • \ "

Yb 0.022
0.027

0.47
0.60

0.58
0053

0.077
0.080

0.131
0.139
00166Lu

":':~.J';" ~ ...•. :: .. r', ,!,,' ','tp ,'1 ••• ;. ,,' •...•••. ,~.t' :.'!' .-.:..: ", ',_ -.;. ; ,.,:-"~ .., .. ':'.~':.".'~.~~:/ .~.:.~:: --:.;..~:.. :,;.'

Table 11. The partition coefficients of the REE between

olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, plagioclase and

'plagioclase ~herzolite, and basalticrnelt (£rom 'Schilling

1971).



&gure 21. REE profiles derived from repeated partial

melting of T~00dos plagioclase lherzolite (olivine 67%,

orthopyroxene' ;'::;%, clinopyroxene 10%, plagioclase 8%).

.. A.) Thl';"e.shold1"ycl . .' '. .
..........~ : ~.•.: : :',.:. :, ". ,,:.s'~':':."· -":':: '.;~ : : · :-'.~.:: t •••••:'·. '\v.::" :,: ..." : .

B) REE composj~ion of source rock for threshold liquid

asswning 24% p,lrtial mel ting of plagioclase lherzolite in

,':' ~:. :'J...:~.-;"'<' ;".' •. :~:,' ..• ', •. ,' :.""

C) As B except 12% partial melting

D) As B except 6% partial melting.

E) As R except 12% partial melting iII.the ratio plag:cpx:

opx:ol of 4:8:1:2.

F) Residue after 6% partial melting of D.
G) Residue a f t er 12% partial melting of C.
H) Residue after 24% partial inelting of B.

J) Liquid formed by 6.6% partial melting of G in the ratio

cpx:opx:plag of 4:2:1.

K) As ,J oxcep t 13.5% part i.aL melting.
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where is the concentration of an elencllt z in the liquid

c (z)p is the concentration of an elencnt z in the sour.ce rock

1S the m~ss fraction of liquid formed

M.~
P

is the mass fraction of phase 'it- 1n the source ruck

is the mass fraction of phase 1l that enter s the melt

K~ (z) is the partition coefficient of element z between phase ?1,
YL

.•• ': : ..•. :: e '-and· the:;iiquid:~:.·."":,;',": ::..;.~.:-..: : : '..~ .':";'.:.. ,.::..I,' .:.:".

The ratio of phases entering the melt has been derived from the experi-

",;".':. :m~ntal.wol'Jc.Qf.D'Hara>(.1968) ...a'.Ud.fIOrili man.tl~ .IO~ks :,in:.y~r~ous ..stat~'~ oi ...

depletion from Othrys (Menzies 1974). It can be shown that different

ratios give essentially the same result as evident from the near super-

imposition of curves C and E in.Figure .21 corresponding to melting of, .

plagioclase, chiopyroxene, orthopyroxene and olivine in the ratios

8 : 4 : 2 : land 4 : 8 : 1 : 2 respectively. Thus if curve A corresponds

to 6-24% partial melting of plagioclase lherzolite, choosing any reason-

able order of melting of the individual phases, the REB composition of

the source will lie in the stippled area between curves Band D and the

residue after removal of this melt fraction in the cross-ha~ched area

between curve~ F and H.

Now if curve G, the residue after 12% partial melting of plagioclase

1herzoli t e, is subjected to further partial melting then liquids with

greater positive slopes than the threshold level should result, as

qualitatively predicted above. Melting of this residue in the ratio of

chinopyroxene orthopyroxene : olivine of 4 : 2 : 1 gives for 6.6%

partial melting curve J and for 13.5% partial melting curve K in Figure

21. The [sm + Eu + Tb ] parameters of these two curves are 0.76 andTm + Yb + Lu ef
0.69 respectively (compare 0.95 of threshold), and their profiles plot

close to specimens 6aXI' and 103A in Figure 21.
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In Pd gu ro ::':2,the effect of mantle mel.ti.ng in Lnc rernerrts on the

lsm+ nu + Tb] of derived Li.quLds is shown, Because the pal-titianTm + Yb + Lu_ ef
coefficients of the REE betwecn mantle and melt Lnc reasc ',:ith i!:creasing

atomic nl1l11UCr (Table 11), any melt should have a higher ~srn+ Eu + Tb]
Tm + Yb + Lu__ ef

i.e. lower positive slope or hi~her negative slope than its sourcc. Thus,

[
Srn + Eu + Th]the of the source represents the lower limit of
I'm + Yb + Lu ef

derived liquids •

•J ,','..:rhis'i.s,shurvn'for-'eu'l'V~~C'In,-Figure :22:-Wh0r~.-'Uquids formed '£-rprrr,:....::...:.::;::-~~.'..'.

[
Srn + Eu + Tb]successively higher degrces of partial melting have 'Tm + Yb + Lu ef

values which asymptotically approach that of the source, O.73~ Clearly,
:",:;::" oJ' ••:,! ••• :' ,,':,,", ,:' ...... ' :.:' .. :,.,~., '·"l~.:~·.~ ":": .:.~: ....,:I' ..... ~: .,.",' • .;~'.'.~',r.,~ .. !:.'._ .... <~..:..;.".,.~.... ~..; -',~ •.,:.:.• :.~~........j.'.:.; ....~... ;..., ',,.,···~i·..·:···~

the basalt s r.mp lcs 6aXT and I03A with values of 0.71 and 0.55 respectively

could not be produc ed by this process. However, compare the rSm + Eu + :f~lim + Yb + Ll~ -

The [
Srn + Eu + 1.'11)~l

of liquids where removal of a 12% melt has taken place.
.' ~'m + Yb + Lu af

of the rcsLdue will then be decreased to 0.51 (curve G in Figure 21) and

partial melts formed from this rock will asymptotically approach this

lower value. This shows that 6aXT could be produced by 12% partial

melting of the undeplcted plagioclase lherzolite (curve C) followed by

removal of this liquid and a further lli% partial melting of the residuum.

To form l03A yet another stage of liquid removal would be required.

Thus a whole f am.iLy of curves could be drawn represent ing the initial

tsm , Eu + Tb J of the plagioclase lherzolite (curves B to D in
Tm + Yb + Lu ef

Figure 21) and removal of basalt magmas at various stages.

In terms of magmatic processes at the Troodos spreading ridge this

proposal lends strong support to the concept of continual magma removal

from the mantle in a broad zone beneath the ridge. Also, as long as melt

removal is an efficient process and this is in(licated by the extremely

homogeneus and refractory character of the Troodos harzburgite (.Menzies

and Allen 1974) incremental mclting appears more satisfactory than high

degrees of partial melting to explain the observed REE patterns and low

incompatible clement contents of the Troodos volcanics.
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6.5 Conclusions

1. The LREEdcpl.ct ion of all the 'I'roodos vole anics is compatible Iii th

their origin in a spreading axis environment.

2. The relatively unfractionatcd olivine phyric bas al t s have Lowc r

REEt than the olivine frce types.

3. Their profile shapes are also different, being characteristic of

..' .~-,
,t.be,p~~m?-r'ymagl1}~? ,~~.,s,?_ur~e, •.. ,S~b,s.~qu~nt fr:a,ct+onatioI1 .o! the ,ol.iv ir.1I.>;- .

i' ...... : ... <. ..... , .• : •••••.• '. ot.'· •. ~••: •• : ••': ....r ••..• 0,4" ~"., •• ",_~ ••••• :t.,..:,!. :.'~':"':"~" .• :.~'.";, -," .......,: ...... ,; ',J'"

free types has produced a set of parallel profiles.

4.. Partial melting of a homogeneous mantle source is incapable of:~~~:.)..~:~~~"~".. /:~:.:.-:';-' . '~"_. <~ ',~--., " , ~.'.:.:: ..,~..'-: :.::-:-,.: :..: (.-. \:.::: .,_t. ~<..i.: :~.. ':'t r:>

producing the observed profiles. Instead, incremental melting, where a

liquid fraction is f'o rmed and removed prior to subsequent melting, has

taken place... .,. . , '.
' ..
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CHAPTER SEV.EN OXYGEN AND STRONTIWl ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTRY

It is the prime objective or this cl.ap t er to apply oxygen and st ron t i um

isotope data to .idcntLf y the source of the Troodos metamorphic rlujd,'~

and to calculate the volume of water which reacted with the ba saltic

rocks.

The igneous rocks of the massif have been metamorphosed to a d.rp th 01

. 3~~ km in ,the p~esence of a hot aqueous fluid.
.i" •• ~ , .. ".~: ;•..•..... : " ..• ,"".: I·.·-~i •••• ·i··::··::·~f'''''' :'.;~ . ',e'. :~".' .'

Sue!).hydrothcrllal meta-
. ~': ... ":'''~' .... -: ..: ..... ,;1, /.;.; .'," •• ••• ,i •.::......0".,' .:,.':l

morphic waters can be (1) Meteoric (2) Deuteric or (3) Sea wa t er,

Calcareous sediments conformably overlying the Troodos massif are less

;\!·::,~;,t:tii~h..:5m~y;;:::,yotlnge_;'t,han.'t:he',i;gn~iousrod~s'(R~b'er.tso'n.'~ndHuds on, 1~-7A),·ti.,nd'.,'

are unmetamorphosed. Thus the metamorphism occurred before tectonic

emplacement in a sub-sea-floor environment which, from the high geothermal

gradient du ri ng Axis' Sequence metamorphism was at or near a spreading ax is v

Such a process could not involve meteoric water. Deuteric water is also

an unlikely source ~s basaltic magma is undersaturated ~ith respect to a

water dominated gas phase under the hydrostatic load pressure of sea-

water overlying a spreading ridge (Moore 1970). It cannot therefore

generally form a separate phase with an independent physical behaviour.

Furthermore, the occurrence of at least 650 km3 of intensely altered

rock along the northern outcrop of the massif would indicate the enormous

scale on which hydrothermal metamorphism operated. The hibhly oxidised

state of the metabasalls suggests that modified sea water ~as the principal

component of the hydrothermal fluid (Spooner and Fyfe 1973). The oxygen

and strontium isotope data are now examined to see if they support this

contention.

7.1 Oxygen Isotope Geochemistry

This sectiol" is based largely on the data and conclusions presented by

Spooner, Bcckinsale, Fyfe and Smewing (1974) and parts of this publication

have been quoted verbatim. A reprint of this ar~icle is enclosed with

this thesis.
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7.1.1 Intrndl1ction.;...;__;.,__----
A principle type of gcochemica.teffect which may be p roduced duri ng

water/rock interaction is a shift of t:~ oxygen isotope ratios of rock

and/or fluid away from their initial values. The method, therefore, is

particularly apillicable to altered ign~ous rocks because their initial

isotope ratios arc relatively invariant. For example, the 8018* values

of f...reshbasalts do not, in general, depart from +6%0 by more than

.::,.;.:;9~~~.~7'" '.~t.a¥.~!?f""~90.~;.~~~ye~~~~p~~h.§....~~ct.~*~:¥..t?~.~,:"~?.?:.~f.~,·:~.;.~~~lJ~e.~":,<?,(,;"",,,..~ ..;
hydrothe rmal1y me tarno"phosed igneous rocks which show &'018 shifts to

values which arc lower than their initial oxygen isotope ratios are now
. . .

..1;·:;...·<·~~it·d~c'Un'len·t·ed·.··;~u'ch····~ep{ehclJ1~···i;.n·:O~8:\.;e·~e·r.h's't":obs~'fveci±ri:~ateri.'~.f,"

from the Skaergaard intrusion, Eo Greenland (Taylor and Epstein, 1963)

and from the Scottish Tertiary igneous province (Taylor and Forester,
. '. 1971). Typically) tl;caltered'rocks ace depLet ed in 0

18 by as much as .

12% . ('018 1 1 6% bt ai f00, si nce e va ues as ow as - 00 are 0 t a.ined rom rocks whose

initial oxygen isotope ratios were

The negat Lve S018 shifts have been, interpreted as a product of elevated

temperature interaction of rock with waters of meteoric origin. The

reasoning behind this, which is relevant in principle to the reasoning

involved in the discussion of the Troodos metabasic rocks, may be illu-

strated by reference to the Scottish Tertiary igneous province (Taylor

*OXygC1 isotope r...tios are quoted here in standard delta ($) notation in

per mil ( o~~, where:

S
0
18 = (018/016) sample - (018/016) standard x 103

(018/016) standard

The standard relative to which the results are given is standard mean

ocean water (abbreviated to SMOW).



and Pore.rtcr, 1971). Here, a temperature for hydrothermal me t amorphisrn

of 350°C is suggested by the secondary paragenesis albile-

chlorite-epidote-actinolite. This temperature is in the range wh.ir o
(I J8silicates in equilibrium \'li th an aqueous fluid ~ show higher od

values than the fluid itself (Figure 23). Therefore, since the mdabasic

rocks are depleted by as much as 12%0 , the fluid must clearly h.i vc been

isotopically lighter than the lowest d018 whole rock value obt ai-icd

(_6.30
/0D for the Gri.gadaLe granophy re),

~.!a; ...:.: .....",.. , .•_ :;~., 5::0.' ...... ,•• ~.\ :,~. ~ 't.-,: ',' .. 'f' '.\_•.•. ; '':'' ...:. :.:., : '. " ' :.~-,-:.; :: .•• 0: ••• '0: .... ~.. : 0.. , .' I. '~...:.: to: \!It .... : .:.;~,:. • ..... ' °0 to· ... :",

""0 •

7.1.2 Analytical data

.Fifteen rocks from the Troodos massif have been analysed for whole rock
~:;~";'~·~"1.,;,,~·,..::,.~::.!·'\.:, ,:~'. t•.••. "' v-, • ·~· ,.,: ••,,' ; •• I c , , ;",\t-·.~ ::' .:...;;. l·.· .: '. ' .. '- '''1' •••• ;.... •• \ •• ~~ •••• :. " =.\ ..:;.~ ~~ ~ ~." ': i .~ : \

oxygen isotope ratios at the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment,

Aldermas ton (analyst = R.D. Beckinsale). The details of the analytical

technique are described by Spooner et al. (1974) and the results obtained

appear in Appendix 2. They are presented graphically with comparative

data in Figure 24.

h 1 . f . 1 . h d· 018 1 .T e zeo 1teac1es metabasa ts are enr1C e 1n re at1ve to a

f 0/ + 01 . fvalue 0 + 6.0 ~o - 0.5 .~o which characterises resh basaltic material

(Taylor 1968, Muehlenbachs and Clayton 1972a). These 018 enrichments

contrast with the depletions observed in quartz-albite-chlorite-actinolite-

epidote bearing oceanic 'greenstones', for which d018 values fall in the

range + 2.8%
0 to + 6.8%0 (average of 14 values = 5.2%0 , Muehlenbachs

and Clayton 1972b). They also contrast with the depletions observed in

terrestrial, as opposed to submarine, hydrothermally altered basalts

(see Fig...o::c24). Extreme enrichments in 018 to values as high as + 17.5%0

have been found in submarine weathered basaltic material (Garlick and

Dymond 1970,Muchlenbachs and Clayton 1972a). The determinations on

submarine greenstones and weathered basalts arc the only available

comparative data obtained from samples of in situ oceanic crust.
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7.1. 3 Llterrneiation - Interaction ',dth Sea Water

c 18 rThe 00 value or a given whole rock may be expressed as the volumetric
(' 18sum of th e 00 values of the individual phases present, weighted

according to their volumetric content of oxygen atoms, and divided by tIle

total number of oxygen atoms in the rock volume considered:

.'
~, .. : :o.··c· ..... ,~" -. ".~ :.. '!:.;•... :···· ..·4 '_.~:.,~ '~ •••••• ,: .....

L. v .. N .•
:1. 1 1 .

o 18
00.

·1
= -1n· •

where, for a given total volume,

v. =
l.

N. =
l.

and b' rsO. =
l.

volume occupied by the ith. phase~m3),

. . 3number of oxygen atoms/em of the'itho phase

oxygen isotope ratio (relative to SMOW) of the ith phase.

The oxygen isotope ratios of silicates in equilibrium with excess hydro-
thermal fluid are controlled by the gOlS value of the fluid involved,

and the temperature of interaction. Therefore, whole rock oxygen isotope

ratios for material which interacted with water at elevated temperature

are similarly controlled by these two variables, and also by the types and

relativ2 volumes of the phases present.

Within the temperature range of zeolite facies metamorphism on Troodos
o 0(50 C-200 C,

(n-l. L
Gass and Smewing 1973), rock-water isotope fractionations

23) •
i

In fact the fractionation may exceed the isotopic difference between

v .•
1

N.•
.1

(l 18 0 18OOi - dO
H20

) are large and positive (see Figure

fresh basalt and Mesozoic sea-water* (+ 6°100). Therefore at such low t cmper

*The 8018 value for Mesozoic sea water, calculated on the basis of an

absence of polar ice caps, was - 0.5%0 (Kharaka et al. 1973) _ Lit t Le

different from a value of 0%0 :: 0.5%0 lor modern sea-water (Taylor 1%7).
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atures metabasic n at er ia.L affected !)y sea water/rock interaction may

. d' 018become cnr1chc 1n . The zeolite facies me t abas aLt s ~ enriched,

therefore' the stable oxygen isotope geochcmLstry is directly consistent

with the suggestion t hat the fluid responsible for hydrothermal meta-

morphism was parentally sea water.

The theory of temperature dependent oxygen isotope fractionations

indicates that at temperatures greater than 200%, S 018 shifts become

";";.'•. :..~·s~-..fharrt he ,'i.£?to0l '.ctl,.ft·~r,e~c~',.I>..etween·.'f,r~s~..·ba·sa).:t·. ,and,·sea~wate~··".i'. ,.•.._..•.

(6 °/00) (Figure 24). The greenschist facies rnet aba s a.lt s have »een meta-

morphosed at temperatures between 200°C and 400°C and al1 but one (Specimen

,;.',~\~~:"~';;:i/'~~~~;'"tc/s··~·~·{~~r;~·~ge'~·~~~·~""i:~~~·~:~·~~:·a~~{£~;~h:"b'~'i~T~':":'II~:tl~'i~"":."....

respect they are simi.Lar to the oceanic greenstones (Figure 24). The

high S 018 of Specimen 97AL is attribu ted partly to its occurrence near

the top of the greenschist facies, where temperatures were only slightly

higher than in the overlying zeolite facies, and partly to its high

secondary quartz content.. (Quartz shows large positive oxygen isotope

fractionations at these temperatures (Figure 23)).

(' 18The hornfe1sed met adoLe r.i te shows an even lower 00 than the greenschist
.>

facies rocks, compatible with its higher temperature of metamorphic

equili br at ion.

The limited post-magmatic alteration of the trondhjemites and gabbros is

reflected in their S 0
18

values which cluster about 60100 , the composi t-

ion of the fresh rock.

('\ 18
To summarize the observed steady decrease in 00 values from + 12.40%0

at the top of the Av~.:; Sequence to + 3.310/00 at the base correlates

closely with increasing metamorphic grade and is directly compatible with

the suggestion that the basaltic rocks have reacted with a fluid of sea

water origin during metamorphism. The decrease in oxygen isotope ratio

is simply cxp.l ained as a predictable effect of original downward increase

in temperature.
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Thn fractionation 0f oxvgen l:,~ot\.'l'·"·~"Drt""lr: ' I' '1'"'" ;~ -..... ~ ,\.....: l 1 CO-C~.t5·",.Ing 5::.. r.c a t c ;_~r.d

fluid ph ases is a reLa t i.vc ;:hcn,x:cn"n. The vo l ur.r t rir L'XCC~':~ o f c.nr-

over the other will control the ab so Lut e d i.r ec t Lor o f SOlS s n if t,

in a system whc r e :-ock \\'<1S .in cxc ess of wa t e r, till' r e s cr vo Lr of r oc k

oxygen would cc.nt r ,1 the 6018 v al ue of the f'Lu i d , but in the oppo s i L~

" . 1 °013 -s i.tu a t i.on , t 1C 6 value 01 the r ock would be chan gcrt by the p'c3tcr

abundance of fluid.

The Troodos metabasalts
18show 0 departures fron the fresh rock v~luc of

6 roo. Thus the bas aLt Lc rocks must have reacted w i t h voLuncs at' wa t cr

greater than their own bulk.

7.2 strontium Isotope Geochemistrv

The results and interpretations now presented (s:~ctions 7.2.1 and 7.;~.3)

are taken mainly from the M.Sc. dissertation of the ana Lys t , ~Uss 11.

Chapman, (Chapman 1974).

7.2.1 Introduction

The Sr87/sr86 ::atio of metabasalts is another potential indicator of

rock/water Lnt er ac t ion- However the application of this method to

~Q.l..u.dte the source and volume of the reactant fluid differs f und ancn t>

ally from oxygen isotope geochemistry.

Firstly, any shift in strontium isotop~ ratios may be considered a simple

mixing phenomenon between the fresh rock value and that of the fluiJ.

This is be cauc« !.hase and temperature dependent isotope [rae t i on a t i c ns

depend partly upon the percentage mass difference bct~ccn the isotopes

concerned. Thus for the isotopes of strontium, in contrast to those or
oxygen, the per cen t ag e mass difference is S0 small that f r ac t io-ra t io ns

be neglected.
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Secondly, unlike S018, the Sr87/.')r86ratios cf fresh basalts arc not

constant. Instead they reflect the evolution o[ strontium in tIleruanll~

from which t hey were derived and the subsequent additions of the radi.o-
o •• 87 [genae s t ront i um asotope , Srrom rubidium since the fo rrna t Ion of the

basalt (Peterman and Hedge 1971). In the oceanic environment, ocean

floor bas<l1ts generally have lower ratios (average 0.70265, Hart 1971)

than oce~n island basalts (average 0.70360, Hart 1971).

_7_._2_._2__ ~n a 1y t i cal ~~

All samples apart [rom 34XT that were used in the oxyg cn isotope study
87 86have been an~lysed for Rb/Sr and Sr /Sr by X-ray fluorescence analysis

and mass spectometry at the Department of Geology and Mineralogy ,

University 0;':" Oxford, (analyst: Miss H. Chapman). In addition three

gabbro whole rocks, seven plagioclase separates, one fresh dolerite and

one specimen o[ the zeolite laumontite were analysed. Full details of

the analytic al technique are described by Pankhurst and O'Nions (1973)

and O'Nions and Pankhurst (1973). The results are gi ven in Appendix 2.

7.2.3 Interpretation

The uniform low sr87/Sr86 ratios of the fresh Troodos gabbros contrasts

with the higher values of the metabasa1ts, metagabbros, and trondhjeniteso

The total range (0.70388-0.70521) is much larger than that expected for

cogenetic ma~mas (O'Nions and Pankhurst 1974), and the data is best

explained if these rocks have mixed with a contaminant of strontium

isotope ratio greater than that of the most contaminated basalt (i.e.

greatt:..:+han 0.70521). Of the possible water sources only sea water is

S 87/s 86 0 lOt thO fOr r enrJ.ched re at1vc 0 1S 19ure. For instance, the Sr87/sr86

ratio of Campanian-Maastrichtian sea-water (i.e. comparable in age to the

Troodos massif) was 0.7076 (Peterman et al. 1970). That of con t emporancous

sea-water is 0.7090 (Peterman ~~. 1<){0). These values contrast w i t h

lower values [or basalts; thus positive strontium isotope shifts should
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occur duri.ng basaLtZsea-wat er intcraction. In fact, posit i ve Sr87 shifts

in basalts ~hich have inter2cted with contemporaneous sea-water during

both subnar i ne weathering (Dasch et al. 1973), Hart et al. 1974) and

hydrothermal metamorphism are documented. For instance, spilitic rocks

from the Coi ba ridge; are enriched in Sr87 (average of four det erm.inati ons

= 0.70360) reLat i ve to initial 0.70265 for deep-sea basalts (Hart 1971).

Further evidence for sea-water/basalt interaction in the Troodos sample.s

is furnished by Specimen 42XT which is a residual leachate and has

th f ff d t It . It S 87/S 86 .. h hi lere ore su ere grea er a erat1on. s r r ~at1o 1S t e 19,1cSt

of all the mctabasalts implying that greater volumes of high Sr87 fluid

have reacted with this rock than the others. But perhaps the most

convincing evidence of basalt/sea-water interaction is provided by the

zeolit~, laumontite, whose Sr87/sr86 ratio (0.70760) exactly matches that

of the Campanian-Maastrichtian sea-water suggesting that its strontium

content is entirely from sea-water.

Besides providing strong support for the sea-water origin of the reactant

fluid, the st~ontium isotope geocheMistry also excludes the possibility

of extensive dcuteric water/basalt interaction. The Sr87/sr86 ratio of
87deuteric water would have been no more enriched in Se than the basalt

magma~: ...,hich it was transferred in solution from the upper mantle.

This implies that sea-water contamination of all rocks above the fresh

cumulate gabbros has taken place. In most cases, the widespread

occurrence of secondary minerals in the metamorphic rocks implies that

interaction took place after solidification. However, the trondhjemites
87 86 .are particularly fresh and their contaminated Sr /Sr rat10s could be

ascribed to water/magma interaction.

P I· . I I . 87 86 0 F °re lmlnary ca cu atlons based on the Sr /Sr and Fe203/fe + e2 3

values of the metabasalts indicate that water : rock ratios were
+ 89 - 5 x 10 : 1 (Spooner pers. comm.).
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7.3 Conclusion

The isotope dat a indicate that basaLt.ywat er interactions took place on a

large scale in the Troodos oceanic cruEt (water: rock ratics of

9 !5 x 108 : 1) and that the metamorplic fluids were derived from sca-

water.
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CHAPTER EIGHT CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the implicat ions of the pet rogenetic model deveLoped

in Chapter Pive to magma t Lc z'mct amo rpni,cprocesses at the Troodos spreading

ridge will be discussed.

8.1 Trondhjemite - gabbro - dyke swarm relationships

In Section 2.3 the complexity of the field relation3hips between the

Axis Sequence and the trondhjcmites and gabbros of the Troodos Plutonic

Complex was described. Much evidence, such as the intrusion of older

trondhjemites by gabbros and the higher dyke intensity in some plutonic

rocks than others are particularly difficult to explain on a single magma

chamber model (Greenbaum 1972a). However, the alternati ve, the multi-

magma cell nodeI provides a mechanism compatible with the field data

(see Figure 25).

The first stage, represented in Figure 25~, is the fractional crystall-

ization within a magma cell (MCI) bt:neath the dyke swarm (DS) to give a

compositionally layered plutonic sequence which changes downwards from

trondhjemite (Trl), through gabbro (Gbl) and into ultramafic cumulates

(Uml). Xenoliths of host rock occur in the upper levels of the pluton

and a C;o-,.,tllct metamorphic aureole has developed.

Figure 25b depicts the formation of a second magma cell (MC2) with dykes

feeding overlying extrusives. Eventually, MC2 will rise, either by

stoping or diapirically and disrupt the earlier sequence in a direction

parallcl to the strike of the dyke swarm, and crystallize in the same

manner as MCl (Figure 25c). Also where the host rocks have cooled

sufficiently, a second contact metamorphic aureole will develop and more

xenoliths be incorporated into the incoming magma body.
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Figure 25. Repeated magma cell intrusion within the Troodos
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Urn-ultramafic cumulates, MC-magma cell, 1,2,3, order of

crystallization of three magma cells. Remaining symbols as

in Figure 6.
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AHhough the multiple n.a gma ccLl concept I s : Troodos, originally

proposed by Moo res and Vine (1971), is oversimplified in Figure 25, the

various field relationships at the Axis Scquence/Plutonic Complex

boundary can now be explained. If MC2 is "taken as a time and space

reference then the pre-, syn- and post-gabbro trondhjemites (see Section

2.3) belong respectively to magma cells MCl, MC2 and MC3. Dykes fed by

)fC2 which invade the plutonic and hypabyssal rocks of MCl will eventually

be intruded by the plutonic equi valents of MC2. In this way, the Lower

dyke density of the younger plutonic rocks can be explained.

This mechanism of magma cell injection into rocks previously dykcd by

magma f;om the same intruding cell has also been observed by the author

in plutonic intrusi ves of the Betancuria Ophioli te Complex, Pue rt even t ura,

Canary ~slands,

8.2 Sub-sea-floor metamorphism

Here, various metamorphic rocks will be explained in terms of a unified

model involving reaction of the fresh rocks with modified sea-water close

to the ridge. The significance "f the metamorphic discontinuity between

the Upper Pillow Lavas and the Axis Sequence will also be considered.

Finally the evidence for and consequences of water/magma interaction will

be reviewed.

8.2.1 Metamorphism and mineralisation of the Troodos Axis Sequen~

during a sub-sea-floor geothermal cycle

The isotope data provide strong support for interaction of basaltic rocks

with large volumes of sea-water. The high geothermal gradient of Axis

Sequence me ....:"lOrpld..;;lII ·: .• u~·· sugges t that this interaction took place at

or very close to the ridge by the percolation of sea-water down fractures

in the newly formed plate and subsequent whole-rock permeation along grain

boundaries. Water-rock' reaction at depth would modify rock and fluid
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compositions. This reaction was the direct cause of the zeolite and

greenschist facies metarr:orphismof the Axis Sequence. Also, in zones of

higher permeability, the quartz-epidote residual leachates in the green-

schist facies were formed. Th· J. h S 87/ 86e~r 11g r Sr and Fe203!FeO + Fe203
ratios are compatible with an origin by reaction with greater volumes of

fluid.

These hydrat i0T1rcact i.oris would consume only a very small volume of

water. The unconta;:1inatedSr87/Sr86 ratios of the fresh cumulate gabbros

indicate that sea-water did not penetrate below depths of 3-4 km, so the

excess fluid must have returned to the overlying sea-water reservoir.

The process of fluid convection in oceanic crust has been modelled by

Elder (1965) using a Hele-Shaw cell. This model shows that in oceanic

crust not covered by an impermeable sediment layer, free water discharge

would occur in highly localized zones whereas recharge would be more

dclocalised.

Evidence from present-day spreading axes and the metabasalts of the
Troodos Axis Sequence provides strong support for fluid convection during

sub-sea-floor geothermal systems adjacent to the ridge. Hyndman and

, Rankin (1972) have sho\m that the observed heat flow profiles from prcsent-

day spreading axes are always lower and more irregular than those

predicted t ron.theoretical cooling plate models. This implies that rates

of downward water flow are sufficiently large to reduce the upward

conductive heat flux.

Greenschist facies mctabasalts from the Troodos Axis Sequence are heavy

metal depIcted with respect to the fresh rock (see Table 12) and the

residual leachatcs even more so, implying that with increasing sea water/

rock Lnteract Lon the reac t ant fluid became heavy metal enriched. Under

reducing conditions discharge of such brines back into sea-water could

produce stratiform sulphide deposits underlain by mineralised stockworks.



23AA
(dolerite)

Greenschist facies
metabasalts

(mean of 3 analyses)

Residual leachates
(mean of 3 analyses)

eu 41 27 o

Ni 76 29 4

Zn 40 38 3

Table 12. Base metal contents(in ppm) of fresh dolerite,

greenschist facies metabasalts and residua:!..leachates in the

Axis Sequence.
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Under ox.idisi.ngconditions prec:ipitation of hydrous ferric and mang anc-.ie

oxides to form umber and ochre deposits could take place. That both

these deposi ts occur in the Axis Sequence metabasa1 ts (Const ant inou .1lIJ

Govett 1972) and are often in direct contact (e.g. Mathiatis Mine) is

strong evidence for the dependence upon each other of mineralisation,

Fe/Mn hydroxyoxide precipitation and me t amo rphi.srnin a sub-sea-floor
geothermal system.

Modern examples of submarine sulphide formation have been observed in the

Atlantis II deep, Red Sea (Degens and Ross 1969) and in the Li ttoral zone

of the island of VuLc ano, Tyrrhenian Sea (Honnorez et al. 1973). Active

examples of Fefi'mhydroxyoxide sediment formation have been described

from the Kurile Islands (Zelenov 1963), Indonesia (Zelenov 1964), New

Britain (Ferguson and Lambert 1972, Spooner 1974), and in the Trans-

Atlantic Ge0traverse (TAG) hydrothermal field at 260N on the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge (Scott et al. 1974).

The effects of hydrothermal metamorphism are apparent throughout the whole

of the Troodos Axis Sequence, whereas mineralisation is localised. This

observation strongly suggests that water convection within the Troodos

oceanic crust took place in a pattern similar to the Hele-Shaw cell model

descri bed above.

Because of the high thermal gradient necessary it is envisaged that the

sub-sea-floor geothermal cycle would be adjacent to and fixed relative

to the ridge. Its outer limit would be governed partly by the decreasing

permeability of the crust due to the precipitation of secondary minerals

along fractures and partly by the decreasing geothermal gradient away from

the ridge, both factors tending to inhibit water circulation.
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8.2.2 The position of Upper Pillol" Lava nut amorphi sm \·:ithinthis JTl()d~'J

Any fresh intrusive or extrusive rock formed at the ridge would pass

through the metamorphic zone as long as it vas within 3-4 km of the sur-face,

the depth of sea-water percolation. If volcanicity took place outside

this zone, the rocks would not be subjected to alteration by hydrothermal
convection.

Field evidence indicates that the Upper Pillow Lavas are such a case as

they represent magmatic activity after metamorphism and mineralisation

of the Axis Sequence. It is proposed here that the outer limit of the

Troodos sub-sea-floor geothermal system is m.m if'ested by the me t amorphic

discontinuity between the two lava groups. Thus the Upper Pillow Lavas

are seen as eruptives on the flanks of a spreading axis derived from

mantle rocks which have undergone previous partial meltinG episodes

beneath the ridge (Figure 26). Th.isproposal is supported by the lower

incompatible el~ment content of the Upper Pillow Lavas and the occurrence

of olivine-orthopyroxene-chromespinel phyric lavas near the top which

were originally in equilibrium with a residual harzburgite source.

Thus, the Upper Pillow Lavas are seen as an essential manifestation of

spreadf.ng '-.A;S activity at the Troodos ridge and not a localised volcanic

pile. This is supported by the recognition of upper and lower pillow

lava units with strong geochemical and petrographic affinities to the

Troodos units in the ophiolite sequence of Baer-Bassit in north-west

Syria, approximately 250 km north-east of the Troodos massif (Parrot

1974).

As the processes governing the outer limit of water circulation (decreasing

permeability and geothermal gradient) are effectively decoupled from the

mantle processes governing the extent of incompatible element depletion

of successive magmas, the considerable geochemical overlap between the

Upper Pillow Lavas and Axis Sequence (Figures 12 and 13) is to be expected.
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Furthermore, the general relationship where the geochcnistry and petro-

graphy of lavas about the discontinuity are very similar CTable 9) implies

that this boundary was frequently set up in an eruptive cycle where no

extensive period of volcanic quiescence occurred.

8.2.3 Water-magma interaction

The possibility of water/magma interaction at the top "f the Plutonic

Complex is indicated by the Sr isotope data. More weight to this argu-

ment comes from the magma ce11 model for the Troodos massif (Figure 25).

Within the axial zone of sea-water circulation it is likely that a magma

cell would risC'into consolidated, water-saturated rocks. So, as basaltic

magma is undersaturated with respect to a water dominated gas phase tI'1der

the hydrostatic load pressure of sea water above a spreading ridge

(Moore 1970), there would be a tendency for water to enter the magma.

The "ccurrence of pegmatites in the gabb;:-osand magmatic hornblende in

the trondhjemites and gabbros would suggest that this process may have

been operative.

8.3 Spreading rate

Rec~nt proposals that the Ti content of ocean floor basalts is proportional

to the rate ~f spreading would suggest that the Troodos massif was

generated at a slow spreading axis (Nisbet and Pearce 1973).

The maximum Ti content of 9600 ppm occurs in the olivine-free basalts

which, from their low Cr and MgO content and evolved microphenocryst

assemblage in comparison with present-day I'preading axis volcanics, must

have undergone more frpctionation. In particular, settling out of all

olivine/chromite bearing cumulates must have taken place from these

magmas prior to eruption. These cumulates make up about one third of the
.total volume of the plutonic complex, excluding the underlying depleted

mantle, and are invariably impoverished in titanium (Allen pers. comm.).
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Thus, the observed tita!1ium abundances illthe lavas are apploximat~ly

50 per cent greater than in the primary magma. This, in turn, implies

that no basal.tmagma had an initial Ti abundance much greater than

6000 ppm and that the spreading half rate was less than lcm/year.

The extensive pre-eruption fractionation of the olivine-free basalts

provides independent evidence that these, at least, were formed in a

slow spreadLng , low tension environment where crystal fractionation could

take place. Extrusion of poorly to unfractionated liquids to form the

volumetrically subordinate olivine-phyric lavas would seemingly require

a higher tension locale. Reconciliation of this seeming incompatibility

can be found in the mechanics of slow-ridge spreading. In such a system

the large radius of convective roll-over in tbe mantle (Cann 1969) may
.- _---

cause the highest tension environment to lie off axis and a slow spreacll.ng

regime to lie under the ridge axis (Allen pers. comm.). Furthermore, the

cooling lithospheric plate would be more likely to develop fractures ~n

an off-axis environment than within the hotter regime at the axis itself

(Collette 1974). In this way axial cells would stagnate and erupt

fractionated liquids, whereas off-axis cells would be tapped in an

unfractionated state.

8.4 Degree of partial melting

Rare earth evidence provides strong support that mantle melting occurred

in an incremental manner beneath the Troodos spread~ng axis. The

primitive phenocryst assemblage of olivine (F087), orthopyroxene (Enst87)

and chrome spinel in lavas near the top of the Upper Pillow Lavas suggests

that the last increment was derived from an extremely depleted harzburgitic

source (Allen pers. comm.). This phenocryst assemblage is unknown in

ocean floor basalts implying that higher degrees of partial melting

occurred beneath the Troodos ridge than at present-day spr~ading centres.
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This contention is supported by the highly forsteritic olivine (Fa )91.8
in cumulate dunitc pods within the residual harzburgite formed by crystaJ

fractionation from rising magmas. Allen (pers. comm.) has calculated the

Mg/Mg + Fe ratio of the liquid in equilibrium with such a compo si tion from

the Roeder-Emslie relation (Roeder and Emslie 1970) to be 0.78. This

figure compares with 0.55-0.60 for average oceanic tholeiite and points

to the more hit,;hlymagnesian, possibly picritic character of the Troodos

primary magmas. Allen estimated 30-35% partial melting of plagioclase

lherzolite to derive such liquids.

It is conceivable that melting of depleted mantle rocks may have been

dependent upon the influx of water to lower the solidus. In this respect,

Pearce (1975) has invoked a model wherein the Troodos massif was seen as

developing during the inception of back arc spreading above subducted

oceanic crust. Whereas the eruption of the Upper Pillow Lavas in an

embryonic island arc setting, as involved in Pearce's mode L, is not

supported here, it is felt that the geometric configuration 0f this model i~

correct as it does seem likely that subducted oceanic crust could be the

source of the water.

8.5 Conclusions

1. The Troodos spreading axis was probably situated in a small, marginal

ocean basin.

2. Ti abundances in extrusives and the occurrence of a well-fractionated

plutonic sequence indicate that the axis was spreading slowly at less than

lcm/year.

3. Higher degrees of partial. melting than at present-day spreading

centres are indicated by the low overall abundances of the incompatible

elements in extrusives, the width of the zone of intrusion"and the

occurrence of olivine-orthopyroxene_chrome spinel lavas near the top of
the volcanic pile.
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For Troodos, at least, the high degree of partial melting appears to be

a complement of the slow spreading rate, possibly due to the longer

residence time that mantle material would remain within the zone of

fusion during the spreading process.

4. A spreading rate of less than lcm/year would imply that the E-h'

profile of the Troodos massif represent·s at least 10 m.y. in the history

of this constructive margin. The predominantly calcareolls sediments

immediately above the igneous rocks are of a uniform age (Maastrichtian)

across the whole massif. This, in turn, suggests that sedimentation

took place on a decelerating or static plate and that the Troodos massif

might represent a dying phase of a spreading axis.
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APPENDIX 1

Sample localities and descriptions

The f'olIowing Li st s contain localities and brief petrographic dcscrip t Lons

of all samples chemical!y analysed during the proserit study.

KEY

OB Olivine basalt )
)

Aphyric basalt )

Zeolite facies )
)

Greenschist facies )
)

Hornfelsed metadolerite )

Upper Pillow Lavas
only

A

zf

gsf Axis Sequence
only

hmd

a Hand ground in diamond mortar

b Tema ground in tungsten carbide barrel

c Major element analysis (XRF + wet chem.)

d Trace element analysis for kb, Sr, Ti, Y and Zr (XRF)

e Trace element analysis for Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, 2n (XRF)

f Trace element analysis for Hi, Se, Ta, Th and rare earths (~ NAA)

g Strontium isotope analysis

h Oxygen isotope analysis

SL Sample locality number on mapped areas

Ap Apatite (remaining mineral abbreviations as in Figure 7)
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Sample localities and description'>

Samrle
Number

Locali ty Field Description

1) The Upper ~illow Lavas (46)

8L (b)
(d)

Limni Mine Porphyritic massive
flow

Petr~graphic ,Description
Phenocryst Ground-
minerals in mass
order of minerals
abundance
(micropheno-
crysts in brackets)

plag, cpx cpx, plag
tm, sme

6aXT (OB) , Milepost 37 Hy aLop i.Li t i c rim to opx, 01, cpx, glass
(b) , (c), pi Llow lava cpx, Cc hr )
(d ) , (e), Nicosia-Polis
(f) £'oad

23lXT (OB)
(b), (d),
(c)

!km ESE of
Vouni (SL 2
Map 4)

233XT (OB),
(b), (d),
(e)

!km ESE of
Vouni (SL 2
Map 4)

BAL (A),
(a), (d)

Kokkinopezoula
Mine (Map 1)

.l..~~'t\L (OB), Aloupos
(b) , (d), River (Map
(e) 1)

14BaAL (OB), Aloup"s
(b) , (d), River
(c)

160AL (A), Pedeios-
(b) , (d), Onouphrios
(e) River

section
(Map 1)

232AL (B), 300m E of
(d) Agrokipia

(1J.ap1)

Centre of dyke

Celltreof pillow
lava

Centre of Upper
Pillow Lava feeder
dyke cutting
mineralised Axis
Sequence pillow
lavas

opx , 01,
cpx

opx, 01,
cpx

None

Centre of pillow 01, (cpx),
lava (plag)

Centre of pillow 01, (cpx)
lava above fine-
~rained basal lavas

Centre of pillow (cpx),
lava (plag)

Gabbro boss None

cpx, plag,
tm: smp.

cpx, plag,
tm, sme

cpx, plag,
tm, sme

plag, cpx,
tm, sme, z

plag, sme,
tm , calc

plag, sme,
tm, cpx

01, cpx,
enst, plag
tm, sme



2341\L (A)
Cb), (d)

242ALl (OB)
(a), Cc),
(f)

242AL2 (OB)
Cb), Cc),
(d)

244AL (A)
n» , Cd),
(e), Cf)

278AL (OB)
(b), (d)

28lAL (A)
(b), Cd),
(c)

ID (OB) (b),
Cd), (e)

lOD (OB)
Cb), Cd)
Ce)

llD (OB)
Cb), (d),
(e)

12D (OB)
(b), (d),
(e)

16D (OB)
(b), (d),
(e)

19D (OB)
(b), (d),
(e)

Kamar a River
(Map 1)

Kamara River

Kama ra River

Ak ak.iRiver
(Map 1)

O~ouphrios
River (Map
1)

Eastern margin
of Kokkinope-
zoula Mine

Alikos River
(Map 1)

Alikos River

Alikos River

Alikos River

Alikos River

Aliko5 River
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Cent re of J1illow
lava above Axis
Sequence

Vitrophyric edge of
pillow lava above
Axis Sequence

Centre of same
pillow lava

Centre of pillow
lava above Axis
Sequence

Centre of Upper
Pillow Lava feeder
dyke in Axis
Sequence

Massi ve f'Lot.. above
Axis Sequence

Hyalopili tic margin
to pillow lava

Hyalopilitic margin
to pillow lava

Hyalopllitic margin
to pillow lava

Centre of pillow
lava

Small hyalopilitic
pillow lava

Hyalopilitic margin
to pillow lava

(Cpx) t,lar., tIT!,
s.rne

01, (cpx) glass

01, Ccpx) plag. sme,
tm, cpx

(cpx) Cplag) pIag, tm
sme

None CI>x,plag
q t z , tm,
sme

(cpx) CPX1 plag
tm, sme

None cpx, glass
sme

01 cpx, glass
sme

01 (cpx) cpx, glass
sme

01 (cpx) cpx, plag
Tm, Sme

01 (cpx) cpx , glass
smc

01 (cpx) cpx, glass
sme
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21D (OB) Alikos River Hyalopilitic margI.n 01 cpx , glass
(b) , (d), to pillow lava Sme
(e)

24D (OB) Alikos River Hyalopilitic margin 01 (cpx) cpx, glass
(b), (d), to pillew lava Smc
Ce)

54D (A), Mathiatis Mine Massive flow None Cpx , plag
Cb), (d) (Map 1) Tm, Sme

79D CA), Mathiatis Mine Centre of pillow Cplag) Ccpx) plaG, Tgl
Cb), (d), lava Sme
Ce)

85D CA), Yalias River Centre of pillow No thin section
Cb), (d), (Map 1) lava
Ce)

-,

185aD (OB) Yalias River Centre of pillow 01 Ccpx) cpx, plag
o» , (d) lava Tm, Smc

25603 (A) Pedeios River Cer.tre of pillow (cpx) Cplag) cpx, plag
Cb), Cd) lava Tm, Sme, Z

25610 CA) Pedeios River Centre of pillow (cpx) cpx, ,",lag
Ca) , Cd), lava sme, 'fm

25611 (A) Pedeios River Edge of same Ccpx) Sme
(a), (d) pillow lava

25655 CA) Kamara River Centre of pillow (cpx) (plag) Plag, Tm
(a) , Cd) lava above Axis Sme

Sequence

25656 CA) Kamara River Centre of pillow (cpx) Plag, Tm
(a), Cd) lava above Axis Sme

Sequence

25657 CA) Kamar a River Centre of pillow (p l ag) (cpx) Plag, Tm
(a) , Cd) lava above Axis cel, cpx,

Sequence Sme

25697 CA) Mitsero Centre of Upper None Plag, cpx
(a) , Cd) (Map 1) Pillow Lava feeder Tm, Sme,

dyke in Axis qtz
Sequence



27972 (b),
(d), Cc)

111941 (OB)
(a), Cc)

111942 (OB)
(a), (c)

111943 (OB)
(a), (d),
(d)

22PK (OB)
(a), (c),
(f)

Ph a (A)
(bY, (d),
(e)

Ph
3
b (uB)

(b), (d),
(e)

Nicosia-
Limassol
Highway
200m south
of turning
to
Stavrovouni

Alikos River

Alikos River

Alikos River

Kalavassos
Mine

Pervasa

Kannaviou

2) The Axis Sequence (65)

lL (zf)
(b), (d)

llL (zf)
(b), (d)

7aXT Czf)
(b), (c),
(d), (g),
Ch)

34XT (hmrl)
(b), Cc),
(d), Ch)

Pelathousa,
lkm SW of
Limni M.i.ne

Limni Mine

!km SI'I of
Vouni (St
36 Map 4)

Pedhoulas
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Centre of pillow
lava

Vitrophyric margin
to pillow l<:.va

Inside vit rr.phyr i c
margin of st.me
pillow lava

Centre of same
pillow lava

opx (cpx)

01 (cpx)
(p l.ag )

01 (cpx)
(plag)

01 (cpx)
(pIng)

plag, cpx
Tm, sme

glass

glass,
Sme

p Lag ,
Sme

Vitrophyric shard in No thin section
hyaloclastite

Centre of pillow No thin section
lava

Centre of dyke No thin section

Hyalopilitic margin
to pillow lava

Centre of pillow
lava

Edge of pillow
lava

Centre of dyke
above gabbro

01 (cpx)

(cpx)

No thin section

None

cpx, plag
glass,
sme

plag, cpx
Tm, Z,
calc.

qtz, plug
Tm, cpx ,
Act, Hbld
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42XT Cgsf) 11km NW of Centre of residual None qtz, ep,Cb), Cc), Pedhoulas leachate dyke sph, chI(d), (e),
(g), (h)

76XT (hmd) ~km W of Centre of dyke above None qtz, pIn[,(b), (d) Lemithou trondhjemite tm, act,(SL 7 hbldMap 2)

181XT (gsf) lkm SW of Centre of dyke None qtz, pLl~,(b), (d) Lemitholl tm, sph,
(SL 16 act, c h l
Map 2)

200XT (zf) 400m N of Massive flow None qt z , plug,
(b), (d) , Linou- tm, sme ,
(e), (f) t\.yios cpx

.bpiphanios
bridge (SL
4 Map 4)

235XT (zf) !km ESE of Centre of pillow cpx plag, tm,
(b), (d) Vouoi (SL 2 lava cpx, sme

Map 4)

252XT (z£) SL 14 Map 4 Centre of dyke (cpx) plag, tm,
(b), (d) cpx , [)mc

22PL (zf) Peristerona Centre of dyke No thin section
(b), (d) River 2~km

ESE of Ayia
Marina

27aPL (zf) Peristerona Centre of dyke None plag, tm,
(b), (d) River 2!km cpx, sme,

ESE of Ayia qtz
Marina

31PL (zf) Peristerona Centre of dyke None qtz, calc,
(b), (d) River 2~km plag, sme

ESE of Ayia tm
Marina

43PL (zf) Peristp1"on.. Centre of dyke None plag, cpx,
(b), (d), River ! km qtz, sme,

NNE of Mitsero tm
Kato Moni-
Platanistassa
road junctLon



77PL Cbsf)
Cb), Cd)

83PL Cgsf)
Cb), Cc),
Cd), Ce)

85PL Cgsf)
Cb), Cc),
Cd), Ce)

112PL (gsf)
o», Cc),
Cd), Ce)

124PL (zf)
Cb), Cd)

132PL Cgsf)
Cb), Cc),
Cd)

10AL Czf)
(b), (d)

llAL Czf)
(b), Cd)

12AL Czf)
o», «o

20AL (zf)
(a), (c),
Cd)

31AL (zf)
(a), (c),
(d), (f),
(g), (h)

52AL (zf)
(b), (d)
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Platanistassa Centre of dyke
River

SL 40 Map 3 Centre of residual
leachate dyke

SL 40 Map 3 Centre of residual
leachate dyke

lkm SSE of Centre of dyke
Ayia lrini on
road to
Spilia (SL
30 Map 3)

Yerokaminas Centre of pillow
River (Map 1) lava

Lagoudhera Centre of pillow
River (Map 1) I a'!a

Kamb i.a Mine
(Map 1)

Centre of pillow
lava

Kambia Mine Centre of pillow

Kambia Mine

None

None

None

None

None

None

No thin section

No thin section

Centre of silicified (cpx)
pillow lava

Kambia Mine Centre of dyke

Kambia Mine Centre of pillow
lava

400m SWof
Malounda
(Map 1)

Centre of pillow
lava

No thin section

(cpx) Cplag)

None

plag, qt z,
tm, act,
chI, sph

qt z , ep ,
chI, sph

qtz, ep,
chI, sph

act, plag,
tm, sph,
qtz

cpx , sme ,
plag, tm,
qtz

cpx, pIag,
qtz, tm,
sph

plag, ch ,
z, sme

plag, cpx,
tm, sme

plag, cpx,
sme, tm



57AL (zf)
(0), (j)

626AL (zf)
(b) , (d)

67AL (zf)
(b), (d)

82AL Czf)
(b), (d)

88AL (z f )
Cb), Cd)

96aAL (gsf)
(b), (d)

97AL (gs£)
(b), (c),
(d), (g),
~~:~

lOOAL (g sf')
Cb), (c),
(d), (e)

195AL (z f')
Cb), «o

228AL (zf)
(b), (d)

K.1irou
(Map 1)

lkm \VSW of
Klirou
(Map 1)

Klirou-
A!)liki
bridge over
Akaki ri ver
(Map 1)

200m SW of
confluence
between the
Marou1ena and
I'narmak as Ri vers
(Map 1)

lkm W of
Apliki-Ayios
Epiphanios-
Klirou road
junction (Map
1)

Milep')st 21
Nicosia-
Palekhori
road (Map 1)

Milepost 21
Nicosia-
Pa1ekhori
road

Milepost 23
Nicosia-
Palckhori
road

Yali as River

Malounda
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Centre of pillow
lava

Centre of pillow
lava

Centre of pillow
lava

Centre of pillow
lava

Centre of pillow
lava

Centre of dyke

Centre of pillow
lava

Centre of dyke

Centre of pillow
lava

Massive flow

None plag, tm,
sme, z

None plag, cpx ,
qtz, tm,
sme

No thin section

No thin section

(cpx) (plag) tm, plag,
sme

None ch!, plag,
qtz, cpx,
tm, sph

None plag, chL,
sph, qtz

;~one qtz, plag,
cpx, ch.l,
tm, sph

None cpx , z,
plag, qtz,
sme, tm

None cpx, plag,
sme, tm,
calc
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233AL (zf) Kamara River Centre of pillow None :px, p1;q:,(b), (rl) lava bene,'th till, ~n1l'
Upper P'i Ll ow
Lavas

235AL (z£) Kamara River Centre of pillow (01) (cpx) plag, SOle
Cb), ( c) , lava beneath Cplag)
Cd), (g), Upper Pillow
Ch) Lavas

243AL (zf) Akaki River Centre of pillow Ccpx) cpx, plag,
Cb), Cc), lava beneath t m, sme
Cd) , Ce), Upper Pillow
Cf) Lavas

282AL Czf) Eastern Centre of pillow Cplag) Ccpx) plag, tm,
Cb) , Cd), margin of lava beneath sme
Ce) Kokkinopezoula Upper Pillow

M~ne Lavas

283AL (g sf ) Onouphrios Centre of dyke None plag, qtz,
(b) , Cc), River and ac t , chI,
(d), (g), Kappedhes- tm, 5ph
(h) Makhae r a s

bridge

301AL (gs£) l!km S of Centre of dyke None act , chI,
(b) , Cc), Makhaeras plag, qtz,
Cd) monastery on tm, sph

road to Ayia
Vavatsinia

316AL (gs£) " Centre of dyke plag plag, qtz,
(b), «o tm, sph,

act

340AL (zf) Maroulena Centre of dyke None plag, qtz,
(b) , Cc), River (Map tm, sme
Cd) 1)

341AL (zf) " Centre of pillow None plag, qtz,
(b) , Cc), lava tm, sme,
(d) chI

342AL (zf) " Centre of pillow None plag, qtz,(b) , Cc), lava tm, sme,Cd) chI
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344AL C;;sf) Maroulena Centre' of pillow None plag, chI,(b) , (c), River (Map lava qtz, t 1:1)(d) 1) sph

353AL (gsf) Dam site E Centre of dyke None p I a f: , chL,(b), (c), of Apliki a c I., qt z ,(d) (Map 1) tm, sph

183D (zf) 2-}kmE of Centre of pillow None p Lag , qtz,
(b) , (d) Mathiatis lava chI, py ,(Map 1) calc, SI,}}

186D (zf) Yalias River Edge of pillow (cpx) (plag) plag, tm,
(b), (d) lava below Upper cpx , :;111('

Pillow Lavas

25613 (zf) C':1ouphrios Centre of pi l.Low None c p x , pJ ;1:_:,
(a) , (c), Rl.ver lava tm, sme
(d) , (g),
(h)

2561~ (zf) Onouphrios Massive flow None c px , plag,
(a), (c), River tm, sme,
(d) z

25647 (gsf) Aloupos River Centre of dyke None qtz, plag,
(a), (d) 2~km ESE of cpx, tm,

Klirou sph, chI,
sme

25653 (gsf) Aloupos River Centre of dyke None qtz, chl,
(a), (d) 3km SE of plag, cpx,

Klirou tm, sph,
eel

25659 (zf) Kamara River Centre of pillow 01 (epx) p1ag, epx,
(a) , (d) lava (p1ag) tm, sme

25660 (zf) tt Centre of sill None p1ag, cpx,
(b) , (d) tm, sme

25691 (zf) l!km SSW Centre of dyke None plag, epx,
(a), (d) of Mitsero tm, sme

30PLL (gsf) 1km SE of Centre of dyke epx epx, plag,
(b) , (d) Stavrovouni qtz, ehl,

Monastery tm, sph
(Map 1)



23M (hrnd)
Cb), Cc),
Cd), Cc),
Cg)

29AA (hmd)
Cb), Cc),
Cd)

31AA Cgsf)
Cb), Cc),
(d), (g),
(h)

Ph c (zf)
(bY, (d)

Ph d (zf)
CbY, (d)

Ph
3
e (zf)

(b)', (d)

Phi (zf)
Cb), (d)

Kh andh r i a-,
P01ystipos-
Lagoudhera
road junction
(Map 1)
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Centre of dyke

~km WNW of Centre of dyke
Alana (Map 1)

~km from Alana Centre of dyke
on road to
Phterykoudhi

K4nnaviou- Centre of pillow
Panayia 2km lava
NE of
Kannaviou on
road to
Stavros tis
Psokas

11 N of Pervn.sa Centre of pillow2
on road l!km N lava
of Pervasa

Forest road to Centre of pillow
Stavros from Lava
Lyso before
turning to
Sarama

3km ESE of
Lyso

Centre of pillow
lava

None qtz, pInG,
till, r px ,
hbld

None plug, qtz,
act, tm,
sph, hbld

None qtz, plag,
tm, sph,
act

No thin section

No thin section

No thin section

No thin section

3) Trondhjemites and basaltic dykes cutting them (9)

87XT (b),
(c), (d),
(e)

89XT (b),
(c), Cd),
(e)

~km W of
Pa1aeomylos
(SL 25 Map
2)

~km w of
Pa1aeomylos
(SL 25 Map
2)

Post gabbro
trondhjemite

Epidotised post-
gabbro
trondhjemite

None plag, qt z,
ap , c z ,
cpx, tm

None ep , ap ,
plag, qt z,
cpx
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95XT (b) , lkm },5E of 5yn-gabbro None hbld, tm,
«o Kanuninaria t -ondhjemite plag, qtz

(SL oW Map
2)

l20XT Cb), 5L 31 Map 2 Pre-gabbro None tm, plag,
Cc), (d), trondhjemi te cz, qtz,
(g), (h) ap, hbld

279XT Cb), Milepost 26 Pre-gabbro None tm, plag,
Cc), (d) , Troodos- trondhjemite cpx, qtz,
(e), Cg), Limassol ap
(h) highway

280XT (b), " Pre-gabbro None tm, cpx,
Cc), (d), trondhjemite plag, qtz,
(g), (h) ap

283XT Cb), 5L 3 Map 2 Centre of post- None act ..sph,
(d) trondhjemite tm, plag,

basaltic dyke qtz

118PL (b), SL 36 Map 3 Post-gabbro None hbld, chI,
(d) trondhjemite plag, qtz,

tm, ap

39M (b), lkm N of Syn-gabbro None hbld, plag,
Cd) Platys trondhjemite qtz, sph,

(Map 1) tm, ap

4) Gabbros and basaltic dykes cutting them (8)

l7XT (b), 1km ENE of Cumulate None plag, cpx
(g) Prodhromos Gabbro

23XT (b), Prodhromos Cumulate None plag, cpx
(g) Gabbro

50XT (b), Ayios Nikolaos Cumulate None plag, cpx
(c), Cd), (Troodos) Gabbro
(g), (h)

86XT (h' ,!kmSW of Centre of post- None act, plag,. ", 4
(d), Palaeomylos gabbro basaltic qtz, sph

(SL 24 Map 2) dyke



l57XT Cb),
(g)

l02PL Cb),
(d)

8AA (b),
(c), (d),
(g), (h)

37AA (b),
(d, (d),
(g), (h)

lkm 55\'! of
K&kopetria

SI.20 Map 3

!km SSW of
Alithinou
vi llage
(Map 1)
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Cumulate
Gabbro

Jidg e of post-
gabbro basaltic
dyke

Amphibole
Gabbro

Amphibole
Gabbro

None plag, cpx

None act, cpx ,
plag, qt z,
tm, sph

None plag, tm,
cpx, hbld

None plag, tm,
cpx, hbld

Descriptions o~ rocks accompanying other analyses used (Gass (1060a)

1574

CI8

CI9

Kambia
Village

Alikos River,
~km W of
Margi

"

Basalt pillew
lava

Hyalopilitic rim
to pillow lava
(limburgi te)

Olivine basalt
pillow lava

No thin section

No thin section

No thin section
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APPH;DIX 2

Analytical data

2.1 Major f'lcment geochemistry and normative analyses

2.1.1 The Upper Pillow Lavas

111941 111942 111943* 6aXT 22PK 242AL1 242AL2 J.

Si02 53.54 51.14 52.28 53.54 53.26 51.26 49.31

Ti02 0.53 0.55 0.55 0.31 0.41 0.63 0.63

Al203
15.48 15.38 16.90 11048 15•.13 15.73 15.30

Fc203 1.37 5.15 6.99 1.69 1.22 1.11 5.77

FeO 6.94 4.14 2.92 6.31 6.65 6.61 2.50

MnO 0.16 0.11 0.08 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.16

MgO 7.00 7.26 4.66 12.85 8.59 8.38 9.44

CaO 10.81 8.50 9.87 8.97 11.29 12.15 12.87

Na20 1.85 0.95 1.86 1.29 1.58 1.94 1.91

~O 0.23 0.59 1.60 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.17

H 0+ N.D. N.D. 2.49 2.66 2.26 2.15 1.96
2

H On N.D. N.D. None 0.61 None 0.02 None
2

P205 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.07

TOTAL 100.25 100.05 100.60 100.31 100.09

NORMS+

Qtz 7.85 10.75 6.84 6.60 2.08

VL 1.36 9.46 0.95 0.71 0.65

Ab 15.99 15.65 10.91 13.62 16.75

An 33.95 32.98 25.26 34.36 34.53

Di 16.79 12.08 15.40 18.05 21.40

Hy 20.88 5.98 34.83 23.97 21.57

Mt 2.03 8.04 2.46 1.80 1.64

11 1.03 1.04 0.59 0.80 1.22

HAP 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.17

N.D. Not determined
+ All analys~s corrected for H20- and made up to 100%
* Samples dried at 10SoC overnfght to expel H2O- prior to analysi::;
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2.1.2 The AxisSequence

25613*25614* 7aXT*200XT* 20AL* 31AL* 235AL*243AL*340A).*

~!02 51.32 53.40 54.4261.80 57.29 51.26 50.93 49.84 51.32
Ti02
A120J
Fe
2
0
3

FeO

MnO

MgO

CaO

1.49 1.33 0.58 1.30 1.30 1.60

17.19 15.75 17.0214.63 15.33 16.83 16.86 16.17 14.79
0.88 0.76 1.32

8.39 8.33 8.52 4.73

3.18 3.63 4.60 3.17

0.16 0.16 0.14 0.17

5.23 5.49 5.35 2.88

7.66 7.77 10.34 5.23

3.24 2.76 N.D. 3.43

0.61 0.33 0.13 0.17

1.61 1.36 N.D. 1.05

None Nune None None

0.17 0.13· 0.07 0.17

7.58 8.39

3.74 4.36

0.14 0.1.6

3.63 5.33

6.77 7.39

3.09 2.55

0.18 0.06

1.16 2.06

None None

0.11 0.16

98.73 100.32100.15TOTAL 100.25100.44

8.68 7.48 10.00

2.14 2.86 2.34

0.12 0.12 0.08

7.58 9.23 6.10

8.38 9.67 5.29

N.D. 2.53 N.D.

0.47 0.29 0.45

N.D. 1.29 N.D.

None None None

0.08 0.11 0.1~

100.25

341AL*342AL* 97AL*132PL 344AL 100AL 353AL 31AA 283AL

1.27 1.32 0.62 1.05
57.60 53.66 52.8055.80 54.08 52.55 53.09 54.45 53.90

0.93 1.13 1.22 1.16 1.21
Al203 14.07 14.92 15.1313.80 15.30 15.42 14.55 15.54 14.87

MoO

MgO
CaO

Na20

K20

H 0+
2

H20-

P20S

5.81 8.20 3.80
13.86

4.06 3.33 5.43

0.17 0.14 0.18 0.29

4.43 5.28 9.11 5.23

2.25 3.56 3.03 3.56

N. D. 3.76 N.D.N.D.

0.90 1.31 1.13 0.01

N.D. N.D. 4.52 N.D.

None None None- 0.16

0.14 0.15 0.06 0.12

99.57

2.05 4.01

7.90 6.94

0.16 0.24

6.55 5.34

2.93 8.24

N.D. 3.52

0.03 0.14

N.D. 2.62

0.20 0.51

0.12 0.10

6.21 5.03 4.26

6.08 5.82 6.91

0.12 0.11 0.14

4.06 4.71 4.73

5.92 8.26 7.14

4.33 3.25 3.28

0.25 0.21 0.12

2.28 -1.32 1.57

1.04 0.46 0.37

0.11 0.09 0.12

100.76 99.26100.41 98.62
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2.1.: The Axis Sequrncc (Continued)

301AL 112PL 29AA 341.'T 23AA 83FL 83PL 42XT

Si02 55.35 50.69 55.45 57.55 49.55 60.69 57045 62.99

Ti02 1.38 0065 0.73 1.02 0.60 1.09 1.24 1.00

A1203 14.87 15.51 15.73 15.27 15.92 14.08 13.46 13053

Fe203 4.32 2.85 4.22 3.12 1.82 6.24 8.10 4.94

FeO 7.26 5.65 5.46 6.27 7.10 2.26 4.01 3.02

MnO 0.17 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.17 0.04 0.05 0.12

MgO 4.04 7.48 5.61 3.64 7.76 1.44 2.55 1.40

CaO 6.14 9.96 9.60 8.88 12.97 11065 10.59 10.39

Na20 4.32 2.20 3.52 3.26 1.48 0.14 0.09 0.10

1(20 0.24 0.28 0.09 0.08 0.03 0.09 None 0.02
+ 1.96H2O 2.06 0.88 v.56 N.D. 1.84 2.1.5 2.09

H
2
O- 0.29 1.51. 0.23 0.18 0016 0.06 0.13 0.10

P20S 0.12 0.07 0.06 0009 0.07 0.12 0.11 0.10

TOTAL 100.44 l)0.00101.69 100.03 99.74 99.9'> 99.80

NORMS

200XT 34XT 23M

Qtz 26.69 14.27 2.59

Or 1.00 0.47 0.18

Ab 29.36 27.67 12.52

An 24.37 26.84 36.71

Di 0.64 13.75 22.08

Hy 7.05 9.77 19.45

Mt 6.94 4.52 2.64

11 2.51 1. 94 1.14

HAP 0.40 0.21 0.17
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2.1.3 Trondhjcmites and gabbros

279XT 2~OXT 87XT 89}:T 8AA 37AA SOXT

SiOz 69.34 72.07 73.13 70.21 49.84 47.10 48.71
Ti02 0.51 0.37 0.32 0.36 0.37 0.42 0.09

A1203 13.40 13.33 12.11 12.41 17.66 20.23 18.98

Fe203 4.12 2.25 3.41 1.81 1.56 1.72 0.82

FeO 2.74 2.54 1.10 0.42 4.86 4.12 3.67

MnO 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.13 0.10 0.10

MgO 0.75 0.30 0.67 1.44 9.24 8.52 10.51

CaO 5.93 5.14 4.84 7.68 13.91 13.79 16.22

Na20 3.02 3.62 3.01 0.83 1.36 1.11 0.57

K20 0.10 0.10 0.29 0.35 0.07 0.10 0.01
+ 0.45 0.29 0.67 1.27 1.14 1.40 0.52H2O

H2O
- 0.20 0.29 0.13 0.48 0.30 0.39 0.07

P205 0.17 0.17 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03

TOTAL 100.73 100.54 99.75 97.33 100.48 99.04 100.30



2.2 Trace element Geochemistry (in ppm)

2.2.1 The Upper PiHow Lavas

8L 6aXT 231XT 233XT 8AL 143AL 14,';aAL

Ti 2580 1860 1620 2280 3180 4140 3420
Zr 20 23 16 22 27 35 35

Y 15 10 7 16 12 15 10

Rb 5 3 7 15 2

Sr 80 68 57 80 84

Co 94 56 57 56 70
Ni 386 119 198 58 337

Cr 976 287 420 203 3'78

Th 0.1

Hf 0.70

Ta 0.34

Se 38.1

160AL 232AL 234AL 242ALI 242AL2 244AL 278AL

1'i 5100 3000 3720 3780 3780 4200 1680

Zr 53 33 34 31 42 11

Y 23 13 18 16 .19 8

Rb 29 6 4 9 2

Sr 102 94 87 90 46

Co 48

Ni 72

Cr 214

Th 0.42 0.14

Hi 1.1 0.07

Ta 0.35 1,22

Se
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281AL. lD .1OD llD . 12D. 16D. 19D . 21D. 24D. 54D· 79D .

Ti 4200 3000 2880 3360 3120 3180 2760 2940 3160 5940 7320

Zr 44 33 36 35 28 33 29 31 35 49 (,0

y 21 9 10 13 15 16 11 12 11 27 28

Rb 16 5 13 28 6 8 5 20

Sr 91 122 145 113 172 153 95 III

Co 80 90 103 72 67 73 80 91 99 67 59

Ni 60 92 236 167 169 172 202 274· 147 35 27

Cr 116 290 759 450 627 464 605 914 570 24 16

Th
Hi

Ta
Se

85D 185aD 25608 25610 .25611 25655 25656 25657 25696 27972

Ti 4620 2760 4740 3780 4020 3960 3780 5160 3720 1740

Zr 47 24 67 41 47 34 41 49 41 18

Y 18 17 2'! 17 22 18 17 23 20 5

Rb 13 12 19 7 44 6 4 8 0

Sr 83 82 129 122 147 61 100 90 109

Co 56 81

Ni 81 262

er 131 499

Th

Hi

Ta

Se
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111941 111942 111943 22PK Ph3a Ph3b

Ti 3180 3300 3300 2460 4020 2040

Zr 26 31 15

Y 14 14 6

Rb 20

Sr 108

Co 63 60

Ni 56 219

Cr 40 428

Th

Hi

Ta

Sc

Supplementary Up~er Pillow Lava trace element analyses from Pearce (1975)

and Kay Clnd Senechal (in press).

Ti

Zr

y

Rb

Sr

er

Ti

Zr

Rb

Sr

Ni

U1 U2 U3 U5 us U7 U8 U9 P5U4

3350 2850 2450 3850 2000 1650 1950 1950 1950 5300

33 22 19 30 15 19 14 15 13 44

18. 11 12 47 7 9 11 7 10 22

26 48 24 51 20 5 31 30 31 26

201 79 151 144 152 89 60 54 58 91

400 530 300 60 750 360 310 360 80

CY16 103A

5800 1600

45 200

10.6 2

163 110

16 220
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2.2.2 The: Axis Sequence

lL 11L 7aXT 34XT 42XT 76XT 181XT 200XT 235XT 252XT

Ti 1560 2280 3480 6120 6000 5700 5700 7800 1860 40,;0
Zr 5 18 34 55 77 71 57 99 23 53
y 11 14 18 30 28 39 29 38 10 21
Rb 2 3 2 0 2 2 4 1 26 3
Sr 217 867 127 126 207 122 100 III 81 114
Co
Cu 0

Ni 3

Cr 40

Pb 0

Zn 3

Th 0.37

Hi 2.79

Ta 0.14

22PL 27aPL 31PL 43PL 77PL 83PL 85PL 112PL 124PL 132PL 10AL

Ti 8220 9660 7200 6840 11160 6540 7440 3840 8820 6300 8580

Zr 88 91 92 78 87 93 69 37 75 69 85
,.

Y 36 35 40 32 35 38 24 17 32 27 37

Rb 2 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

St" 113 115 109 101 24 220 199 111 84 42 107

Co

Cu 0 0 0

Ni 4 4 47

Cr 45 61 76

Pb 3 4 4

Zn 2 4 6 •

Th

HE

Ta
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The Axis Sequence ( cor-t i nue d)

l1AL 12AL 20AL 31AL 52AL 57AL 62bAL 67AL 82AL 88AL 96a1\1.

Ti 7800 6540 7800 9600 3480 7680 3300 8340 7800 4080 7200

Zr 80 69 74 90 47 90 38 85 67 39 87
Y 37 30 31 41 18 39 14 40 37 20 37
Rb 6 3 1 0 8 8 17 22 18 3 0
Sr 113 105 97 127 127 93 76 125

Co
Cu
Ni

er

Pb

Zn
Th 0.42

Hi 2.2

Ta 0.01

97AL lOOAL '195AL \ 228AL' 233AL 235AL' 243AL 282AL 283AL 301AL

Ti 3720 6780 3720 4200 4980 5280 4560 4020 7260 8280

Zr 35 61 32 45 35 42 43 30 72 78..
Y 18 26 19 22 18 20 20 18 31 28

Rb 4 0 0 5 6 8 3 11 2 3

Sr 29 117 76 96 88 99 100 86 106 116

Co 83 107

Cu 80

Ni 24 226 64

er 66

Pb 3 379 109

Zn 96

Th 0.30

HE' 1.34
Ta 0.04
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,316AL 340.'\.L341AL 3Li2AL 344AL 353AL 183D 186D 2%13 256H .~5(14·i

Ti 5640 7920 7620 7920 5580 7320 3600 3440 8940 7<JHO 7I)lX)

Zr 94 87 96 90 62 70 26 25 87 '/0 5.~

Y 36 46 41 37 26 33 17 15 35 29 27
Rh 4 4 9 13 0 0 4 1 7 6 3

Sr 112 10? 82 85 64 817 77 73 127 117 77

Co

Cu

Ni
Cr

Pb

Zn

Th 0.39

Hi 2.40

Ta 0.12

25653 25659 25660 25691 30PLL 23AA 29AA 31AA Ph3c Ph3d Ph3c Ph/

Ti 7740 3720 2760 7200 2700 3600 4380 6960 2520 6060 2460 3060

Zr 68 46 28 74 16 23 40 63 20 41 15 25

Y 34 22 13 32 13 18 22 28 10 13 10 16

Rh 2 9 0 4 0 0 1 0

Sr 27 102 77 115 52 72 86 120

Co 32

eu 41 0

Ni 76 16'

Cr 173 54

Ph 0 2

Zn 40 12

Th

Hi

Ta
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Supplement ary Ax.i s Sequence trace element analyses [rom 1'(':1 r c e 00'75) ;lnd

Kay and Senechal (in pr e s s )

PI P2 P3 P4 P6 32P

Ti 6850 6200 4400 5300 8300 7700
Zr 80 48 35 41 118 76
Y 2c) 24 19 20 48

Rb 11 1 37 33 1 4
Sr 92 93 158 160 113 105

er 200 100 85 80 90

Ni 2

2.2.3 Trondhjemites and gabbros and basaltic dykes cutting them

,87XT 89XT 95XT 120XT 279XT 280XT 283XT

Ti 1920 2160 3840 3180 3060 2220 5160

Zr 42 52 81 104 86 97 53
y 37 38 40 50 42 45 24

Rb 1 2 1 0 0 0 0

Sr 158 125 102 129 132 117 118

Cu 0 0 0

Ni 0 0 8

Cr 0 0 8

Ph 27 29 28

Zn 0 3 7

118PL 39AA 50XT 86XT 102PL 8AA 37AA

Ti 1920 3960 540 1560 5520 2220 2520

Zr 32 130 7 9 47 21 8

y 30 41 4 9 26 9 7

Rb 2 0 0 2 2 0 0

Sr 101 152 75 55 100 81 67
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2.3 Rare earth c1emcr}t analyses (in rpm) Chulld r i I c

- No rr.r.: J i:: i nl~
VuJ t:<:;; (I' n:y

.6aXT 111943 22PK 242AL 243AL 244AL 25614 31AL 200XT et al. 1()()~;)

Ce 1.76 3.41 2.81 2.72 4.45 5.60 7.(lO 7.27 8.67 O. :-iii

Nd 1.84 3.35 2.19 4.50 5.60 5.73 7.'18 8.41 9. ;~7 o.uo

Sm 0.85 1.41 1.12 1.75 2.05 2.28 3.'18 4.03 4.07 0.1,')1

Eu 0.31 O. ~)3 0.39 0.69 0.83 O. f;2 1.21 1.33 l.'1.~ O.O(.l)

Gd 1.19 1.64 1.73 2048 2. ,'8 4.07 4.8 4.25 0.249

Tb 0.26 0.27 0.30 0.49 0.52 0.60 0.S7 0.63 0.98 0.047

Tm 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.28 0.33 0.30 0.50 0.h3 0.68 0.0';0

Yb 1.19 1.70 1.46 1.89 1.89 2.08 3.05 3.80 4.10 0.200

Lu 0.23 0.33 0.30 0.3'1 0.36 0.38 0.53 0.60 0.75 O.OYI

Supplementary rare earth analyses of Troodos me t a ha s a Lt s from Kay and

Senechal (in press)

103A (UPL) CY16 (UPL) 32P (AS)

Ce 0.70 7.32 7.88

Nd 0.77 6.25 7.10

Sm 0.424 2.33 2.63

Eu 0.185 0.83 0.955

Gd 0.89 3.92
'"

Dy 1.38 4.0 4.73

Er 1.05 2.54 2.96

Yb 1.13 2.55 2.82

Lu 0.187 0.386 00421
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2.4 Ox)_]cn and s t rant ium i50 tope rat ios

Sample
No.

(' 18Whole rock 00 (%0 )
re1ati ve to SMOW

87.(, 86Ss: /~r (age cor rue tell
and norma.li scd to I:imcr
and amend Sl'C0

3
:::r:;7iSr"\()

= 0.70800)

Laumontite
+

0.70760 - 3

Zeolite facies metabasalts

31AL + 12.40
+

0.70377 - 4

235AL + 11.60
+

0.70425 - 10

25613 ... 10.89
+

0.70398 - 10

7aXT + 10.77
+

0.70481 - 10

Greenschist facies metabasalts

97AL + 9.18

31AA + 5.27

283AL ... 4.37

42XT + 3.93

Hornfe1sed metadolerites

34XT + 3.31

23AA

+
0.70338 - 10

+
0.70476 - 5

+
0.70428 - 5

+
0.70521 - 4

+0.70372 - 8

Trondhjemites

120XT + 7.06 0.70466 :: 5

279XT + 5.70
+

0.70424 - 4

280XT + 6.45
+

0.70472 - 5

Metagabbros

17XT plag

+
+ 5.93 0.70420 - 5

5.825
+

+ 0.70463 - 4
+

0.70483 - 4

+
0.70471 - 4

8AA

37AA

17XTw.r.
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Fresh :.;abbros

T36* plag 0.70356 + :;

T74 pl.ag +0.70352 - (I

TI09 plag 0.70365 +- :,
T137 plag 0.70362 +- ()

23XT plag 0.70348 +- '1

157XT p1ag 0.70381 +- 5

23XT w.r. +0.70344 - 5

+50XT w.r. + 5.64 0.70356 - If

+157XT w.r. 0.70386 - 4

*Samp1es prefixed 'T' suppliec'. by C.R. Allen.
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Properties of secondary minerals from the Troodos massif

MINERAL

ANALCIME

CHABAZITE

GI.lELIN ITE

NATROLITE

PHILLIPSITE

HEULANDITE

STILBITE

OCCURRENCE

Veins and vesi-
cles of UPL and
ground-mass of
AS metabasalts

Very rare
zeolite in UPL
and AS

UPL only

UPL only

UPL only;most
common in fine-
grained basal
'lavas

Base of UPL
and top of
AS

OC.tllSwith
heulandite

PROPERTIES COMPOSITION

Colourless, vitreous or NaAl Si206ISOwhite, opaque (rarc)
dodecahedral crystals up
to 2cm in diameter (Plate
30). Very weakly bire-
fringent.

Orange or colourless Ca(AI2Si40l2)6H20
crystals sometimes
hopper•.like.

Hexagonal crystals up (Na2Ca)(Al2Si40~2)
to lem in diameter -
colourless or vitreous
at centre with a super-
ficial orange coating.
Hematite rim on longer
circumference (Plate 31
and Figure 27.

Radial clusters up to
Sem wide of e~ongatc
columnar pink, white
or colourless crystals -
opaque at centres.
Translucent at termin-
ations (Plate 31).

Small radial clusters
less than ~cm wide.
Individual crystals
are invariably twinned
on 100. Crystal colour
as gmelinite (Figure 27).

Colourless tabular
crystals up to 3cm
long. Highly
reflective due to
perfect 010 cleavage
(Plate 32).

Colourless, sheaf-like
crystals up to 3cm long
(Plate 30).

Na2(AI2Si3010)
2H20

(!Ca Na K)3 (Al3
SiSOI6)6H20

(CaNa2) (A12Si7
°lS)6H20

(CaNa
2
K2) (Al2

Si70lS)7H20



MINERAL

MORDENITE

LAUMONTITE

SIDERITE

CHALCEDONY

CELAOONITE

SMECTITE*
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OCClJRRENCE

AS only. Often
in veins with
chalcedony

Base of zeolite
facies and top
of greenschist
facies in AS.
In vesicles and
veins and re-
placing plag-
ioclase feld-
spar•.

One occurrence
on a joint
plane in massive
flow in UPL

Veins, vesicles
and cavities in
AS. Also non-
selectively re-
placing primary
and earlier
secondary
minerals.

Alone in ves-
icles and veins
or amalgamated
with chalcedony.
Common on joint
planes. Replaces
Fe-Mg minerals.

Vesicles and
ground mass in
UPL and AS.

PROPFRTIES COMPOSDION

I"Jhiteor pink bladed
crystals in crude
radial aggregates
(Plate 33). Partially
dehydrated to lcon-
hardite.

Wine-red tabular crystals
up to 3mm wide

Colourless or white
amorphous growths.
Mammi1ary in cavi t Les,

Deep turquoise-green
massive growths.
(Plate 32). Body
colour masks
birefringence in this
section.

Dark green flaky
crystals up to
1mm with greasy
lustre. Brown
opaque or ye1low-
gr.eenmOderately
birefringent in
thin section.
060 reflection at
1.535Ao confirms
trioctohedral
character. Basal
spacing = 14.5Aooexpands to l7A on
g1ycolation.

Ca(A12Si40l2)
4H20

FcC0
3

K(Fe Mg Al)2
(Si

4
010) (OH)2

III
ca2!4(Fe1.6FeO.2Mg309)
(Si6•1Nll. 9)020
(OH)4 7H20
an iron -rich
saponite (by
XRF and wet
chern)



MINERAL

*CHLORITE

ACTINOLITE

*EPIDOTE

SPHENE

CLINOZOISITE

HOfu"lBLENDE

OCCURRENCE

Vesicles, vei ns
and replacing
mesostasis in
AS greenschist
facies meta-
basalts.

* Replaces clino-
pyroxene in
greenschist
facies.

In v('sicles and
veins and non-
selectively re-
placing primary
and earlier
secondary
minerals in
greenschist
facies.

Partial re-
placement of
titanomagnetite
in greenschist
facies.

With calcite as
late replacement
mineral at top
of greenschist
facies.

Alteration of
actinolite,
quartz, and
sodic plag-
ioclase in
contact meta-
morphic rocks.

PROPERTIES

Light green aggregates
of small hexa~onal plates
with anomalous Berlin
Blue interference colours.
Basal spacjng = l4.1Ao -
does not expand on
glycolation. N = 1.616z

Fibrous crystals,
Pleochroic from light
green or bLown to
dark green or brown.
Moderate birefringence.

Elongate, columnar
pistachio green
crystals. Pleochroic
from colourless to
pistachio green.
Moderate birefringence.

High relief - high
birefringence.

Colourless anhedral
crystals with
moderate relief and
anomalous Berlin
Blue interference
colours.

Anhedral crystals w ith
indented outlines and
a pronouaced cleavage
parallel to llO
Pleochroic formula
0<. = pale ye ll.ow~ = yellow-green
75 = olive green

CO~lPOSITION

II
Mg2.3SFc2.6

AI1•OS (Si2•9:;
All.OS)OlO(OH) t)

pychno-chloritc
(optical Hey
(1954».

(Cal•8NaO•2)
(Mg2.6SMnO.05
III, II

FeO• 4l"e 1.SAlO. 3)

(AIO• 5Si7. 5)O~~2

(OH)2 (optical)

73% clinozoisitc
molecule
(average of 5
analyses - XRD
(Myer 1965).

CaTiSi05

NaCa/MgleIAl) 5

(SiA1)S 022 (OH)2
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MINERAL OCCURRENCE

GARNET* Veins in
Trondhjemite
adjacent to
gabbro

PROPERTIES

Mcclium brown isotropic
anhedral crystals with
high relief.
Cell size = 11.886Ao

n :: 1.86
I = 3.79

COMPOSITION

Andr adi t c71
Almamline 27

Grossularitc7

=Ast er Lsk indicates ru ner aL composition determined by author.
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Figure 27. Crystal forms of gmelinite and phillipsite.



Plate 30. Analcime(left) and stilbite.

pl te 31. Orange, hexagonal crystals of gmelinite(in cavity).
Natrolite in radiating growth to right. width of photo-
gr ph Scm.



Plate 32. Heulandite(colourless reflective plates),
mordenite (resembling cauliflower head) and celadonite
(blue-green coating).

Plate 33. Laumontite.
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A;'PENDIX 4

hlalytical methods

4.1 Petrogra:1hic work

About 400 thin sections were prepared in the Departments of Earth Sciences

at Leeds University and the Open University, and examined with a Swift

petrographic microscope. Modal analyses were made using a Swift point

counter with O.lmm count stop. Not less than 1000 counts were obtained

for each section.

4.2 Crushing procedure

The quantity of rock used depended on the grain size and mineral hetero-

geneity and varied from 100-400 gms , This was reduced to 2cm fragments

using a rock splitter and to less than 3mm using a mild steel percussion

mortar. Some samples (Appendix 1) were ground to - 90 mesh by continuing

with the hand mortar at this stage; the remainder however were ground in a

tungster carbide Tema barrel for 1!-2 minutes. Some samples with a high

H20- content were dri'!d at 1050C overnight at the 3mm stage as grinding

of the undried chips led to clogeing of the Tema barrel.

4.3 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

All the zeolites and a few other secondary minerals were identified by

XRD. The n~ta were obtained using either a high angle diffractometer

with eu KO< radiation and Ni filter with a Siemens chart recorder in

conjunction or a Siemeus Kinsta1loflex 2 powder camera. The composition

of epidote, was determined from XRD data (Myer 1965). Refractive index

measurements using a Leitz - Jelly refractometer with a set of calibrated

liquids were used in conjunction with XRD data to determine the compos.i.tions

of garnet (\Hnchell 1958) and chlorite (Hay 1954, Brindley and Gillery

1956).
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4.4 Wet chemical am:lysis

As a full description of the techniques employed in wet chemical analysis

are explained in a departmental publication written by Mr. I~.Buckley,

only a mention of the methods used here will be gi.ven,

Na20 and K20 werf>determined using an Eel flame photometer, Ti02 by
+colorimetry H20 by the Penfield method, and FeO by the ammonium

metavanadate method.

4.5 X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF)

The oxides Si02, Ti02, A1203, Fc203, MnO, MgO, C10, K20 and PzOs were

determined using a Phillips P.W. 1212 automatic sequential spectrometer

with a Ag-target X-ray tube. Absorption effects produced by variable

mineralogies were overcome by fusing the crushed rock sample with flux

and analysing the quenched glass. The sample (0.4 gms, - 90 mesh size)

was fused with anhydrous. Na2C03 (0.074 gms) and anhyc!rous sodium

tetraborate (2.77 gms) in a gold plated platinum curcible as described

by Padfield and Gray (1971). For each batch of analyses a permanent

standard was included as a monitor of instrumental drift. Punched tape

data output were processed using a standard computer programme. Samples

with high H20- contents were dried at lOSoC overnight prior to analysis.

The trace clements Ti, Zr, Y, Rb and Sr were analysed using a Ag X-ray

tube and Cu, Co, Cr, Ni, Pb and Zn using a W tube. The crushed rock

powders were presented in sample holders with taut mylar film windows

and rubber c~ps to prevent loss of powder under vacuum. Calibration was

performed using spikes and USGS standards. Standard absorption corrections

were applied.

Cross-checks for certain elements K, Ti, Zr, Y, Rb and Sr have been

performed by analysing fer these elements using different techniques and

in different laboratories. The agreement was found to be invariably
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within the experimental error of the method ernpLoy ed,

4.6 Instrumental neurton activahan analysis (INAA)

The elements Hf, Sc, Ta, Th and the rare earths (Cc, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd,

Tb, Tm, Yb and Lu) were analysed by instrumental neutron activation

analysis largely following the techniques described by Gordon et al.

(1968).

The crushed rock samples were irradiated at the University of London

Nuclear Reactor. They were then cooled and counted in front of gamma

ray detectors at the Department of Earth Sciences, Open University by

Dr. P.J. Pott::;.The data were processed by computation at the University

of London Computer Centre using the st andard Library Programme Sampo 6L.

The standard rock used with which the unknown samples were compared was

a sample of Ailsa Craig granite crushed to _ 200 mesh, homogenized in a

cement mixer and calibrated as an Open University secondary standard.

The overall accuracy of data calculated by this method is expected to be
5-10'7"0.
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